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Preface
Beginning with Volume XX, the Deep Space Network Progress Report changed from
the Techmcal Report 32- series to the Progress Report 42- series. The volt,me number
continues the sequence of the preceding issues. Thus, Progress Report 42-20 is the
twentieth volur . of t',_ Deep Space Network ,series,and is an uninterrupted follow-on to
Technical Report 32-1_26, Volume XIX.
This report presents DSN progress in flight project support, tracking and data
acquisition (TDA) research and technology, network engineering, hardware and software
implementation, and operations. Each issue presents material in some, but not all, of the
following categories in the order indicated.
Description of the DSN
Mission Support
Ongoing Planetary/Interplanetary Flight Projects
Advanced Flight Projects
Radio Astronomy
Special Projects
Supporting Research and Technology
Tracking and Ground.Based Navigation
Communications-Spacecraft/Ground
Station Control and Operations Technology
Network Control and Data Processing
Network and Facility Engineering and Implementation
Network
N-_tworkOperations Control Center
Ground Communications
Deep Space Stations
Quality Assurance
Operations
Network Operations
Network Operations Control Center
Ground Communications
Deep Space Stations
ProgramPlanning
TDA Planning
in each issue, the part entitled "Description of the DSN" describes the functions and
facilities of the DSN and may report the current configuration of one of the five DSN
systems (Traclang, Telemetry, Command, Monitor & Control, and Test & Training).
The work described in this report series is either performed or managed by the
Trackingand Data Acquisition organization of JPLfor NASA.
Ui
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:: NetworkFunctionsand Facilities
N. A. Renzetti
Office of Tracking and Data Acqu_s_t,on
The ob/ecttves, fimetions, and _rganization or rite Deep Space Network are
:i summarized: deep space _tatlr)tl, ground CottlmlltlictltlOtt. and network operatb)ns ('onlyol
i capabihties are described.
i The Deep Space Network was established by the National mission operations, and for which JPL provides the Orbiter
AeronauUcs and Space Administration (NASA) Office of spacecraft; Voyager, for which JPL provides project manage-
Space Tracking and Data Systems and is under the system ment. st_acecraft development, and conduct of mission
management and teclmical direction of the Jet Propulsion operations; and Pioneer Venus, for which .'he Ames Research
Laboratory (JPL). The network is designed for two-way Center provides project management, spacecraft development,
commumcations with unmanned spacecraft traveling approxi- and conduct of misston operations. The network is adding new
mately 16,000 km (10,000 miles) from Earth to the farthest capability to meet the requirements of the Jupiter Orbiter
planets and to the edge of our solar system. It has provided Probe Mission, for which JPL provides the project manage-
tracking and data acquisition support for the following NASA merit, spacecraft development and conduct of mission
deep space exploration projects: Ranger, Surveyor, Mariner operations.
Venus 1962, Mariner Mars 1964, Mariner Venus 1967, Mariner
Mars 1969, Mariner Mars 1971, and Mariner Venus-Mercury The Deep Space Network (DSN) is one of two NASA
1973, for which JPL has been responsible for the project networks. The other, the Spaceflight Tracking and Data
management, the development of the spacecraft, and the Network (STDN), is under the system management and
conduct of mission operations; Lunar Orbiter, for which the technical direction of the Goddard Space Flight Center
Langley Research Center carried out the project management, (GSFC). Its function is to support manned and unmanned
spacecraft development, and conduct of mission operatmns; Earth-orbiting satellites. The Deep Space Network supports
Pioneer, for which Ames Research Center carried out the lunar, planetary, and interplanetary flight projects.
project management, spacecraft development, and conduct of
mission operations; and Apollo, for which the Lyndon B. From its inception, NASA has had the objective of
Johnson Space Center was the project center and the Deep conducting scientific investigations throughout the solar sys-
Space Network supplemented the Manned Space Flight Net. tern. It was recognized that in order to meet this objective,
work, which was managed by the Goddard Space Flight significant supporting research and advanced technology devel-
Center. The network is currently providing tracking and data opment must be conducted in order to provide deep space
acquisition support for Helios, a joint U.S./West German telecommunications for science data return in a cost effective
project; Viking, for which Langley Research Center provides manner. Therefore, the Network is continually evolved to keep
the project management, the Lander spacecraft, and conducts pace with the state of the art oi telecommunications and data
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handling. It was also reck,grazed early that cl:_secoordination • The DSN Radio Science System generates radio science
would be zieedcd betv, ee_l the zequilemelds of tile tlight data, I.e., the Irequency and amphtude o! spacecralt
. projects for data return and the capabihtles needed m tile transmitted signals affected by passage through media
Network. Tlus close collaborauon was eflected by the appoint- such as the solar corona, planetary atmospheres, and
ment tffa Tracking and Data Systems Manager as part of the planetary rings, and transmits this data to Mission
flight project team from the initiation of the project to the Control.
end of the m_sslon. By tlus process, requirements were
Identified early enough to provide funding and lmplementa- The data system configurations suppl,rting testing, training,
lion in tmle for use by the flight project m Its fight phase, and network operations control functi,_ns are as tollows:
As of July 1972, NASA undertook a change in the interface
• The DSN Momtor and Control System instruments,between the Network and the flight projects. Prior to that
transmits, records, and displays those parametera of the
time. since 1 January 1964, m addition to consisting of the DSN necessary to verify configuration and validate the
Deep Space Stations and the Ground Communications Netwqrk. it provides the tools necessary for Network [Facility, the Network had al_o iflcluded the mission control Opera_ions personnel to control and monitor the Net- ,
and computing facilities and provided the equipment in the work and interface' with fhgh! pro,jeer mi,_lon contr,_l !
m_sslon support areas for the conduct of mission operauons, personnel. 1
The latter facilit!es were housed t,na building at JPL known as [
the Space Flight Operations Facility (SFOF). The interface • The DSN Test and Training System generates and
f
change was to accommodate a hardware interface between the
support of the network operations control functions and those controls simulated data to support development, test, [
of the mission control and computing functions. This resulted training and fault isolation within the DSN. It partici-
m the flight projects assuming the cognizance of the large pates in mission sxmulation with flight projects.
general-purpose digital computers which were used for both
network processing and mission data processing. They also The capabilities needed to carry out the above functions
assumed cognizance of all of the equipment m the flight have evolved in three technical areas:
operations facility for display and communications necessary
for the conduct of mission operations. The Network then (1) The Deep Space Stations, which are distributed around
undertook the development of hardware and computer soft- Earth and which, prior to 1964, formed part of the
ware necessary to do its network operations control and Deep Space Instrumentation Facility. The technology
monitor functions in separate computers. A characteristic of involved in equipping these stations is strongly related
the new interface is that.the Network provides direct data flow to the state of the art of telecommunications and
to and from the stations; namely, metric data, science and flight-ground design considerations, and is almost corn-
engineering telemetry, and such network monitor data as are pletely multimission in character.
useful to the flight project. This isdone via appropriate ground
communication equipment to mission operations centers, (2) The Ground Communications Facility provides the
wherever they may be. capability required for the transmission, reception, and
monitoring of Earth-based, point-to-point communica-
The principal deliverables to the users of the Network are tions between the stations and the Network Operations
carried out by data system configurations as follows: Control Center at JPL, Pasadena, and to the JPL Mis-
• The DSN Tracking System generates radio metric data, sion Operations Centers. Four communications dis-
i.e., angles, one- and two.way doppler and range, and ciplines are provided: teletype, voice, high-speed, and
transmits raw data to MissionControl. wideband. The Ground Communications Facility uses !
the capabilities provided by common carriers through. 1
• The DSN Telemetry System receives, decodes, records, out the world, engineered into an integrated system by I
and retransmits engineering and scientific data generated m Goddard Space Flight Center, and controlled from the
in the spacecraft to MissionControl. communications Center located in the Space Flight
• The DSN Command System accepts spacecraft corn- OperationsFacility (Building 230) at JPL.
mands from Mission Control and transmits;the com-
mands via the Ground Comtaunication FaCility to a The Network Operations Control Center is the functional
Deep Spac" Station. The commands are then _diated to entity for centralized operational control of the Network and
J.
the spacecraft in order to initiate spacecrafgft_ctionsin _ interfaces with the users, it has two separable functional
flight.. *' elements; namely, Network Operations Control and Network
2
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Data Processing. The functions of the Netw_rk Operations • Processing of data used by Network Operations Control
Control are: tor control and analysis of the Netwt.k.
• Control and coordination of Network support to meet • Display m tire Network Operations Control Area of data
commitments to Network users, processed in the Network Data Processing Area.
• Utilization of the Network data processing computing
capability to generate all standards and limits required • Interface wltb commumcations circuits for input to and
for Network operations, output from the Network Data Processing Area.
• Utilization of Network data processing computing • Data logging and production of the intermedmte data
capability to analyze and validate the performance of all records.
Network systems.
The personnel who carry out these functions are located
The personnel who carry out the above functions are located approximately 200 meters from the Space Flight Operations
in the Space Flight Operations Facility, where mission opera- Facility. The equipment consists of minicon_puters for real-
tions functions are carried ou_ by certain flight projects. Net- time data system monitoring, two XDS Sigma 5s, display,
work personnel are directed by an Operations Control Chief. magnetic tape recorders, and appropriate interface equipment
The t'unctions o! the Network Data Processing are: with the ground dat_-communications.
[
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DSN Command System Mark Ill-7$
W G. Stinnett *
TDA Engineering Sect=on
t
The DSN Command System Mark 111.78 data processing includes a capability for a
data handling method called "store-and-fi_rward. ""A description of the data processing
for command store-and-fi_rward is contained in thts article. ..
I. [ntr(_luction capability, plans are to significantly change the data processing _ ;
capabilities of the DSN Command System Mark i11-78. :_
The last DSN Progress Report article discussing the DSN
Command System (Volume 42.35) defined the implementa- The data processing capabilities of the DSN Command
tion that was in proces=;for the Mark 111-77configuration. The System have remained constant since late 1973. The interface
prime implementation was to occur at the Deep Space Stations with the Mission Control Centers (at JPL and at Ames
and at JPL in the Ground Communication Facility (GCF) Research Center) have likewise rem,ained ,:cn_tant. These
Central Communications Terminal. At the Deep Space capabilities have supported Helios, Mariner Venus-Mercury, -;.
Stations, new minicomputers replaced the existing obsolete P_oneersI0 and I I, Viking and Voyager missions. The design -_
computers. Presently, all stations have been upgraded to the of the data processing capabilities was based on the "worst i_
Mark 111-77 configuration, except DSS II a; Goldstone, case" mission needs while recognizing the limited command [_
California. In the Central Communication Terminal (CCT), storagecapabilities at a DSS.
minicomputers were implemented such that. automatic data
routin_ (instead of manual line patching) of the h/gh-speed The types of missions supported, coupled with the con-
data line traffic could be accomplished.The computers in the straint of limited command storage at a Deep Space Station
CCT have been installed, and the t'mal phases of software dictated a system data processingdesign in which commands
testing _re in process.As soon as the new minicomputers at are "held" at the Mission Control Center and "fed" to a Deep
DSS l I are implemented (March 1978) the DSN Command Space Station in small quantities. These small quantities of
System Mark 111-77configuration will be complete. Due to the commands are temporarily held at a Deep Space Station
fact that this hardware reconfiguration o,:curred over a prior to radiatmn to the spacecraft. The data processing
15-month time interval (station-by-station), the command data capabilities, especially with regard to the data interface with
processingcapabilities in the new minicomputers had to be the Mission Control Centers, are complex and highly inter.
"held" to the level of capabilities that existed in the active. This is primaril) due to providing the capability for t
computers being replaced. That is, the data interfaces with the Mission Control to change a command sequence in real-time. |
Mission Operations Control Centers had to be maintained such The commands' temporarily stored at a DSS can be L
that those cen:ers could interface with either a Mark !11-75 or "reshuffled" when a command sequence is changed. This [Mark 111.77 configured DSS. Now that all station= (DS£ ! i is requires numerous software algorithms to ensure the _,alidi_y
imminent) have significantly increased command datatstorage of a "new" command sequence.
.4
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Due to tile nature ot recent nussmns and spacecraft III. DSN Data Procest_ing, Command
supported by the DSN, the data processing requirements are $tore-and-Forward
changing. The natures of the missions are relatively long
lasting; thus new data processing capabilities are necessary to Tile DSN data processing can best be described by defining
minimize oFerations personnel (costs) that are dedicated to three distract functtons that t_ccurto command a spacecraft.
operating and monitoring the Ground Command System. The (1) Recewing and storing the command data at a I;SS.
more recent spacecraft being supported (e.g., Viking, Voyager
and the yet to be launched Pioneer Venus) have onboard (2) Queuing command data to be radiated t_ the space-
command storage and sequencing capabilities. Further, the craft.
operation oJ"these spacecraft ts based on loading this onboard (3) Radiating the command data to the spacecraft.
storage well in advance of action to be taken by the spacecraft.
That is, very few "direct action" commands are being used Before discussing me above three t'unctlons, command tiles
now for spacecraft support. Grou;ld Command System data and file elements need to be defined. The data handhng destgn
processing capabilities are now being developed which are is based up, blocking the command data into files mad up
more compatible with future mission operations and space- ot tile elements.
craft concepts. The description of this DSN portion of the
Command System data processing ts the subject of this article. A. ¢omnwnd Flies
The basic"set" oc spacecraftcommandsthat ,s forwarded
from one ground system element to the next is ,_command
file. Generally. multiple files will be generated for forwarding.
II. General Concept- Command Every file is composed of t:/o elemen, (I element : I
Sloro-Ilq_-Forwgrd high-speed da:a block)types. The general structure is:
The end.to.end command data flow is shown in Fig. !. Header element C
Each element of the "system" is responsible to temporarily Ce:amand element 1
store, then forward a specific set of spacecraft commands. This Command element 2
method of data delivery has been termed "store-and-forward."
At the MissionOperation Center. as part of mission-dependent
capabilities, a "set" of commands is generated based upon the Command element n
particular requirements for a series of mission ob;:ctives for a
given period of time. These commands are usually computer- The header element contains file ide::tification information.
generated and are normally generated on the order of days in file processing instruction, and a file checksum for error
advance of actual execution by the spaet'craft. After genera- protection. The file identification information consists of a file
tion. the set of commands is then stored for later entry into time ID, a file text name. and a project reference number.
the real-time ground command system. Entry for temporary Once generated (normally by project commamd generatmn
storage into the Mission Operation Center real-time command software), the information is unchanged throughout the
system normally occurs on the order of hours before delivery ground system. The file processing instructions consists of
to the DSN. Whena Deep Space Station has been scheduled to optional f'de radiation open and close wi,,dow times, and an
track a given spacecraft, it is available for the command optional file bit l radmtion time. File open and close window
function. The station will receive the set of commands from times specify the only time interval during which command
ihe Mission Control Center via a high.speed data line. This set elements in the Fd¢ ma_ begin radiation ";.e.. a mission
of commands will normally he received the first few minutes sequence may demand that specific commands not be sent
of the stations track. The set of commands is then available for before or after certain times). The bit I radiation time allows
radiation to the spacecraft. At the option of the Mimon the project to specify th,"exact time at which the fde is to
Operations Team. radiation can begin immediately, or a few begin radiation ,o the space:raft. The file checksum is
hours into the track. Upon receipt by the spacecraft, the intended to provide error protect!c_ for the end-to-end groand
commands are stored, normally in an onboard computer, for command system. It is created at the time of file generation
later execution. As can be teen from the above description, and is passed intact to the DS$. It adds reliability to insure
each element in the system receives and stor:'s the complete that no data wgre dropped or altered in the transfer from one
,t set of commands priorto forwarding: thus the term store-and- facility to another.
forward. This article diaereses the I_N data processingportion
of this end-to.end command store.and-forward method of data The command elements contain the actual command bits to
lumdling, be radiated to the spacecraft, identification information, and
1978016244-011
prssolrn lllThedlctorllC.Co°.nincludes the file time ID and file text name (same as the Data for Racllation
header element), project reference number, and element After having loaded the file(s) at the CPA, files may be
number (1-256). The processing-control information censists selected lor radiation to the spacecraft. This process is called
of an optional delay time. if the project wants to delay "attaching." A five-entry queae of file names is provided. The
radiation of a command element (delay from the previous Mission Control Team determines in which order the files are
c,_mmand), this delay time would be used.
to be attached, normally in the e'der in which they were sent
to a DSS. The order in which they are attac _eddetermines the
The allocated storage for each f:le is of fixed length (256
sequence in which they will be radiated that is, first attached,
elements), ttowever, a file may not occupy all the stor,,ge first to radiate to the spacecraft. Attaching a file to the queue
allocated for it. For a given mission, 8 files can be stored at a is accomplished by the Mission Control Center sending an
DSS. Each command element can contain up to 800 spacecraft "attach" directive to _he DSS CPA. Each f'de, as it is attached,
command bits. The total storage is thus greater than 1.6 mil- is r_aced at the bottom of the queue. After attaching the files,lion command bits - far m excess of any currently known
the top file in the queue is el,gible for radiation to the
spacecraft storage plans, spacecraft.
Tile data processing of the DSNCommand System is based D. Command Radiation to the SpIl_rlfI
upon the data handling of the above-described command ,qles
and file element_. The first command element in the top (prime) file in the
queue begins radiation to the spacecraft immediately after
B. Receiving and Storing Command attachment or as soon as all optional file instructions are
DIIIII-_t II D,_ satisfied. As previously stated, a file can have optional
As pr_'viously stated, the file(s) or set of commands to be instructions - Bit 1 radiation time an,_ file open and close
radiated to the spacecraft are sent to a DSS during the first window times. If used, these instructions control when the
few min,q,.s of _,spacecraft track (i.e., just after spacecraft f,;st command element in the file begins radiation to the
downlink signal acquisition). The first step in receiving and spacecraft. The file is defined to be active when the first
storing command data at a DSS is the process of opening a file command element begins radiation. Upon corr_letion of
area on the Command Processor Assembly (CPA) disk at a radiation of the first command element, the CPA radiates the
DSS. This is accomplished by the Mission Control Center second command element either immediately or when the
sending a file header element to the DSS CPA. The CPA ot_tional instruction "delay" time has been satisfied, fi_e CPA
_. acknowledges receipt of this "open" instruction. The Mission c,. _tinues to rldiate all command elements in the file until
Control Center immediately sends the command elements (up complete. Afte_ ,he first file completes the radiation process,
the second file in tile queue automatically becomes the primeto 255) at near the high-speed data line maximum rate
(maximum rate - 7200 bits/see). The Mission Control Center file and the file radiation process is repeated. After the second
then follows with a file "close" instruction. The DSS CPA file completes radiation, the third file becor- s prime, etc. This
again acknowledges the "cl-,se" instruction ir.dieating file process is repeated until all files in the quc : are exhausted.
loading su, cessful or unsuccessful. If successful, the Mission The Mission Control Center can attach new files to the queue
Control Center proceeds to send any remaining files (up to 8 whenever space becomes available (i.e., after the first file
total). If unsuccessful, the CPA specifies (in the acknowledge radiates).
to the Mi,"sionControl Center) the reason for the failure and As the radiation of command elements in a file is in
I from what point in the f'de the command elements are to be
retransmitted, process, periodic reporting via high-speed data line messages to
the Mission Control Center is accomplished. Transmissionof
these messages to the Mission Control Center occurs everyThere are numerous reasons the CPA rejects the "close"
three minutes, or after five elements have been radiated,
instruction, but the prime one wnuld be an erroroccurring in whichever occur, first.the transmission link between the Mission ControlCenter and
the DS$. rhe MissionControl Centerretransmits the data and F_ ,$,¢l¢lltioItglData I_llCollin9
againattempts to "close" the file. Again, after a successful file
close, the Mission Control Center proceeds to send any The functions of (l)storing the command files at a DSS,
remaining files. Upon successful "clodng" of all files, the (2) attaching the f'flesto the queue and, (3)radiation of the
ioadlrg and storing procet_ is complete. This process will commands to the spacecraft are ratherstraightforwardand the
normally take less than 10 minutes to complete. The com- above descriptions assumed nominal-standardoperation of the
mand datais then availablefor radiation to the spacecraft, data processing functions. However, the complexity of the
1
, 6
I
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total data processing capabdlt_es nsa result of assumnit_.worst command data. If a fadure is detected during radiation, the
case, failure-recovery, or non-nominal operating conditl,::_s, command element is aborted. Optional methods of treating an
Numerous data processing capabtlitles exist to accommodate abort are provided. Automatic recovery can be attempted
these c,mditions. Below is a list of the optiona! or non-nominal (resend the command element) or radiation is terminated untd
data processing functions, operator intervention occurs. If radiation ceases, again the file
is said to be suspended.
!. File erase. The capability exists to delete a file from
storage at the DSS CPA. This erase function cart be accom- 5. Resume command radiation. To resume radiation of a
plished either locally at a DSS or via high-speed data message suspended file (either suspended intentionally or from an
from the Mission Control Center. It is expected that files will abort) a message can be sent from the Mission Control Center
be stored on disk at the CPA that are not intended to be to resume radiation at a specific element in the file.
radiated to the spacecraft. Examples: Test files left from 6. Close window time override. The close window time
pretrack testing or the Mission Control Center sends wrong
files to DSS. The file "erase" function Is provided so that (previously discussed) can cause an actively radiating file to
unnecessary files stored at the DSS can be deleted to make become suspended. If this occurs, Mission Cohtrol can send a
room for files intended for radiation to the spacecraft, message to the DSS CPA to "override" this time. The close
window time override directs the CPA to ignore the close
2. Cleating the queue. Files could be attached to the queue window time and proceed as if it were infinity.
out of order. As previously stated, the order of file radiation
to the s0acecraft is dependent on the order of files in the |V. CommandStore-and-Forward
queue. "ue queue can be cleared by a high-speed data message Schedule
from the MissionControl Center.
The capabilities defined in this article are in the final stages
3. Suspend radiation, if for some reason, Mission Control of implementation. Plans are that these capabilities - with
desires to stop command radiation, a "suspend" message can corresponding capabilities existing at the Mission Control
be sent from the Mission Control Center. This message stops Center - be available for the Voyager Mission in time to
command radiation to the spacecraft. The file is defined as support the encounter' with Jupiter. On approximately
being in the suspended state. May 15, 1978, the Voyager Mission will begin test and training
with this capability. Hans "are that this capability will be
4. Command abort. As each command bit is radiated to the operational in September 1978 to command the Voyager
spacecraft, numerous checks are made to insure validity of the spacecrafts.
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DSN Ground Communications Facility
R. H. E_ans
TDA Engineering Section
A functional description of the GCF and its relationships with other elements of the
DSN and NASCOM is presented together with development objectives and goals and
comments on implementation activities in support of Flight Projects.
I
I. Introduction Office of JPL provides the technical direction and systems
management of the GCF, and acts as the representative of
The GCF iq one of the three elements of the DSN. The GCF NASCOM for switching and interconnect functions on the
provides for _,ansmission, reception, and monitoring of Earth- west coast.
based point-to.point communications between the Deep Space
Stations (DSS_) (one of the DSN elements), and the Network
Operations C ,ntlol Center (NOCC) (the other element) II. GCF-NASCOMInterrelationships
located at JPI. Pasadena,and to the Mission Operations Con-
trol Center (I_,OC) a, JPL. Voice, tHetype, high-speed data, The interrelationships at the programmatic level between
_w,4wid.'band data channels of' _ world-wide NASA Com- JPL's DSN GCF and the NASCOM network, managed,
.nications Netw_rk (NASCOM) are utilized for all long- engineered, and controlled at GSFC, are characterized as fol-
distancecircuits, excep those between JPL and the Goldstone lows:
Deep Space Communications Complex (GCSCC). Goddard
Space Right Center (GSFC) NASCOM Engineering has dele. A. NASCOM
gated the respot,sibilit_es for planning, budgeting, design,
implementation, op:ration, and maintenanceof the com- (1) Provideslong-hauloperationalgroundcommunications
municatioasrequirementsbetweenGoldstoneandJPLto the in supportof all NASAprojectsand missionactivities
DSN GCF. Ad0itionally,the GCF,r.wides communications includingthosesupportedby the DSN.
servicesbetweenthe DS_ at eachgeosraphiccommunications
complex(Madrid,Australia,an: 3oldstone,CA.)via intersite (2) Accepts and supportscommunicationsrequirements
microwavesystem capabilit.:=,andbetweenseparatedareasof establishedby the DSN and validated through con-
the NOCCat JPL vi_ .30 kbit/s widebanddata channels, tinuingconsultationandreview.
Also, voice commun. ,tionsareprovidedwithin the stations,
between the stati _s,within the complexes,and within the (3) Establishesin consultationwith the users the basic
NOCC.The C.'F is ,.:omprisedof five subsystems;Voice, characteristicsof the NASCOMsystems,such astele-
Teletype,Hi=,,._,peed_)ata,Wideband[',-'.taandMonitorand type line rateandblock headerformatsfor switching,
Control."f_LeDSNTrackingand l)a'.JAcquisitionEngineering andtheuserelectricalinterfaces.
Ill ll_.T_" [] [] i ;I ,-,_" -" ""'I"--- =
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B. GCF A. High-Speed Data Subsystem
(I) Provides ground communications for 'all DSN nu_siunl_ Thi_ subsystem shall COl;Sistof GCF assemblies that switch,
and uses the services of NASCOM. transmit, record, process, distribute, test, and monitor digital
data and is used tot transmission of:
(2) Establishes ad&tional characteristics of all GCF sub- (1) All digital data for the DSN command, tracking, and
systems oil an end to end basis such as block multi- monitor control systems.
plexing, error correction, and monitoring and control.
(2) All low or medium rate data of the DSN Telemetry
System and the DSN Tes: and Training System.
III. Objectives and Goals The High-Speed Data Subsystem provides a capability for
transmitting and receiving the serial bit stream formatted data
The primary objectives of the GCF are to provide highest over a single four-wire properly conditioned alternate voice/
quality point-to-point transfar of operational data within the data channel having a 3,0-kHz bandwidth. This serial bit
DSN and provide simple user ano NASCOM electrical and stream is impressed on communication circuits at a continuous
operational interfaces. These objectives are being met by: line bit rate divided into message segments referred to as high
speed data blocks.
(l) Providing automatic message switching and routing.
Two types of data blocks are used:(2) Providing data transmission subsystems that are as
transparent to the users as possible. (l) Data blocks containing user data bits to be transmitted.
(3) Minimizing project dependent equipn,ent within the
GCF. (2) Filler blocks contaihing filler data bits provided by
GCF when the user data bit/block rate is insufficient to
(4) Providing a centralized common user data records maintain the contiguous bit/block rate required for
capability, continuous line monitoring and error control.
The goals of the GCF are to providehighly reliableandcost- The current plans for the GCF Mark II! period are to
effective data transmission while continuing an adequate provide the functional capabilities illustrated in Fig. 2. The
- capability balance for multiple mission users, and include: C,CF High-Speed Data Subsystem is standardized on a 1200-bit
block size (message segment) and a line bit rate of 7200
i (1) Equipment and routing redundancy to minimize single, bits/s. The other planned changes include conversion from a
point-of-failure impact. 33-bit to a 22-bit error detection encoding/decoding poly-
nomial code and increasing the number of bits reserved in the
(2) Error performance which provides essentially block- data block ending from 36 to 40 bits. The 40-bit block ending
"_ error-free throughput, with the 22-bit code provides for numerical serialization and
(3) Design coordinated and consistent with the NASCOM acknowledgement numbers for error correction by retrans-
mission for short outages or errors in GCF end-to-end data
Development Program. transmission.
The error correction capability will significantly reduce the
IV. Configuration 8nd post pass time required for non-real.time replay of blocks
Functional Subsystem received in error to complete the intermediate data record, r_
Figure3 illustrates the High-Speed Data Subsystem transi-
The current GCF configuration, including the related tional configuration that was planned for the CY 1977 and
NASCOMinterfaces and functions, is illustrated in Fig. 1. This CY 1978 time period. The transitional configuration (old and
configuration illustrates the long-haul communication circuit new configurations separately or in combinations operational
services external to JPL and Deep Space Communications and useable) is required to provide continuous support for
Complexes (except circuits between the Goldstone Complex ongoing and I,_w projects starting up until the conversion from
and JPL) are the responsibility of NASCOM.The voice, tele- the old Ground Data System to the new one is completed for
type, high-speeddata, wndebanddata, and monitor and control support of the Voyager and Pioneer Venus Projects, and to
subsystems point-to-point communications are serviced by this support the continued extended mission of the Viking Project ["
Fig. 1 configuration, thru early CY 1979. The dual-mode configuration became
I0
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Foperable :rod useable tt_ support DSN Systenl Testing al the system service provides capabdttws between those areas and to
conclusion of acceptance test detnonstrallons of the Error mm-l)SN area Interfaces as follows: _,,,
" Detection Correcuon (EDC) and the thgh-Speed Switch II) NOCCandDSS(ttSW) Software in Nov,'mber of( "l It)77. The added new
computer to computer switched interface to the Miss,on Con- (2) NOCCand MCCC/MOC(or remote MOC) i
trt_l and Compt,tmg Center (MC('C). althtutgh _perable and 131 MOCand DSS for Command System backup. ,..,'
useable t'or DSN-MCCC testing, wdl not be fully operat]on',d
tdlJuneCY 1978. The Voice Subsystem functional capabilities and key
characteristics include:
B. Wideband Data Subsystem I I) Standard w)ice-data grade circuits for all traffic.
(2) Conferenclng capability O11 one lnterncontinental C!l-
The Wideband Data Subsystem consists of assemblies that !1_cuit during noncritical periods fi)r all deep space sta-
sw_tch, transmit, receive, process, distribute, test and monitor
lilt
lions supporting a single project (individual circuits for
data requiring the use t;f bandwidths greater than those pro- each DSS during critical periods, resources permitting).
wded by standard high-speed data channels. The GCF Wide-
band Data Subsystem functionally illustrated m Fig. 4, 13) tlser controlled intc_comm switching.
together with a listing of functional capabilities provided, (4) Circuits used t\)r high-speed data transmission (backup)
,ncludes standard wideband circuits as well as all intersite- if required.
microwave (area microwave) capabilities. The Wideband Data
Subsystem is used tbr the transmission of: (5) Voice traffic recording in the central communications
terminal upon request.
(1) All DSN Telemetry System high-rate data that exceed
High-Speed Data Subsystem capabilities. D. Teletype Subsystem
(2) Data interchange between the NOCC and GCF Comm This subsystem consists of assemblies that switch, transmit,
Terminal at JPL. receive, distribute, test and monitor digital signals originally
generated in Baudot format at a teletype (TTY) line rate of
(3) Data interchange between DSSs within a complex via 100 words per minute. The operational use of teletype c_.n-
intersitemicrowave, including critical timing signals, tinues to be de-emphasized and is used primarily for
(4) Simulation System Data from the Mission Control and emergency-backup operational transmissions and administra-
Computing Center/Mission Operations Center to the tire communications. Servicefunctions and key characteristics
DSSs. include:
(5) DSN Test and Training System data from the Network (!) Handling Air Force Eastern Test Range (AFETR)
Operations Control Center to the DSSs. generated predicts for DSN initial acquisition.
(2) Transmitting non-operational messages between the
The wideband data circuits for interchange of data JPL MessageCenter and other locations.
between the DSSs and JPL are impressed with serial bit
streams at a continuous line rate typically 27.6, 28.5, 50, 56, (3) Use of standard NASCOM format and the NASCOM
168 or 230.4 kbits/s divided into 2400 or 4800 bit message communications processor for message switching.
segments (data blocks). (In CY 1978 the 27.6, 28.5 and 50 (4) Employment of time division multiplexing techniques
kbits/s rates will be deleted). Similar to the hi0a-speed data to reduce trunk circuit costs.
subsystem the blocks are either data blocks, or filler block.
inserted when the user data load is insufficient to maintain Conversion to the new eight-level standard will be mack
contiguous data blocks on Itne. when NASCOM resources permit. This conversion is now
planned for the CY 1979 to CY 1980 time frame.
C. Voice Subsystem
The Voice Subsystem consists of GCF assemblies that V. Tlfl)lolll Oonlqluration
switch, transmit, receive, distribute, test, and monitor trans-
missions originally generated in vocal form, and includes The DSN GCF is designed for multiple mission support.
internal voice communications within the Deep Space Station Improvements and additions are integrated to meet new era
Communication Complexes, DSSs, and the NOCC. The sub- and project requirements (Voyager and Pioneer-Venus require-
11
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ments being added at present- fl_rexample) while continuing centers and t;ther non-DSN NASCOM-serviced msr,dlatlons on
to support tile Viking, Helios, and Pioneer 6 through I 1 Pro- the West Coast are serviced through the NASCOM West Ceast
jects. Figure 5, in general, dlustrates the GCF configuration for Switching Center on integral part of the GCF 20/Ceotr,'d
support of these projects. Additionally, remote information Comm Terminal at JPL.
!
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"* Viking Extended Mission Support
T.W. Howe ,_
_'_' Deep Space Network Operations Secuon
This report ct ors the period from I September through 31 October 1977. It reports t
i_ on the status of"Viking DSN Mark 111 '77 Data Subsystem Implementation Project (MDS),
!
related testing at DSS 42/43, and also includes reports on the Viking DSN Discrepancy ,_:
Reporting System, Viking command support, tracMng SUl'port, and periodic tests
_'_:'__4J conducted wit/, the Viking spacecraft, i_
I. Viking Openltions The first indication of a prot)lem was loss of downlink lock _,_.
by DSS 44. When lock was reestablished, the downlink was i{
/L Status found to be -167 dBm with a low rate engineering signal-to-
noise ratio (SNR) near zero. I_
_ All four Viking spacecraft continued to return data during L-this reporting period. The communications link between the [.=
- spacecraft and the Deep Space Stations (DSSs) continued to Following unsuccessful attempts to improve the signal level,
improve. This w,_ a result of the combination of decreasing a spacecraft emergency was declared by the Viking Project
• communications range t,- Earth and a decreasing Earth cone Ma, ager. Since only 26-m stations were scheduled to support '
angle for the Orbiter low-gain antennas. The links will Viking fromthetimeoftheanomalyuntilsomelOhourslater }
continue to improve until mid-January 1978. These improved when DSS 14 would have the spacecraft in view, DSS 43 was [
links made possible the reception of 33-1/3 bps single- contacted and requested to support. The station had not I
subcarrier telemetry data from the Orbiter low.gain antenna supported any spacecraft tracks since the beginning of the ,[
by a 64-m station. The 26-m stations processed dual-subcarrier DSN Mark III '77 data Subsystem Implementation Project [
2-kbps telemetry data routinely during the period. Beginning (MDS) upgradeon 15 July 1977, and was still in the process of I
in October it was possible to receive 8.1/3 bps single-subcarrier conducting system performance tests. The personnel re- !"
telemetry data at 26-m stations, sponded to the emergency in remarkablefashion and were able
to obtain lock in less than one hour. Following analysis of [
B. Spacecraft Problems telemetry downlink indications, it was confirmed that a sating fTwo spacecraft problems occurred during this reporting sequence had occurred. Commapds were transmitted to
pedod.The first occurredon September19on VikingOrbiter reestablishnormal links. DSS63 wasbrouglatupat theendof ,
DSS 43's view period and received a spacecraft memory it,
2 (VO-2) during a planned switch from processor B to readout. DSS 63 was released from Viking support apptoxi-
processorA. a,n anomalycaused the Orbiter to go into a sating mately 7 hours after the emergency, lroutih_ ,nd resulted in a switch to the low-gain antenna and
t• single-subcardermode at a data rate of 8.1/3 bps. This was thefirst attempted processor switch for VO-2, the same switch The cause of the anomaly was determined to be a timing i:_having been successfully accomplished several times on Viking offset between Processor A and Processor B on the Viking
Orbiter 1 (VO-l). Orbiter.
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The second problem occurred over DSS J, on 6 October D. Radio Science
1977 during a VI-2 direct link. Downlink lock was lost
Radio Science activ:ties and data taking continued during
, approximately 14 minutes prior to the scheduled time of end September attd October.
of link. Attempts by DSS 14 and DSS 43, which was
supporting a demonstration pass, to lock to the dowrdink were
unsuccessful. An attempt to obtain lock the following day was Experiments included Near Simultane,3t,s Lander/Orbiter
also unsuccessful. Ranging, Periapsis Gravity Field, and Occultation. Plans are
: now being made for a Bistatic Radar Experiment which will
begin in November 1977. Details of this experiment will be
The apparent cause of the anomaly is a fault in the covered in the next article of this series.
low-voltage power supply for the traveling wave tube amplifier E. Spacecraft Tests(TWTA). About one year ago the other TWTA failed to come
on during a scheduled direct link, and no attempt has been Routine spacecraft testing continued during this reporting
made to use it since that time. Lander 2 will continue to period. An average of two Command Detector Unit (CDU)
operate with an uplink capability and Lander-to-Orbiter relay signal-to-noise ratio estimator (SNORE) tests were conducted
links. The preseut VD2 sequences provide a good science each week for both Viking Orbiters. High-gain antenna
mission with most of the data being returned via the relay link. calibrations were also supported.
II. Network Support
C. Maneuvers Table 1 shows the Viking Extended Mission (VEM)
Three Mars Orbit Trim (MOT) maneuvers with VO-2 Tracking Support for 1(:/7. The month of October produced
occurredduring this reporting period, the fewest number of tracking hours in support of Viking for
1977, with September showing the fewest number of Viking
MOT-11 occurred on 26 September 1977 during the DSS tracks for 1977. This may be due in part to the fact that
63 view period. The purpose of this maneuver was to prepare Lander 2 direct telemetry link passes ended on 6 October due
for l)eimos encounters on 10, 15, and 20 October. The trim to the TWTA failure.
maneuver was successful. DSS 63 was unable to obtain
downlink telemetry lock during the 9-see motor burn, even Table 2 gives the total number of commands transm!tted
though the spacecraft .was on the high-gain antenna and the during 1977. The month of September was a record month for
downlink telemetry signal level was predicted to be - 143 dBm. commanding with 11,617 commands transmitted, more than
As a result, two-way tracking data was lost, and telemetry data half of which were sent from 26-m stations.
wasnot available until played back from the Orbiter.
Table 3 identifies the DSN VEM Discrepancy Reports
generated during the period and 1977.
MOT-12 was supported by DSS 14 on 9 October 1977.
Motorbum lasted6 secondsand finalized the orbit for Deimos A. Viking Uplink Spectrum Analysis
encounter. All uplink and downlink activities for this On September2, during a lander direct link overDSS 63,
maneuverwereaccomplishedproperlyandontime. the Viking Lander-I uplink signallevel was noted to be 37
dBm lower than predicted and the spacecraft receiver static
phase error was in error by 13 Khz. Investigation by DSS 63
MOT-13 occurred on 23 October 1977 and accomplished during subsequent Viking passes revealed sideband signal
three goals: (1)it changed the periapsis altitude from 591 to "spurs" on the station uplink carrier, both above and below
300 kin, (2)it changed the orbital period from 21 hours 13 the carr£erat about 13 to 15 Khz from the carrierand a -30
minutes to 23 hours 59 minutes, and (3) it provided an orbit dB below the actual carrier signal level. DSS 63 engineering
that will overfly the Viking Lander 1 (VL-1) site on tests revealed that the sidebands were caused by thc data
13 November. The maneuver was supported by DSSs 14 and synthesizer or the 50 Mhz referencesignal from the Frequency
43 during an overlapping view period. Imaging Science data and Timing Subsystem (FTS). The remainder of the stations
will be taken during the overflight of the VL-I site on 13 supporting Viking" were requested to monitor their uplink
November and a comparison will be made in terrain as seen carder for sideband spurs which could result in a degraded
from the Orbiterand at seen from the Landerto help pinpoint uplink signal. However, no significant spurswere found on any
the exact VL-I landing site. of the other transmitters in the network.
11
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processed, mant,a_ and automatic commanding demonstrated
IlL DSN Mark Ill 7"I Data Subsystem and data replay was exercised. Due to equipment problems,
Implementation (MDS) Testing replay of analog telemetry data from the FR-1400 recorders
and Status could not be exercised. The last OVT was completed on 30
As indicated in the last report on this series, MDS test and September 1977.
training had been completed at DSSs 12, 44, 62 and 14. DSSs
42/43 had been released from tracking support and had started Viking Extended Mission DSN/lVlCCC System Interface
Testing (SIT) was conducted on the 4th of October 1977. The
their MDS upgrade on July 15. test was successful and a scheduled retest was cancelled.
A. D,_q 42/43 Test Status Viking Extended Mission Ground Data System (GDS) ,
The DSS 42/43 test and training bcgan and was completed testing was conducted on the gth of October 1977. Due to
during this reporting period The scheduled completion date problems with MCCC computer support, simulation, and the
for the MDS implementation phase at DSS 42/43 was 30 Ground Communications Facility (GCF), the test could not be |
September 1977, with testing scheduled to begin on 1 October completed. A retest v,ds conducted on 11 October 1977 to
1977. These stations completed their implementation phase complete a 2-hour portion of the timeline and to test the
ahead of schedule, and at the suggestion of station manage- replay capability of Digital Original Data Records (DODR). i
_ ment Viking Operational Verification Tests (OVTs) were This retest was successful.
conducted during these extra days. It was the opinion of DSS
42/43 and DSN Operations personnel that Viking OVT's Demonstration passes began on 7 October 1977 and
would provide the stations with the best training possible, involved both DSS 42 and 43. Passes also occurred on the 9th,
since a Viking OVT would exercise more equipment and 10th, 12th, 15th, and 16th of October. The third demonstra-
configurations than any other type of test. OVT testing began tion pass demonstrated the ability of DSS 43 to support the
on the 26th of September. Viking project while DSS 42 was supporting another flight
project (PN-11). The pass was successful in that no inter-
The plan was to conduct 10 OVTs and to insure at least 2 ference was detected. ;.
OVTs with each of the 4 operational shifts. Of the OVTs
conducted, 2 were unsuccessful, while the other 8 were The testing phase at DSS 42/43 was completed on 16
-|--i successful. The tests exercised the MDS configurations to be October 1977 ,and these stations were placed under Viking :
' used for VCOng support. All telemetry data rates were configuration con,.rolon 18October 1977.
1
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Table 1. VEM trtcking tupport 1977
DSS [ Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May Jun. Jul. Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec.
F
23 22 10 17 38 40 44 42 26 40
11
135 142 100 118 . 228 289 322 343 2!01 40814 1 24 17 1 1 1
12 - - -
11 6 176 119 4 1 7
52 59 50 20 I0 16 28 43
14 - -
341 392 368 176 46 126 363 329
21 25 58 17 17 14 10 14
42 - -
247 226 453 138 162 112 69 I00
68 62 63 60 57 31 1 24
43 - -
721 627 603 521 486 238 Ol 141
7 1 16 26 6 12
44 ....
7 4 99 166 22 51
35 29 12 40 54 51 37 35 38 22
61
261 227 72 317 461 475 337 322 345 203
2 4 9 3 2 3
62 ....
7 22 55 14 7 23
38 28 66 15 23 15 40 64 57 15
63
327 202 525 78 186 136 399 590 590 136
¢
241 228 207 206 212 180 189 184 156 173 I
Total 1
2043 1830 1547 1665 1691 1509 1511 1554 1531 1391
Numberoftracks _presentthe summationofallVikingspacecraflstracked. Track time, in houn, representscheduled station support.
21
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Table 2. Number of commands transmitted In Viking _ Mis_don dunng lgTt
DaS ] ;an. [ Feb. Mar. Apr. May Ju 3. Jul. Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec.
_,h,,': II 1521 I 1394 1027 117 811 0 I 795 2028 3687 Ii
_ 12 0 0 0 1314 721 0 0 0 - -
_ 14 769 1404 1206 274 74 108 2704 2108
i
_ 42 2072 953 1778 8 1886 1619 18 [
43 919 2523 0 2094 1447 972 1190 - 456
44 0 0 2 1 - 5 19 2
_l[ 61 605 1116 1328 1925 1922 3838 4257 5589 5256 1371
I 62 0 0 I 1991 496 - -
. 63 795 472 2039 381 675 383 2579 2318 1610 847
Total 6681 7862 7381 6180 7465 7308 8101 8815 11,617 8489
tm
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TabkD 3. D_I VEM di_mponcy mport_
DSS Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May Jun. lul. t. I Oct. Nov. Dec.
....................... J J
,i iI
4 3 4 1 [2 i 2 2 I 41 1
I
6 3 6 7 7 1 ..... _3
P
0 5 7 0 [ 0 0 0 0
12
0 0 2 5 7 0 0 ! 0 0
14 4 3 2 0 2 6 4 5 1033 9 2 2 18
0 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 1
42
7 2 0 0 0 0 { 0 0
9 8 1 0 043
12 11 17 14 6 . 0 1 5 I
0 0 0 I I I 0 0
- 1
2 I 0 0 0 4 : i 0
0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0
61
3 1 2 6 4 7 l 4 4
1 2 0 0 0 0 0 2
62
1 2 I 0 0 0
1 0 4 3 4 9 8 4
63
18 6 4 12 4 i 17 17 7
2 4 7 10 8 5 7 10
Others c
10 , 7 12 13 16 9 8 15
12 124 31 17 23 20 21 28
Total
43 47 61 39 63 : 45 58
a0 = Number remaining open at end of month.
bc = Number closed during month.
cOther= DSN, NDPA, NOCA, GCF
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Helios Mission Support
P.S. Goodwin
TDA Mission Support Secuon
G. M. Rockwell
Deep Space Network Operations Section
This article reports on activities of the Network Operations organization in support of
the Helios Project from 13 October 1977 through 15 December 1977.
I. Introduction tion was TWTA 1 at medium power using high-gain antenna,
and all science experiments operating. All spacecraft subsys-
This article is the nineteenth in a continuing series of terns and experiments performed nominally.
reports that discuss Deep Space Network support of Helios
Mission Operations. Included in this article is information on One anomaly did occur right at perihelion for Helios 2. The
Mark111Data Subsystem (MDS)testing at the conjoint Deep temperature of the spin thruster assembly increased very
Space Stations (DSS) 42/43 (Canb,:rra, Australia); MDS rapidly, culminating on 27 October 1977 at 1200 GMT at a
implementation at DSS 61/63 (Madrid, Spain), Radio Science
temperature of 205.0 deg Celsius. The calculated temperature
update, and other mission-related activities.
measurement stub "X" (D-Ill) also increased in the same
way, reaching 181.6 deg Celsius at the same time. During the
earlier testing phase of the thruster units, a leakage occurred
on a model that was cooled down from about 200 deg Celsius.
II. Mission Operations and Status it was suspectedthat this might recur during the coming
The Helios 1 spacecraftsixth perihelion occurred on aphelionphase;therefore,a decisionwasmadeto dumpexcess
21 October1977 at 02:20 UTC overDSS43 (Australia).This gasbefore possibleuncontrolledspin-ratechangescouldtake
was 1045 days, 19 hours,09 minutesand 30 secondsafter place.
launch.The spacecraftelemetrydatarate was 1024 bitsper
second,and the round-trip light time was 20 minutes,14 The gas-clumpingmaneuverwas performed 12 December
seconds.The spacecraftwas configuredwith TWI'A 2, at 1977.The maneuverwasperfon,:d in tensinglesteps.
medium power using high-gain antenna, with all science
experiments operating. All systems and experiments per- Step 1 16 pulse precession maneuver to verify tech-
formed nominally, nical capability and exclude unsymmetrical
forces.
The Helios 2 spacecraft fourth perihelion occurred on
26 October 1977 at 08:34 UTC, also over DSS 43. This was Step 2 256 pulse precession maneuver.
650 days and 3 hours after launch. The spacecraft round-trip
light time was 17 minutes, 56.2 seconds, and the telemetry Step 3 512 pube prece.ion maneuver. Spacecraft
data rate was 2048 bits per second. The spacecraft configura- shows a slight nutatlon of 3 data numbers
1978016244-030
(I)N) between 0.4612 and 0.5151-deg suit ._ Hellos demonstration tracks were conducted with overall
z sensor angle, success prior to placing the complex in configuration control.
I)SS 42/43 was placed under configuration control on
Step 4,to 7 512 pulse precession maneuvers. No change in 18October 1977.
nutation. Increased spacecraft spin-rate by
one DN from 60.952 to 61.012 rpm.
DSS 61/63 (Madrid, Spain) began MDS implementation on
Step 8 328 pulse precession maneuvers, leaving a gas 16 October 1977. The complex is scheduled to begin test and
mass of approximately 0.25 kg. _raining on the 1st of January 1978. As with other MDS
stations, tile Hellos trainir'g will consist of scheduled demon-
Step 9 16 pulse spin-down maneuver', spin-rate to stration tracks to verify proper MDS support of ttelios flight
60.591 rpm. operations. The results of this training will be reported in a
Step 10 4 pulse spin-down maneuver; spin-rate is now future article.
00.472 rpm.
All steps using the precession nozzle were carried out as B. 5opport of On-Board and Ground l=xl:mrimlmts
combined roll positive/roll negative maneuvers to eliminate the In the last article coverage of the Spectal Travehng
resulting forces ano to avoid attitude changes Interplanetary Phenomena (STIP), period IV was briefly
discussed. This activity involved primarily the alignment of
The maneuver occurred over DSS 11 and DSS 12 with a Helios 2 with Voyagers 1 and 2. Figure 1 shows the Voyager
round-trip light time ranging from 3 minutes, 0.43 seconds to and Helios trajectories during this period. The coverage of this
2 minutes, 59 seconds. The spacecraft was programmed to alignment is scheduletl to end on 31 December 1977. At this
telemetry format 4 (engineering data only) to allow closest writing, no results have been released, but hopefully some data
control. Following the maneuver, the condition of the attitude will be available in the near future.
system was:
Gas pressure high 7.108 bar on 7 December 1977 a pitch maneuver wa_ performed on
Gas pressure low 3.449 bar Helios 2 to provide data for Experiment 9. Experiment 9 is the
Gas tank temperature - 10.00 deg Celsius Zodiacal Light Photometer. From these observations, informa-
Sun sensor angle 0.4912 deg tion is obtained about spatial distribution of interplanetary
Spin rate 60.472 rpm dust and the size and nature of the dust particles. This
Gas mass approx. 0.25 kg experiment provides a completely new and very promising
type of scientific information about interplanetary dust and its
The gas saved for later correction (if necessary) allows for a variation with distance from the Sun. The maneuver was
spin.rate change of 3 rpm in either direction. Yet uncontrolled needed for optical alignment and proper data collection.
leakage will not jeopardize the mission. Throughout the
maneuver, the spacecraft performance was excellent, as was
the support from all participants. During the last perihelio" periods of Helios 1 and Helios 2
(Ref. 1), a large amount of data was collected in regard to
Overall coverage of both Helios 1 and Helios 2 for this Experiment 12 (Faraday Rotation). It was hoped that by the
period is listed in Table 1. time of this article some results could be available for this
report, but due to the amount of data collected processing is
taking longer than originally thought.
III. Special Activities i
A. DSN Mark IIIData Subsystem (MDS) Support It is hoped some substantial results will be available for :
pu' °: 'ation during the next period. However, those readers
of Helios: desiring a comprehensive report on Helios science results will
As reported earlier (Ref. 1) DSS 42/43 began its MDStest find that tl-.e entire issue of Ref. 2 is devoted to that purpose.
and trainingperiod on 26 September 1977. During this period, That issue's editor is H. Porsche, Helios Project Scientist.
aS
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Table 1. 14elloe tnu_king coverlme
Number
Station of Tracking time
Month Spacecraft type tracks (h, min)
Helios 1 26 meter 51 251 :I 1
64 meter 13 57:05
October
Helios 2 26 meter 17 115:54
64 meter 33 176:41
Helios 1 26 meter 46 288:12
64 meter 10 60:12
November
Helios 2 26 meter 40 368:32
64 meter 18 119:25
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Fig. 1, Voyager and Helios trqq_'lorlol (fixed Earth-Sun line plot)
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Estimatesof Precessionand Polar Motion Errors from
Planetary Encounter Station Location Solutions
G. E. Pease
NavJgaUon Systems Sectton
Jet Propulsion Laboratory Deep Space Station (DSS) location solutions based on two
JPL planetary ephemendes, DE 84 and DE 96. at eight planetary encounters have been
used to obtain weighted least squares estimates of precession and polar mothm errors.
The solution for precession error in right ascension yields a value of 0.3 X 10-5
+-0.8XIO-6 deg/year. This maps to a right ascension error ofl.3× 10 -_ +0.4 X10 -5 dee
at the first Voyager 1979 Jupiter encounter ;f ;he current JPL DSS iocatkm set is used.
Solutions for precessio,! at,d polar motion using station locations based on DE 84 agree
well with the solution using station h_cathm_ r,ferencod to DL 96. The precession
solution removes the apparent drift in station hmgitude and spin axis distance estimates,
while the encounter polar motion solutions consistently decrease the scatter in statu,n
spin axis dislancc estimates.
I. Introdu_ion Venus, and Mercury to obtain combmed estimates referenced
to JPL ephemerides, DE 84 and DE 96. In addition. Carol,bell
in the course of JPL DSS location determination, many and Rinker (Ref. 2) have estimated station location correc-
sources of systematic error have been identified and modeled tions relative to Location Set (IS) 44 from Viking I and 2
in order to improve the accuracy of the esti",ates. The largest Man encounter tracking data. Planetary encounter station
errors were traced to the planetary ephemerides, polar motion location solutions are thus now available over an I l-year span,
and timing, tropospheric refraction, and charged particle from Mariner4in 1965 to Vikingin 1976.
effects. Dramatic improvements have been made in these areas
through the use ol more refined radarephemerides, BIH polar
motion and timing corrections, in'erstation and seasonal The station longitude solutions (Figs. I and 3) reveal an
tropospheric corrections, and Farsd,ty rotation, differenced appaze,t secular drift of about -0.3 Y qO-s deg/year over the
range versus integrated doppler (DRVID), and S-X dual I l-year span Lieske (Ref. 3) has predicted an apparent station
frequency calibrations. The addition of recent planetary longitude drift of this size due to the known error in
encounter data (Mariner 10 at Venus and Mercur), Vikings 1 Newcomb's constant of general precession.
and 2 at Mar_) has greatly increased the quantity and time
span of planetary encoenter tracking data from which station Fliegel and Wimberly (Ref. 4) have shown that BIH polar
locations may be determined, motion errors could be greater than I meter, if systematic
errorsare co,aidered in addition to observational scatter. Such
Current location sets (Ref. i) utilize tracking data from an error at a planetary encounter would affect the _pin axis
Mariners4. 5. 6. 9. and 10 planetary encounters of Mars. distance and longitude estimates of all DSN trs_kins statiens.
gll
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For thts report. DSS hmgitude and spin axis @stance Tile pamal derivatives of interest are, therefore,
solutions ([qgs, I-4) from eight planetary encounters were
used to estimate tile precess,t,n error and m&vidual encounter _rs/_X = -Z o cos Xo , (3)polar momm errors. Tile DE 84 and DE 96 soluuons agree
ver) ,'loscl). ]he _olutlol_ !\,J prece_itm yields a correcnon of,11
_" "{'! 0.31 '_' 10-s -+0.8X 10 6 dog/tea r Ill right ascension, which is Ors/aY = Z0 sin _'o" (4)
_' i] ! essentially Lleske's predicted correction. The consequent
predicted r,ght ascension error at the first Voyager 197o Zo .
_!! Jupiter encounter i 1.3 × 10-s +0.4 × 10-s deg." he values _X/aX = - --sm _o' (5)
obtained from DE 84 and DE 96 locations differ by only rso
0.1 × 10-6 dog/year. It appears likely, therefore, that the
principal source of error is in the transft3rmation from the Zo
equinox and equator of 1950.0 to the equinox and equator of ah/a Y = --cos _o ' 16,
date at the planetary c.,.counter times for the computed r
s o
doppler and range observables, l'his includes errors from
rigid-body approximations in the nutation. These may be It is seen that the above partial derivatives are functions
significant in the large<mplitude term having an 18.6-year only of 1903.0 station cylindrical coordinates Z o, ho' and rso.
period. As seen in Fig. 5, the nutation in celestial longitude is
almost linear from Mariner 4 encounter where it is - 15'.'2 on Precession corrections (Ref. 6) are
July 15, 1965, to Mariner 10 Venus encounter, Feb. 5,197a,
where it is +18'.'8. For this 8½-year span, a 0.1_ errorinthe P = m+nsi,,ottan6, (7) :
long-period nutation terms would contribute 0'.'034 error, or
about 0.1 X 10-s dog/year. The contribution, if any, of
"equinoctial drift" is unknown. P_ = n cos or, (8) I
I
where ,,i
|
11. Data Equationsand PartialDerivatives m = the precession m right ascension [
!
Polar motion corrections X and Y, in radians, are approxi- n : the precession in declination t
mated in Ref. 5 as follows: I
a = the right ascension of the spacecraft at planetary
encounter
_' = _'o+-°(X sin Xo + Y cos _o), (1)
6 the spacecraft declination at planetary encounter
So The appropriate station location corrections (see Ref. 7)
are, to first order,
r -- r - Zo (X cos _'o -Y sin _o), (2)
s so X = Ao +&v(t - to) (l +tan esinatan_5). (9) ,'
where
rs = r ° + _.l(t- to)r ° cos a tan 6, (I0)
Xo -- uncorrected Greenwich east longitude of tracking
-. station, in radians where (see Fig. 6)
• = uncorrected distance of tracking station fr3m
So Earth'sspin axis e = the obliquity of the ecliptic
Zo -- distance of trackingstation from Earth's equator t = planetary encounter time
to -- reference time at which a station location set is free
The correction X is measured south along the 1903.0 of precession error
meridian of zero longitude; Y is measured south along the & = observed error in m, fromstation longitude estimates r90*W meridian of 1903.0. For the purposes of this paper, "r k
these corrections are in the form of corrections to the BIH _ = observed error in n, from station spin axis distance
CircularD smoothed values (see Ref. 4). _ estimates t,
S0
' _ '.,(_:,,.,:77k_,.-,,,_, i_ ......... _ ...... ' £_tI[; _i
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The partial derivatives are then, where R _s tile a priori square _ool mft,rmati,m matrix,
i_X, (t_to),l+tan_sm_tanb)" (ll) [_ i]orthog,,nal :
IR_I, (21)
3rs
aT = (t - t o) rso cos a tan ,_. (12) [R ?l- t = IR- I ._1 = [pI/2, x'l, (22)?
where ._ is the estimate of tile polar motion and precession
_}X_ _ d_t(1 + tan e sin a tan 6), (13) parameters and P is the covafiance on tile estimate.i}to
Bierman and Nead's Estimation Subroutine Package (ESP)
was used for the upper triangular m'qrix computatmns
i}r---L= -6 r cos e tan 6. (14) (Refs. 8, 9). The program incorporating these routines was
_}to "t so written by F. H. Brady for the specific problem of using
encounter station location estimates to obtain estmlate._t,f.pre-
cession and polar motion parameters and to plot tile residuals.
ill Least SquaresFormulation
The data equation is
IV. ComputationalProced_:r_.
rrs(i) ] The computations were organized to process station Ioca-z = Ax +r/ = , i = DSS index (15) tion _ and rs residuals (Figs. I-4), adding one encounter _et at
IX(i)J a time. The upper rows correspond to the polar motion
parameters, X and Y. By zeroing and initializing the upper two
rows with .R(X,Y) before each encounter, an independent
x = IX, Y, d't' 6"t' to] r, (16) estimate of X and Y is obtained at each encounter while the
precession parameters a , /5 , and t. are sequentially esti-3' .')' • o
mated. The final values of _~, 6 . and t_ are then used to
= obtain smoothed estimates of X and Y tor each encounter.
A L axj ' (17) New _, and rs residuals from the smoothed estimates are then
plotted.
where x is the 5 X 1 vector of estimated parameters and A is
the 2iX 5 mapping matrix, with i equal to the number of
tracking stations for which rs and }, est"-ates are input. The V. Data Weighting
normalized data equation, Diagonal weighting matrices were used to obtain the results
of this paper. These weights are the "consider" variances of
-i = Ax +rl, (18) the location estimates associated with LS 44 (Ref. i) and the
Viking solutions (Ref. 2). They are tabulated in Table I.
is used where Special weights were adopted for DSS 41 at Mariner 5 Venus
encounter a_d DSS 42 at Mariner I0 Mercury I encounter as a
[A, z] = w-ill [A, z], (19) result of weak _, and r_ solutions for these passes. These
weights more realistically represent the actual scatter in the
and station location solutions compared with the "consider"
variances.
w = the covarianc¢ w_., _,ting matrix of observables.
Introducing a priori information Vl. A Priori Onoertlintlu
A priori uncertainties for the estimated parameters were
_ = _, (20) input, based on information in Refs. 3 and 4. For the results
31
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of till', pdpe=tile t\)lh)v,mga pr,or, htJudazddevlat,ou.,,_,_,e=,.' VIII. Precession Solutions
dbSLlltl_d
The PlOCessIon st)hJ|ions arc sumlnaFl/ed Ill Table 3. t:ol
the ,_ which included polar mt)tlon m the st)hmon,,,,
ox, o), = 0.2 tad = 1.27 meters essem the value predicted by Reference 4 was ohtamed
]'lie ':gJeement between DE 84 and DE 0()&._ sohmons Is
o = 2 × 10 t3 deg/sec = 0.03 × 10-s deg/._ear excellent. The most significant difference is m the t o sohltlons.
wluch differ by 6 months, or about 0.be. Ttusts equivalent to0.,__ -s
o_ = I. × 10-13 deg/sec = '_× 10 deg/)ear a small system rotation of inner planet right ascensions
belw'ee,1 DE 84 and DE % of about O.Ib X 10 s deg. or
o% = 0.1 X 10° .;ec:-: l157.4days 0':006. Ttu.,, once again represents remarkable agreement
between DE 84 and DE t)6.
The sohmon for just precession error yields a slightly
VII. Polar Motion Solutions smaller correction m &'r than the solutions which include polar
motion (see Table 3j. In the precession-only solution, tile
Three solutions for polar motiort were pertormed. Two of square root of the weighted sum of squares of _ and rs
these used station location estunates based on DE 84 (Figs. I residuals was reduced from 8.37 before the fit to 7.35 after
and 2). The first DE 84 solution was for polar motion ooly the fit.
and did not include precession parameters. The other DE 84
solution estimated polar motion and precessioq parameters The sequential solutions for precession parameters _'r" (5"_
_, , and used the final precession solution to obtain smoothed and to are respectively plotted in Figs. 9, 10, and !1. The
polar motion estimates. The third soh,tion obtained smoothed excellent agreement between DE 84 and DE 96 solutions ispolar morton estimates m the same fashion, but used station
once agail: apparent. The precession-only solution displa3,s a
location estimates based on DE 06 (Figs. 3 and 4). These less systematic nature in 6"r and to {Figs. I0 and 11). The
solutions are summarized in Table 2. plotted points for all three sets of solutions represent the
results of adding encounter station location solutions cumula-
It is seen that the solutions are in good agreement, with the tively, one encounter at a time.
exception of the Mariner 4 and Mariner 6 solutions for X, in
wluch :he polar-motion-only solution yields substantially
sn,a!ler values than the smoothed solution. The good agree- Referring to Fig. 5, it is temgting to speculate that some of
ment between DE 84 and DE 96 solutions for X and Y is the systematic nature of Figs. 9, !0. and I 1 may be due to an
especially interesting, the implication being that if ephemeris error in the 18.6.year period nutation term.
errors are contributing heavily to the polar motton soh, tions,
then both DE 84 and DE 96 have very similar errors.
The results obtained from precession and smoothed polar
motion estimates are plotted in Figs. 12-15. The square root of
The uncertainties on these X and Y estimates range from the weighted sum of squares of the DE 84 _, and rs residuals
0.4 to 1.1 meters, running about 0.7 meter for the most part. dropped from 8.37 before the fit to 5.92 after the smoothed
No seasonal trends are evident in the solutions, other than a fit. The SRWSOS of the DE 96 residuals dropped from 8.33
noticeable peak in the Y solutions in the months of July and before the fit to 5.84 after the smoothed fit.
August.
Figures 7 and 8 are the _, and r, residual plots after the
solution for polar motion only. Comparing Figures 1 and 7, no IX. Conclusions
improvement is evident m the longitude residuals, with the
exception of the Mariner 6 and Viking 1 residuals. They DSS location solutions at eight planetary encounters have
display slightly less scatter, but other encounters show slightly been used to obtain weighted least squares estimates of
increased matter, if anything. The r, residuals, however, are precession and polar motion errors. The indicated precession
significantly improved by the solution for polar motion omy. correction in right ascension is 0.31 × 10-s deg/year ± 0.8 ×
This is quite evident, comparing Figures 2 and 8. The square 10-6 deg/year, essentially the value predicted by Lieske in
root of the weighted sum of squares(SRWSOS) of all _,and r, Ref. 3. This correspondsto a predicted right ascension errorof
residuals dropped from 8.37 before the fit to 7.73 after the fit 1.3 × 10-s ± 0.4 × 10-s deg at the first Voyager 1979 Jupiter
for polar motion only. encounter. The solutions for precession andpolar motion errors
32
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u.',lllgstal|on ]ocatlon_ basedo11DF $4 agreex_¢ll_,lth tile c|q_cnletl.,,errol,; arc ]algel_ common Io both 1)1.$4 and
sOhlllOl't Llbll|g M;.ItlOII ]o+.+'atlon_ releren¢cd to 1)1:% DI+()b. The degree tL+_,_IHch IILII;+I[IOI| CllOl COI|tlI_++I.I|C+ ,++,It+ the
p1+P¢t+'*,SlOlt soltltlot+ IS al_o tlnknox_+ll, b,,t it ns hkel._ that
The degree It, wluch ephemeris error ¢ontrlbtlteS it+ these Iltlt;.ItlOIIONOfISa prmCll+alcause ol the S.VStCl|l;+Itl¢ naltlrc ol
solutions is unknt+wn, iloweve[, the Cotlslslency between the sequential solutions for precession error, possibly £Olltrl-
DE g4 and DIEt}(._ sohltlorls suggests thal COlltrlbtlting butmg asmuch as0.1 X I0 s deg/yca,ul h
"/
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Table 1. Oiagonal eMments of W(errl, _rA)
Encounter
MI0 MI0
DSS M4 M5 M6 M9 Vik I Vik 2
Venus Merci
ar2s(meters)2
I 1 .4476 .7225 1.0201
12 18.6710 5.8709 1.2499 .8263 4.4100
14 1.9321 6.7133 16.717 .5155 .2510 2.4964 .7396
41 16.a 4.2271 .7604
42 .4160 1.337 16. a .6400
43 .3318 .1190 .7744 .7396
51 .4942 6.9116
61 1.0000 .4096
62 i.7716 3.4559 .8742 1.2860 1.0962
63 .3919 .1340 .5776
-$ deg) 2
11 2.1993 1.9044 1.0816
12 27.6781 1.6053 4.5156 7.7562 2.5824
14 74.4251 1.8117 8.6318 7.5900 1.1342 2.8900 1.4884
41 64. a 1.3948 3.1791
42 1.9155 8.5031 64. a 1.0000
43 7.5735 1.1172 1.6384 1.5129
51 1.6384 3.0241
61 2.1316 1.0816
62 19.51 O0 1.8279 4.5924 9.61 O0 1.7082
63 7.6452 1.1236 1.8496
r
priori weight
I I imilltlll" llllll ""'" '
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TId)le 2. PlanecI_ encoun_" polar molk_ solutione
X tJPL Bill) meter,, Y (JPI Blil) nlet_r_
I)l. 84 1)i" 84 DI- 96 DI. 84 DI 84 DI, q6Enc_untet Date
PM only Smoothed Smoothed PM only Smoothed Smoothed
Mariner 4 07/15/65 .46 1.83 I .3 .57 .85 .99
Mariner 5 10/19/b7 .3b .74 .82 .3q .40 .52
Maimer 6 07/31/69 -.7| .13 .42 .99 1.02 73
Marmer 9 11/14/71 -I.39 -I.64 -I.93 -.40 -.55 -.54
Mar I0 Ven 02/05/74 -29 -.34 -.56 -.10 -.08 -.44
Mar 10 Met 03/29/74 .09 .I I .38 -.30 -.33 -.24
Vtkmg I 06/19/76 .41 .38 .30 -.46 -.08 .01
Vtking 2 08/07/76 -.qO -I .44 -I. i I 25 .75 .66
Taibie 3. Pimtetary encou_e¢ secular rtght iIcenslon and
ciecilniUon drifts, Mariner 4 through Viking 2
Solution _.y (10 -5 deg/yr) _ (10 -5 deg/yr) r0
DE 84, polar -.268 ±.072 .297 ±.218 10/14/74
n,,_tion not in 2281 days
solution
DE 84, polar -.321 ±.079 .286 2.237 06/08174
motion in ±319 days
solution
DE 96, polar -310 2.079 .377 *.237 12/05174
motion in *319 days
solution
N
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A Demonstration of Dual Spacecraft Tracking [i
Conducted With the Viking Spacecraft
During the Approacn Phase
i¢'
t
C. C.Chao
NavigationSystemsSection it=P
f,
The potential improvements in navigation capability of dual spacecraft tracking have .,
been demonstrated using Viking approach data. Under unfavorable conditions of large
plasma noise, low spacecraft declination and large Earth-spacecraft distance, the dual
spacecraft tracking technique improved the Viking B approach accuracy based on
short-arc radio metric data, by a factor of 7. to less than 200 km at Mars Orbit Insertion _
(MOI) minus 3 days. From the results of an analytical expansion and the Viking
demonstration with a large intentional error in Mars ephemeris, we are able to conclude
that dual spacecraft data types are insensitive to ephemeris error. Results also reveal the
8
potential reduction of tracking time require,;:ents during planet approach.
I. Introduotion 1his paper presents new analytical models for the dual
For interplanetary space missions involving two spacecraft, spacecraft data types and reports new results from a more i:
such as Viking or Voyager, significant navigation advantages recent demonstration conducted during the approach phase of
may sometimes be achieved (at least for the trailing vehicle) by the Viking mission. The demonstration was based on data _i
determining the orbit of one relative to the other, or otherwise taken two weeks before MO! of the second Viking spacecraft, i:;
combining the data from the two spacecraft, rather than when the first spacecraft had been in orbit for several weeks
treating them independently as has been done in the past. and its orbit relative to Ma_ was well determined. The
Analysis of the dual spacecraft navigation concept and results demonstration was designed to show that the approaching ,_:fi
of a demonstration using data from the early cruise phase of probe could be tied accurately to the planet through the ii"
the Viking mission were reported in Refs. i and 2. Results orbiter. Ic
from the analysis in Ref. 2 show that:
(1) Dual spacecraft data types, which are relatively insensi- II. Analytic Expansionof Dual
rive to platform parameter errors, transmission media SplllNIOfllft
effects, low declination problems, and ephemeris
errors, may improve navigational capabilities by _ fac- The information content of dual spacecraft data has been
tor of 5 to 10, under the conditions of small angular analyzed in Refs. I and 2, and the reduction in sensitivity to
separation (g3 deg) of the two spacecraft and well platform parameter errors, low declination problems and trans-
determined trajectory of the reference spacecraft, mission media effects arc dearly understood. However, the
cancellation of ephemeris error during a dual spacecraft flyby
(2) Dual spacecraft tracking has the potential of signifi- has not been in_stigated. Furthermore, the previous analysis I
cantly reducingDSN tracking time requirements, using a Hamilton-Melbourne (Ref. 3) type of approximation
l0
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ignores higher order terms, some of which become important Similarly tile range rate observable may he expanded as
after differencing. " !
• . I0
During the approach phase, theplanetoceuttic distances of /.; _- I - _e+_e +... IR'" R +R. r R's
the two spacecraft are much smaller then the geocentric
distances, as shown in Ftg. I. The range and range-rate observ- _ + , +
ables (P and _) from one spacecraft may be expressed m terms + r • R + r • r - r • s i
of planetocentnc coordinates E the geocentric position of the i
planet /_, and the positron vector of the tracking station Yas - s • R - s • r + s • ,_)
follows: i
or
o =l(ff+7-_). (_"+7-7)1':_
"& ' " ( _' e' X S:,r) .
_ p.._ _(ff+;__%.(_+;_;) _=c+ cos cos +_-_P p
.(+o.+',,.o'. ' "
as
, :__ -+_. x+ sin(5 +R
= R(I + E)1/2
X
+/'y R + /''_R (2)where
, = 2 -_" -_- _-s-r.s _ + + where C and E,,, Ey, E. are functions of planet and stationlocation coordinates
When a spacecraft is encountering a planet, e is small because
 o.o$
•
After expansion we have - 6'
+(Ry sy) cos sina -
p=R(I I I 2• -_e-ge*...)
Then to the first order in s/R and second order in r/R we have
# = R + (x - $#) cos 6' cos a' + (y - $_,) cos 6' sin a' Ex = (/_x - i_) (1 - cos t 6' cos 2 o')
. , 1 r
•(,-,.).,.+._,-(_),_n'+,
! 6' 2_'
- _(:_- i._)cos2 sin
- (,)
I /_ sin 2a5' c_ a'
where _ is the angle between vectors R and _. " "_ z
I1
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,. Ev -;l (-K ,_ ) cos: h' "_ , station location errors, are removed. The ephemerts and sta-, = - - sln _or lion ]ocatzoli coordin:ltes in tile above equations are multnplned
', . by tile small factors of (x-.r t I/R or I/R etc., thus these
, err,w,, could be reduced accordmgl3,. I'm theJlltOle, tile quahty
(t_v - ,_v) (I - cos" h' sin: a') of the above differenced data is mq_roved due to the cancella-
t
tion of translmssion media effects. However, they are still
sensitive to unmodeled spacecraft accelerations, i.e., attitude-
;_ I/_ sin 2(5' sin a' control gas leaks and solar pressure anomalies. These noises
may he removed by diff"rencing the data s_multaneouslv
1 " • , obtained _rom two widely separated stations. Consistent with
/'; = - _ (R - s ) sin 2h' cos a Ref. 2, the single spacecraft 2-station data type and two space-
craft 4-station data types are to be derived next.
I /_ - s>.)sin 2_' sin of + R cos2 5' When simultaneous 2-station tracking from on," spacecraft
-_( v : ts assumed, the differenced range and range rate may be
obtained from Eqs.(l) and (2) and expressed in terms of
If the two spacecraft are being tracked simultaneously from baseline coordinates rB, an and "B.
the same site, a new data type may be formed by differencing
the corresponding observables fro.n the two spacecraft. Dp = ra cos 5' sin (aa - a') + zB sin 5'
Ap p Pt = cos _5' a' - 6' a' -= - cos (x xt ) +c°s sin 0' Yt )
+r B _-sinor B +_cosa B +Z B (5) :
"_l + sin _' (z - z t ) + 2 r -_ _ - _"r t _ 5' wr e {Dp = tor cos cos (orB - a') + --_ [Gxx + Gyv + G :] [
- 0'-YI) (z-z I) i_
(x xt)+Sy +s _ (3)
where
I"
I
+ cos6'sind- _,-}t) C =sinas(I-cos26'cos2a')--_cosaacos26'sin2_'
I • • •
+ sin/f' - (z - _t) +_lxx+yy+zz- xl._t -yl)'t Ge = - 2sin aB cos26 ' sin 2.a' + cos aB(! - Cos:_o' Cu_a')
(x-xt) 0'- Yt) t . t
" ztzt) +E=" R + E.I, R Gz = - _ smaa sin 2_' cosa' --_ cos¢B sin2_' sinef
The above data types are the one spacecraft 2-station range
(t _ el) (4) and rangerate.
The first two terms in Eq. (5) and the first term in Eq. (6)
The above data typei are called two spacecraft 2-station range contain the angtflar position of the planet (a', _') and there-
and range rate (doppler). it is dear that the terms, R and Can fore, the data are sensitive to planet ephemeris errors,in ,
Eqs. (1) and (2), which are sens/tive to planet ephemeris and addition, the baseline parameters rB, ta and aB are another
Sa
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imajor error source. After tile second differencing, the 2 space- example of this type of analysis for the Saturn approach of the
craft 4-station range and rate are Voyager lnlssion Is shown by the upper charts of tgg. 2. Tile
two Voyager spa ecrat't wdl be :,eparated by t) deg wlleu tile
Dp - Dpj = r_ sm at_ + cos at__ dual spacecraft data type,, are differenced tFtg. 2). For tile
dual spacecraft 2-static,," data type. tile bias left m the dtf-
, ferenced data is still quite large (see upper left chart of Fig. 2).
+ z n _ (7) This is due to tile fact that the cancellation of tile ephemeris
error in right ascension and dechnat_on Is not as effective as
that along tile litre-of-sight direction tha_ may be seen from
l [G (x-x,) (v-.v,) Eq.(4). Because oftheasynmletry of the twosetsofstateDp - D/_I = rB to x ---R-- + Gy R parameters, x..v. .... x,, Yt ..... m Eq. I4L this sensitivitymay be removed by estimating both spacecraft. After regres-
sion analysis one may lead to the following relations:
(z - :,_ (,;- x,)
+ G:
--'R_J + sill a B R BX Bx I _ v, Z
(-_'- ._'l) ] (" "1 ) For spacecraft not far away from each other, the values of f .
+ cos an R ) + r'n R (8) and ./'l should be fairly close. Thus. errors in a' and _' will
cancel implicitly. Results of the Viking demonstlation that are
to be discussed later show that most of the simulated Mars I-
With those common terms removed, the dual spacecraft ephemeris error 1,20OOkin) was removed only when both
4-station data types are not only insensitive to planet ephem- spacecraft were estimated.
eris and station location errors, but also free from noises L
resulting from transmission media and unmodeled spacecraft The comparison in the lower chart of Fig. 2 reveals the
accelerations. This clean data type thus can accurately tie one same conclusion as in Ref. (2) that dual spacecraft data types
spacecraft to the other, are not sensitive to platform parameters. The degree of error
cancellation depends on the angular separation between the
The above expansions provide some insight into various two spacecraft.
observables and are helpful in examining the information con-
!
tent of the dual spacecraft data types. Due to the fact that the The information content and major errorsensitivities of the
planet relative state of the two encountering spacecraft change four kinds of data types discussed earlier may be summarized
appreciably over a short time (one day), the reformation m the table iu Fig. 3. it clearly shows that the dual spacecraft
content from a single pass of data cannot be extractet, in the 4-station data type is the best as far as the data quality is
same manner as in Ref. 2. However, the sensitivities to planet concerned. However, the information content is also decreased
ephemeris error and station location uncertainties may be seen as a result of the double differencing process when the dif-
from the partial derivatives which may be easily derived from ferential range and range rate (Ap, Ab) information, which are
the above equations. These approximate equations of observ, highly sensitive to the planet gravitation acceleration, are
ables and partial derivatives may be useful for performing removed. How to select and combine the proper data types to
certain types of preliminary analysis of dual spacecraft track- maximize the navigation capability depends on various condi-
ing during a planet approach, tions such as the geometry of the trajectories of the two
spacecraft, Sun-Earth-probe angle and the magnitude of
Although the potential reduction in sensitivities to planet unmodeled spacecraft accelerations, etc.
ephemeris and station location errors has been shown through
the analytical expansion, a simplified example based on those
equations may be helpful. If_and _ are assumed fixed, one IlL A _ Oondtg11:l wl_
may compute using Eqs. (1) to (8) the equivalent error in each VikiNg _llMJ_rI_t
observable which corresponds to (or would be induced by) a A. _Mlnlolry 04 tho VJJd_ It AIMM'ooMIT_given ephemeris error. If"the computed bias is large com-
pared with the inberen: accuracy of the observable, then the The two Viking spacecraft were launched in late August
ephemeris error will conupt the estimate of_.. A simplified 1975 and arrived at Mars in the summer of 1976. When the
U
"' mI j,ii _ .............. II __ ! II
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Viking 1 spacecraft went into orbit about Mars on June 1(). acturalely tie tile second spacecraft to Mars and consequently
1976, Viking 2 was about 40 days away from tile planet. Thus mlprove the estim"'e for the final MOI delivery one day before
during this last month of the :lppr(_m'h pha_e _t+Vikdng2, the the event. The improvement in _rblt dctcrmmatk_n a_._.uJ,Jt.y
techmque of du',d spacecraft tracking could be used to tie of this short-arc may be of great benefit to navigation if Jt is
Vikiltg 2 spacecraft to the planet through Orbiter I. Figure 4 done in real time.
shows ',he approximate geometry of the two spacecraft. It
reveals two of those navigation difficulties mentioned pre- A carefully designed dem,'_stration plan had been made .;
viously. First. the r(.latively small Sun-Earth-probe (SEP) and presented to the Vikang I:..ght Path Analysis Group for
angle increases the data noise caused by active solar plasma support befi)re the two spacecraft were launched in 1975. The _.
effects. Secondly, the long geocentric distance makes the request for dual spacecraft tracking data includmg 2-station
errors in station locations significant. In addition, the low and 4.station data types was not successful due to the strong i'
declination (,.5_ 5 deg), which cannot be seen from the figure, resistance to any non-mission activities. As a result, the data 4/:c
gives another difficulty in orbit determination. Consequently, base used lbr this demonstration is whatever the Viking mis-
these error sources caused the navigation uncertainty using sion requested and was available during this period. The dala @
d'
conventional data to be as large as i I00 km, as will be dis- distribution for the dual spacecraft 2-station data is relatively
cussed later. During the last two weeks of the approach phase poor, particularly for dual spacecraft 2-station range, corn- _"
of the second spacecraft, the angular separatton between the pared to that of convention data (Fig. 51. Unfortunately the
two spacecraft was very small being 0.15 deg. Thus good dual spacecraft 4-station Doppler was not scheduled dunng the 1
cancellation of both transmission media noise and station iota- entire Viking mission.
tion errors was expected. This provided a good opportunity !
for the dual spacecraft technique to demonstrate its potential _,
capability in navigation.
C. Algorithm of Data Processing
An algorithm for processing dual spacecraft data. was briefly I.
B. Strategy explained in Ref. 2. This algorithm generates new data types _
The success of the interplanetary orbit determination effort by differencing conventional data files _ACCUME FILES) [iobtained from orbit determination runs made for each space-
is best measured by the accuracy of its deliveredestimates for craft separately. The new f'de contain.; the differenced data
midcourse maneuvers. These estimates generally come from types and the conventional data from the second spacecraft.
three independent orbit determination solutions: the long arc,
the short-arc, and the optical. The optical data, although The partial derivatives for the state and other parameters of
proved to be most accurate during planet approach, are not as the referenced spacecraft are included. For dual spacecraft
em reliable as the radiometric data. The long.arc through- 2-station range and doppler, they may be expressed by the
maneuver solutions, according to Ref. 4, are stable, yet are not following form of differential correction.
particularly accurate. The Viking 1 long-arc solutions, in fact,
were in error beyond that predicted by covariance analysis. .,. ;),o°
-- Furthermore, the loJ_g-an: _lutions are computationally '_°2 sic = ,_o - Ap° = _'--_'_qe -expensive. The short-arc solutions which contain the most _ '_oi
up-to.date information of the spacecraft state arc usually cor- (9)
mpted by such error sources as platform parameter uncer-
tainties and transmission media effects, etc. The goal of this _2 s/c = _- '_e =a__ ,&l,- °p° ,aqo,demonstration was to improve the orbit determination ,,% O,lo,
accuracy of the short-arc solutions with dual spacecraft data,
which ate relatively free of those errorsources.
where
The data spanselected for this study coven a short.arc of 8 &oz sic' AOz sic arc two spacecraft range and doppler
days Immediately after the last mldconnm, maneuver of n_dduala,
Viking 2. The data arc stops 3 days before the MO! of
Viking2 occumld on August7, 1976.Duringthisperiod, _o,_ arevanl_and doppleresidualsofthe
Viktnll I was in orbit around Marsfor many revolutions and Its trailingSl,acec_aft,
orbits were well determinedrelativeto the planet.Thus the Apo, L_° are rangednd dopplerresidualsof the li
dual spececnfl tnckln8 data from this eight-day arc may JeadJngor referencespacecraft.
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%q_ a d q,, are paranlettrs that affect th'e tralectory of tile According to tile results ot geodetic survey and qmr, baseline
trailing and reference spacecraft respectively, and they lllay be Vl.ga' delemunatlons, the cmtent station Iocalz(m c(n)r-
expressed as: dlnates used In tile orbit determination program are accurate
tu bcllel than 15 cm In relaw,'e lucatl(m',, w'ithm a ,qte "Ibis
li,r the desired cancellatum of stature h_catkm errors. The
= correlatmns between near.by stalion,; t,sed in |hi',, analyszs may
q_ q,, = be shown by the following matrix
I II4 II 14 II "14
2 _1)_ 2 44_'M)_ u II Jl I_
where 1, ,_q,,., 2 3,,i ).._ it n r_ n
II II q I) I_I _ _q'q) UI I_ ii
4 pTl_,rl
X = state of the trailing spacecrah . . ,, ,, : .,_,4 : :.,,,-i,_
II II tl 11 u t_q'4q'x 2 2M)4
X = state of the leading (reference} spacecraft
Y = dynamical parameters I_,uch as unmodeled spacecraft Correlations are shown in the lower left triangle, and
accelerations, etc.) of the trailing spacecraft
r , rs = distance off spin axis of DSS I I and DSS 14
Y = dynamic:.dparameters of the leading spacecraft sl I 14 in km
P = nondynamical parameters (such as station locations, Xl I' Xl4 = longitude of DSS II and DSS 14 in degrees
etc.) of the trailing spacecraft
P,, = nondynamical parameter of the leading spacecraft. IV. Results and Discussion
The orbit period of the Viking I spacecraft is about one
The procedure for data processing and differenctrg may be day and 37 minutes. The current gravity model for Mars has
seen from Fig. 6. The computer program "DIFFER" dif- difficulty in fitting the Doppler data longer than one : olu-
litrences the two data files (ACCUME) and create:, new data tion. Ever, for a two revolution continuous fit, the lin ,zed
types as defined by E.q.(9). 'The names of stale and other residuals are considerably larger than that of,he single revolu-
dynamical parameters of the reference spacecraft (X o, Yo) in tion fit. The large residuals due to gravity anomalies will
the new data file (REGRES) are changed to 'XI', 'Yr... eventually corrupt the estimate of the second spacecraft
'ATARI'... etc. that are d_fl'erent from th¢ corresponding through the two spacecraft data. This effect may be minimized
parameters of the second spacecraft. Calibrations for trans- by data processing strategies _,, stochastic models, etc. Two
mission media effects and other types of adjuslments are different attempts were tried in processing these 8-.day dual
applied to the "computed" observables during the different- spacecraft data.
ing. Thus they should not be applied to the new da'ta rde later
duringdifferential corrections using dual spacecraft data. A. Reference Spacecraft Is Conlldtrld
In the first attempt, the reference trajectory which consists
In the previous analysis (Ref. 2), the six state parameters of of 8 revolutions of the orbiter was obtained from the Viking
the reference spacecraft were not estimated, but their errors Flight Path Analysis Group (Ref. 5). Each revolution was
were considered. Results of the analytical expansions suggest fitted individually with I-I/2 hours of data before and aftcr
that both spacecraft _ould be estimated in the presence of the periapsis passage deleted. These 8 orbits of data were
large ephemeris error. In this study the referenced spacecraft combined by allowing small discontinuities (At =. I km, A;
was first considered and then eslimated. I m/sec) between revolutions. This pgudo continuous bes, fit
orbit was usedas the reference orbit. Then the two-spacecraft
When the state of the referenced spacecraft X o is con- data were generated by differencing the data from the orbiter
sidereal, the covariance (considered) from the solution of the and the data from the second spacecraft. The B-plane predic.
best estimate using flyby or long arc conventional data should tion$ based on the' two-spacecraft data and the conventional
be used as the a pnlor/covariance for X o. The cancellation of
station location errors in dual spacecraft tracking depends on
the JmowJedj_ of Ibe relative locations at each complex. 'Very _ I_aell_ interferometry
08a;m,4a(;P,4aijII
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data of the :;ame data arc were plotted m lqg. 2. Compared elfecllvely laker, care of th,.' unmodelcd accelerations caused
v.'lth 'he current best e.,,t,mate ((BI'). tile pred..tlons .,,me b) the Mars gra',',ty field. '
IWo-,,pacecrdft data had no Inlprovenlenl over the convCn.
;, "i tlt'Odl data. According to die charged particle cahbrallOn As mentmned earlier, the Viking 2 larger plane (B-plane)
•i .udles (Ref. t,I. most of the I I00 km error was caused by the prediclmn based o_1 X days convenlmnal dt_ppler and range
-i ;el.mvely high solar plasma noise presetlt m the _ day', of was badly corrupted ._2,solar pla,',maeffects :,nd the error was .,
•j conventional data. It seems to imply that the plasma effect as large as ! IO0 kin. After the second attempt of pr,.,,.'essmg
! was not removed b_, dlffcrencmg. A carelul mvestlgatmn of the two-spacecraft data. as described m the above par:q,raph.
the l)oppler residuals of both Iralcclones helped tt_ discover the plasma noise was largel', renloved and the nee, data type
that significant noise due to solar plasma exists m the dalzt of wlucl_covers tile same _-day arc gave a B-plane pred,,:ir,m onl)
: the second spacecraft, but does not exist ,n the after-tit 170 km away frt .0 the post MOI best estimate (Fig. (_). This
residuals of the orbiter. This is true particularly on August 2 nearly seven-times inh,rovement m accuracy ucmg actual two
r"
•_ when the solar noise caused a range change of about I0 m In spacecraft tracking data is consistent with die results tron_]
....%.. less than 6 hours (Fig. 8). The resulting effect m dopple, is as earlier simulation analysis (Ref. 2), and it clearly reveals the
large as IO mllz with a 8.5-mllz bias m that pass of data from potential capability of this new data type.
the second spacecraft. While in the same pass of data of the
reference spacecraft tile bias is -2.2 n:t!/. It strongly suggests A series of B-plane predlctmns based on varmus combma-
theft the single revolution fit of the orbiter data absorbed the ilon,_ q_fdata weights and ,_ata types were tried. The three
plasma noise, thus there is little ,ir no cancellation during the pre&ctmns based or, _ o spacecraft dal:l shown by triangles m :
?.
differencing. When this particular pass of data was deleted, the Fig. t_ ,epresent three different data combinations. The one i
B-plane prediction using two spacecraft data moved closer to that has best agreement with the ('BE is from the solution
the CBE by 600 km. This seems to confirnl the above specula- weighting the two spacecraft dopple," at O.OI5 tlz ( I mm,,s; '_
tion. Therefore, we may conclude that for this particular case and two-spacecraft range at 20 m. When loosely weighted
this is not the proper procedure to process 2-spacecraft data• conventional data (doppler at 0.15 Itz and range at I km)are _ _,
The large plasma effects, which occurred during the last tew included, the change m the B-plane prediction is small, tlow. "
days of the approach phase, have mad.,."this ,lemonstration ever, as the data weight o:" the conventional doppler Is m-
very rewarding, creased, the .oluti:m moves away from the CBF and agrees
better with the solution using conventional data alone. This ,s
The experience gained in the first attempt suggests that because the plasma noise which is present in conventional data
'1
differencing of the two data types should take place betble the will start to show its effect when such data are rehed on more
orbit-by-orbit differential corrections of the reference space- heavily. When the two spacecraft range is deweighted by a
craft. In other words, the two spacecraft should be estimated factor of IO (to 200 m). the prediction using two spacecraft !
simultaneously using differenced dual spacecraft data to pre- doppler and range moved slightly away from the CBE. The e.
vent the absorption of plasma signature by the single orbit fit. agreement is still better than 300 km. The linearized residuals
of the differenced two spacecraft doppler with IO-min count _ .';
time are reasonably small with pass-by-pass noise of about ,_
B. Both Slmcecraft are Estimated 0.003 to 0.004 Hz.
In the second attempt, the 12 state parameters of the two ,
spacecraft were estimated by treating the state of the reference It is also important to examine the time history of B-plane
spacecraft, the orbiter, as nondynamic stochastic parameters, improvements of using the new data type. Figure I0 shows the t
comparison of B-plane prediction between long and short arc
The batch size is equal to the orbit period with zero correla- solutions of conventional data and the short arc solutions of ;" ,_
tton time. This procedure removes unmodeled gravity errors in
the same nmnner as the single revolution tit. The orbiter data dual spacecraft data. This comparison clearly demonstrates the ""
were first processed with a continuous 8.day or 8-revolution following facts:
nominal trajectory with reasonably good initial conditions. (1) The short-ate dual spacecraft solutions are linearly con-
Then the two-spacecraft data were differenced, and tie corn- verging to the current CBE. This shows the stability of t
-- mon plasma noi_ was expected to cancel. The residualsof the the new data type.
differenced data were still considerably large(lOth to lOOthof
a hertz) due to the inadequacy of the gravity model for a (2) At one day before the final MOIdelivery, dual space-
craft data give more accurate prediction than conven.
longer time span. This would be refined by the sequential tional data.
estimation of the state of the first spacecraft as mentioned
esther. It was found that this method of data ptoce_mg had (3) Dual spacecraft tracking has the potential of signifi.
..de
not only successfully removed the plasma noise but had also cantly reducingDSN tracking time requirements. _.i _
N
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Therelbre, one may conclude that with lmuted data the data noise clearly shows the insensitivity of the two-spacecraft
two spacecraft tracking technique is able to improve the navi- data Io large ephemeris error. This particulal advantage ()t"
gauon accuracy by nearly a factor of 7 in the presence of two-spacecraft navigation will be very useful for future
slg.,ificant space plasma _oise and u,det tile unfavorable missions to the outer planets with large ephemeris errors such
geometry of low declinaUon. The inse,sit_vity to ephemeris as Saturn, Urant,s, etc.
errors cannot be demonstrated by comparing w;th the stan-
,ard Viking solutiuns because of the accurate knowledge of V. Conclusions
Mars ephemeris (<_30 km). To enhance our -nderstandmg of
this capability, a large error was introduced to the Mars The potentialimprovements in navigation capability of dual
spacecraft trackiqg have been successfully demonstrated using
ephemeris and the results will be discussed next.
Viking approach data. Under unfavorable conditions of low
C. Improvements Under Simulated Mars SEP, low declination and large Earth-spacecraft distance, tbedual spacecraft :racking technique improved the Viking 2
Ephemeris Error approach accuracy, by a factor of 7, to less than 200 km at
An actual error of about 2000 km in Mars position (!000 MOI-2 d,'ys. Results also reveal the potential reduction of
km in range, 1000 km downtrack and 1500 km out of plane), tracking time requirements during planet approach. The 8-day
which is abuut the current uncertainty of the planet Saturn, solution of dual spacecraft tracking yields slightly better
was introduced in the ephemeris (DE84) by Newhall (Ref. 5). B-plane prediction than the 40-day solution of conventional
Then the date from the Viking approach phase (same 8 day data. From the results of the analytical expansion and the
arc) were processed in the same way as the second attempt; i.e. Viking demonstt.,tion with a large intentional Mars eohemeris
both spacecraft were estimated. Large residuals were induced error, we are able to conclude that dual spacecraft data types
both in doppler data (100th to lbth of a hertz) and in range are insensitive to ephemeris error.
data (70 km in Viking B spacecraft and 1000 km in Viking A
spacecraft) as a result of the 2000 km ephemeris error. The
esulting B-planeerror after fitting the 8 days of conventional Vl. Recommendations for Further Study
data (state only) is as largeas 11,000 km using doppler only
and 20,000 km with range included. When Mars ephemera As a result of this analysis, the following recommendations
am
parameters are estimated, the errors become even larger. This are proposed:
is believed to be due to the fact that this 8-day arc which ends
3 days away from Mars encounter does not have enough (1) Examine the potential benefits of dual spacecraft track-ing for future missions involving two spacecraft.information to estimate the 12 extra ephemeris parameters.
The differenced two-spacecraft data together with loosely 1,2) Conduct ]emonstratio,ls of dual spacecraft tracking
weighted conventional doppler helped to bring the I_-plane when the leading spacecraft is a flyby rather than an
prediction to within 400 km of the CBE as seen in Fig I 1. orbiter.
Two other solutions using two spacecraft ,0 "aar" all less than (3) The dual spacecraft 4-station doppler data type should
800 km away from the best estimate. The lmearized residuals be included in t_hedemonstration.
of the two spacecraft data are as small as that of the previous
case without the large ephemeris error. This more than 10 (4) Modify and standardize th- prototype software for
times improvement both in B-plane predictions as well as in operational use.
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Frequency Selection and Calibration of a
Water Vapor Radiometer
S. C.Wu
Tracking Systems and Apphcat_ons Sect,on
The cafibrathm coefficients of existing wa:er vapor radiometers are dependent upon
meteorology profiles. This is shown to he due mainly to incorrect frequency pairs. By
properly selecting an aptimum frequen O' pair. the dependencT can be reduced to a
relatively small amount which can be handily adjusted by surface measurement alone.
Hence. a universal calibration equation is applicable to all environmental conditions -
site. seas_mal and diurnal variations. Optimum frequency pairs are systematically
searched. Error analysis indicates that calibration fi)r the water vapor phase delay
accura'_ to <2 cm ispossible at all elevation angles > 1.5degrees.
I. Introduction 18.5 GHz. The frequency pairs so selected have the advantage
of high s¢nsitivity to the variation of water-vapor content.
Tropospheric water-vapor phase delay calibration by means However. it will be seen in the following analysis that such
of a ground based water-vapor radiometer (WVR) has Ioag frequency pairs have artundesirable high degree of dependence
been desired. During the last several years, investigations of on meteorology profiles. Tills is due to the unequal contribu-
dual.frequency WVRs (Refs. 1,2) have been carried out. It has tion of the differential water-vapor phase delay along the ray
been demonstrated that under "ideal" weather conditions path and to the lack of means to correct for different weather
SMILEr (Ref. I) provides a calibration to better than 2 cm for types.
elevation angles down to 10deg: under "adverse" weather
conditions the error is 3 to 5 times worse, it was felt that Menius et al. (ReL 4) found that there exists a frequency
probably no single set of calibration coefficients can be on each side of the water-var'_r resonance line at which the
applied to all weather types, profde dependence is minimal. Gaut (Ref. 5) improved the
dependence by linear combination of two or ,w :e frequencies.
The frequency pairs for the two radiometers are such that This approach is ideal when there is no cloud (liquid water
one channel is centered right at the water-vapor resoaance droT*ets). The existence of cloud in the atmosphere may result
frequency of 22.235 GHz, with the other chann,i centered at in sis, ificant error in the inferred phase delay, in this paper, a
a frequency outside of the resonance band. For SMILE in cons:mined dual-frequency approach is adopted. The ,-m-
Reference I, the second frequency is 31.4 GHz. while for the straint is such that the radiations due to liquid water at the
Deep Space Network (DSN) prototype in Reference 2 it is two frequencies cancel one another when linearly combined.
s$cs,,ningMicrowaveInversionLayerExperimentRadiometer.a unit Minimizing the profile dependence is no more than equaliz.
tin,liarto SCAMS(Ref. 3) butoctlytwoof the fivechannelsageused. ing the weight on each differential water vapor phase delay
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• ah_l]g _he ray path. W|th ,,ucb colP, t:.llt weight, tile re'qdual where the attenuated co,,illlt.'-ll_l,,e term,, have i,. en replaced
. dependence ot tile c',dd_ratmn coefficmnt,, on the envmm- h._ tv¢_ const:lnt_, T ,I and T, ,2' Till,, p, val,d ql_ce T, _< Th, _,
men!aT condzt,on,, ,.'all he handily, c,_l[c_.led h,J l,_ ,_url'ace and tile opacity 7",=<<.I for Irequenclcs f<40(;tl:. In tim,
, measurement alone: the weight at the surface ts factored out frequency range, tile absorptmq coefficwnt of cloud % ts l"
-" ! as ,m addl:lonal observable so that a se_of umversal cal,bratmn proportional to ].2 (Rcl. _'_1.Hence, tram Eq. (3), we ha,,e [;
c,_el'ficients is apol,cable under "all cnrcumstances inde-i t
' pendent of site, season, profile,,, and dmrnal variat,on.
'., = W(S) T dS + To _4)
_' II. WeightingFunction f_' - f22 'i.
t The phase delay due to water vapor Is where
° t, -- 1 I'.| I I',1 ' '_ap=k as, I,= -o- -77'_ ft / 2
:. "0 ,
' and
where o and T are the density and temp'rature of water vapt, r
; along the ray path S. On the other hand, the brightness F 1
' temperature of,, ground-based radiometer at a frequencyfdue T^ = f" T l_-0d e -T, %.2 e-'2/ dS (6,)
_ to the same water vapor, to oxygen and to cloud is u Jo L/t2 f22 j
• -Toe f 'r
Tae dS {-I weighting function with which the incremental water-vaporTn = T e + | By comparing Eqs. ( I ) and (4) it Is obvious that MS) is a
.'j " -'o phase delays are summed to a quantity proportional to ti_e
linear combination of the two brightness temperatmes T_ t
where and Tn 2"A nonconstam W(S) implies nonuniqueness of pha._
- delay inferred bv the linear combination of TB.t and TB, _:
,ao = ao +a, T_.t +a_ T_._ (7)
is the opacity of the atmosphere,
In other words, the coefficients ao, a_ and a2 are functions of
S the profile of o/T. If WIS)= I¢'m, a constant, ,hen Eq. (4) ..• r = adS reduces to Eq. (7) with constant coefficients:
"O
,, = 17",_/f*- r ,/p. - 7"ol,/w_Tc is the cosmic noise of ~ 2.9K and ot is the total absorption o ". _ .....
coefficient of the constituents along the ray path, o =% +
ao + at, with v, o and ! denoting the water vapor, the oxygen a t = k/j'_ Wm (8)
and the liquid water respectively.
For a dual-frequency radiometer, the two bright.'tess tern- az = - k/.fl Wm
peraturesare
" -, IlL Id_llflodWolghtlngFu¢,_io_andr_ , . r, , + r,, _ 'as _ .gCqllaMu Ton_
•o 13) The weighting function defined in Eq. (5) may be constant g
fo" - at low air m., for which r, and r, are small.For hilth air
Tnj . Te,_ + To_ e "_ dS nmues, these quantities increase rapidly and the two terms in
the bracket of Eq. (S) ill decreasew;th S and hence W($')will
U
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!, be lower at larger S. Io maintain ctin',tant h'(S)ItISdesirable The 7"'o included 1:. ao r, a qualllll) prop_rttL>nal t_ the, not to have .,uch exponential ter,ns in t'q. (5). Till', is possible number -t air ma_,,,e_,.11 i_, pr;lctl,.all.v c_n,.ta, h_r ",mall ,in
_, it the brightnes_ temperatures are "hnearlzed" mas,es the-ah..,ori,t_)ri coethclent ()I o\',gell r, proportmn,ll b)
!_ The "lineartzed'" brightness temperature is detined as represented by standard m,,dels v, ith +-3", _,arizition in V and
-+I(Y; variation in T. Itence the error m Tclo l', w:tiain 2_';.
T;t - T, I- adS + C" TadS (<_1 than 60<.;. Therefore, the quantity nOto,i/f_ - oto.2/f 2),2 and
o hence ro, ,_ ctmstant to 11,'1It1111I ";. '] hi', corre,,pond,, Io
i <1 mm error IraAS.;.frr a zenith ray path For ra} paths :it h_x_
" elevation angles adjt,stment is needed as will be de',_.rlbed later.
= T.+ tT-T, Je_dS (lOj
• I_i F_tI. (14) ,t is the "'lmear_zed" brightness temperatures
T'tt.i and T_t.2 that are used lo infer the phase delay ...%pdue
Following the procedures ol the previous section, we arrive at t_ atm_,.pherlc water vapor. On ,he t,ther ban'.l, lhe quanlllles
the difference of the brightness temperatures in f-q. t 10) for that are meast, red are the "'saturated" brightne,,s tcnlperalttre,,
w
frequenclesfl andfl respectively: Ttl.i and Ttt,2 F(_rtunately. Tel can be calculated lr(';.1i T B h)
high accuracy. Equations 12) and (tl) ,:an be rewritten a',
2.............. ---- O p 1" 1"T;_'I- T" TB'I-T !,¢'(S)_dS+T o (11) To = r,e ".i r sy(I-i, ") (Io)e:
awJ
where the weighti,'lg function is now modified to be T_ = T. ( I r ) + T_I.I. r (17)
T IT- r.)
- ___
0 L_-_- [: J tt)) respectively, de'tried as
and where
I"#'to Tare r dS
L" [a°--"' a°'2l dS (13) Tell. - " --- (l_)7"0= (r-r<.,Lsl slJ L <,,,-'
This weighting function does not have t'.,e exponential terms
as in Eq. (5). This implies that IV'(S) as defined b:l Eq. (12) is and
identical for all air masses; a constant IV'(S) for a zenith riiY
path will also be constant for lower elevation angles as long as ['"
-- homo,teneity exists. Jo T(_dS
For a constant W'(S) = W' Eq. ( I I ) reduces to 7"e'rr = (I'))
m' L" ads
'%P = aO  X ITll.i ill 1 Til.i (14)
Tef.t and Tr'H are highly correlated and can be connected b)
with T,..t7 # ( I + Q) T,_#7. as will be seen later.
----
Io ,, IT c (j._-2 _//2)_ lo ] k/lt#' Eliminati"lg r between (1(_) and (17i yields
liP'
o, klW_,sl r,; : r<-(r;rf - r,.)l, _- - _:o)-- I - . Tel f
N
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p, I' is eas._ tt_show, lt_theca>eQ=O_'..T,..tt =Tetj),thata constant W'(S). It is obvious that the resonance frequency
:_ 10 K trror m Wet:will result m t,nly --, I K error m TB . Thl._is 22.235 Gltz can only be pa,red with frequencies very close to
•. also true lot (2 <-<-I Hence T_ can be calculated trom Tt_ itself, which would result m singulafit_ (large CTb as indicated
- even with :, Telf not well esmnated. Study indicates that Tel.[ by Fq. 21 ). The pair havmg the largest and most constant
can be estmlaied to hetter than 5 K fronl the surface vertical separation turns out to be 20.3 and 31.4 GHz. The
temperature alone, as will be seen later, higher frequency can be vaned by +-2"GHz without apprecmbly
-_ .3
affecting the results. Other possible pairs are _0.0/_6.5 GHz.
24.5/31.4 GHz, etc.
IV. OptimumFrequencySearch
The variations of the normalized weighting functions
in this sectmn, frequency pmrs for which W'(S) remains [W'(S)-W'(O)I/W'(O) are plotted in Fig. " for these thrce
nearly constant aleng the ray path are to be sought. Since ( .... 35/,o.. GHz) and the
water _apor concentrates almost exclusively at altitudes below candidates. The DSN prototype .3"_.3 "" _;33"3SMILE ( .... 35/31.4 GHz} are also included for comparison.5 km, a nearly constant If'(S) over 'rely this altitude range is
,,f conce-n. The searching labor can be reduced by first It is seen that the existing radiometers have la ge variatmn m
examining the two compor,ents of the weighting function in W'(S) and hence their calibration coefficients are profilo-
Eq. (12) separately. The pairs having similar variations with dependent.
ray path can be picked out as possible candidates. The
The three frequency pairs selected have very similar sha[,:s
weighting functions W'(S) for these candidates are then in W'(S) which are constant t,_ within 5% for all altitudes
calculated for turtbe, comparison. <5 km where most water vapor resides. The pair 20.3 31.4
GHz has a slightly better error factor _ (as defined in Eq. 21)
Another factor to b,. considered is the se,tsitivlty of the than the other two pairs, and the choices are heavily
inferred phase delay to the error in measured ['rightness tern- dependent upon hardware availability and simplicity. For
:t peratures. This can be shown to be inversel) propo,:ional to instance, the pair 20.0/26.5 GHz _s convenient since as t t
tb_ magnitude W,n: Let 5T_ be _'le error in T_.l and TB, 2. common waveguide may be shared by the two channels.
Then the error m A,o from Eq. (14p. assuming uncorrelated
errors in T_, t and T_, 2, is To further demonstrate the above features, data from two
more radiosonde launches are selected. These launches are
carefully selected to represent two completely different
, = (a_t+a22)I/2 ,Sr_ weather conditions from the preceding analysis, a dry day
_STB (3/12/76) and a day with high-altitude water vapor concentra-
tion (3/16/76), again at Pc_intMu' The profiles are shown in(k 1 l Figs. 4 and 5. The resumng weighting functions are plotted in- - + " -_ir_ (21) Fig. 6. It is seen that the ,.onstancy of these weightingI¢m f4 0rt _ functions does not show any degradation under such extreme
weather conditions. It is believed that with these frequency
pairs the weighting functions will remain within a range -+10%
Therefore, in selecting the optimum frequency pair, a corn- of their surface values for all weather conditions.
promise between constant W'(S) and a minimum error factor
[3_ kW'm-t (fl 4 +/-'24)1/2 has to be made. In other words, an
optimum frequency pair will have constant as well as large V. Adjustments of CalibrationCoefficients
W'(S). It has been desired to have a simple means to adjust the
-_ calibration coefficient-, ao, a! and a2 in Eq. (15) to cover
11 For the calculation, ra,.,osonde measurement of the different ground altitudes as well as diurnal and seasonal
meteorology profile: at Point Mugu, California, on Febru- variations of temperature. Havinga constant W'(S) along a ray
- aLv24, 1976, is selected arbitrarily. These profiles are shown path b irtplies that the adjustment factor, in this case the
in Fig. 1. it will be demonstrated later that for a specific meanweightingfunction Win,is simply W'(9), a quantity which
frequency pair, the shape of weighting function is s,milar for can be calculated by surface measurement alone (cf Eq. 12). In
different profde shapes. Hence it is sufficient to examine the practice, the adjustment ca" be avoided by factoring out the
profiles of only on_ radic onde launch, The weighting func- weighting functioh W' in Eqs. (14):
tion components T (T- Tc)av/of 2 are calculeted and plotted "I
in Fig 2 for hequencies within the rangeof 18.5 to 31 4 GHz.
Any pair having equal vertical distance m Fig. 2 will have a Ap -- (bo + b I T_, l + b_ T'a,_ )/Wm (22)
- m mint_m, --. _ M II im I
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ii'i_ A set of nominal calibration cocfficlelllS b0, b| alld D2 is Telj=.(l+ O.O0(.}Om)"]e')] w,th a slandard dol.,'latlon ordetermined bv a constrain ' hnear least-squaies tit2 of Eq. _0.0_ K. Also found m analy:mg these 25 soundings is the| I t
(22) w,th actual measuremem o! .\p, Ts,i, T;_.2 ",:_dt4,.'_= correlanon between Te/! and the surface temper:mzrei
14"(OL the surface value of the weighting funcmm. These Ts: Tel-/ _- t)3150Ts for 20.0, '
_0.. and 24.5 GHz, Te'l./-=
coefficien|s are independent of 14"m and hence wil! remain O.q4(_TS. for _6.5 GHz and Tel.f _ O.O40T_,for 31.4 GID w_th
constant under all conditions. When mfernng Ap from T_, t standard deviations of < 3.5K. Another correlatmn t\_und is
and T£, 2 of a dual-frequency radtometer, Eq. 122) i_used with that the errors in calculated Te'Lr and Tel/ are "alwaysm tt,e
W',,I being the weighting functmn calculated from surt:ace same dlrec|ion and nearly, equal for the two frequencies used
measurement only. in a radiometer. This reduces the impact on file accuracy of
the calculated range change thtou,gh Eq. (221 since bj and b2
When the radiometer is making brightness temperatures have oppo_lle signs. With the error in re'ff and T,,H specified
measurement at more than one air n,,ss, at extreme tempera- above, the error II1 .._p will _l,c _ 0.2 cIu for both frequency
ture and/or at an altitude different rppreciably, fror._ where it parrs at elevation angles down to 7 = 10°. At higher elevation i_"was calibrated, the oxygen radiation term TO included in bo angles the error ,'.'ill reduce according to l/sin 7- _,
(of Eqs. 14, 15 and 22), wdl ha_e to be corrected. A sunple
means to do this zs to separate TO fronl the cosmic-noise term
Teq_2 _ f_21 and adlu' TO by the numbq t,i"all masses "n, VU. Demonstration of Phase Delay
the surf:ace pressure Ps and the surface tempelature T,. The Determination
absorptmn coefficient of oxygen _s proportional to p2_-2.ss The same 25 soundings are used to determme the cahbra-
(Ref. 6) and To iv Eq. (131 is nearly proportional to tioncoefficleatsbo, bl and b2 by least squares fitting Eq. (22 )
P2T-I'ss. Hecce at 3, = t)O°. These are listed in Table I for the three optnnum
frequency pairs and for the pair 22 235/18.5 GHz of one of
bo. corrected = lbo - kTc (f2u _f?2)] tn(ps/ff)2 (_./Ts)l.gS the existing WVR. In the least-squares tits the constraint bl/bl
=_(fz/f!)2 has been enforced to exphcltly remove the effect
of cloud. This will riot be needed if actual brightness
+ kTc0"2-2 -/"_-:) temperatures (containing cloud effect)measured by a radiom-
eter are used in place of calculated brightness temperatures
= G b0 + Tc (G - I) (b t + bz ) (2 "_ (not containing cloud effect) from radmsonde profiles.
where
The calibration coefficients are used to calculate _,o at
zenith as well as at i0 deg elevation angle and then subtracted
G = mlPs/P)2 (T/Ts)I'ss (24) by the measured ap to indicate the error in the calculated ,10,
These are summarized in Table 2. The same sets of calibration
with m being the air masses and P and T being the mean coefficients, which have been determined from Point Mugu
surface pressure and t_:nper_ture of the radiosonde launches, data, are applied to 21 radiosonde launches at Edwards AFB,
which are used in the determination of b0, b_ and b_ by the taken randomly over the whole year. The results are also
least-squares fit. b_ and ba ",ill remain fixed under all shown in Table 2. The three optimum frequency pairs result in
circumstances, very similar solations, which are 'all better than the |
22.235/18.5 GHz pair by a factor of 4 to O. The results at ]i
Point Mugu are somewhat overoptimistic since they are the
VI. Estimation of E,_ectlve Temperatures result of forced filling between the two sets of " _"meast,r.-
An accurate calculation of"linearized" brightness tempera, meets." On the other hand, the results at Edwards AFB are
lure requires a sufficiently accurate (< 5 K) estimate of the free from forced-fitting effect and are more objective, t.'-nce,
in the following error analysis, results at Edwards AFB enly#
effective temperatures defined in Eqs. (18) and (It)). T,_// in
Eq. 119) is independent of the number of air masses while Tel[ will be used.
in Eq, (18) i: larger for large m, due to lower weight (as
compared to that for Te.q_ at higher altitudes where T is The above errors are mostly due to nonconstant weighting
smaller. Study of 25 soundings from Point Mugu indicates that functions, with a slight contribution from the imperfect
effective temperature estimation. Other error somces which
have to be considered in the WVR design include brightness
_Witi_theconstraintbt/b 2 ---(12/fl )2 to removetheeffect of cloud, temperature meas .:ment error, elevation angle (antenna
/'1
• I
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poltltlngj ertol, atld i,l_]ioSollde lneasulement -_ error. The Illl_)loves tile Optlnlum systems cotl,_lderab]y (being a ilia]or
calctlI3tlons o[ these 0lint ct_lnpollellt,_ art" outlined in tile 0rrorsource).
Appendix. Ftgure 7 shows tile Ap error components for tile
four frequency pairs. The domulalll error source |oI the
extstmg WVR (22.235/18.5 Gttz)is that due to nonconstant VIII. _nclusion
weighting function. With optimum frequency pairs tilts error
Three tiequency pairs have been found to have nearly
source is redticed to an amount snr,dler than that due to
constant weighting functions 'along a ray path. These are:
radiosonde measurement. Tile total RSS errors in A# are 20.3/31.4 Gllz, 20.0/26.5 GHz and 24.5/31.4 Gltz. Tile 31.4
compared ul Fig. 8. The optmmm systems have an RSS error
GHz can be vaned by -+2Gtlz and the 26.5 GHz by ±1 GHz
of '<2 cm for all elevation angles >15 deg. Tile existing without appreciably at'feeling the results. The _.t,nstancy of the
system has an error >2 cnl for elevation angles.<42 deg weiglltmg functions reduces WVR error in two respects: ( I ) il
reduces the profile dependence of the c',dibralion coefficientsTile error source from radiosonde llleasurenlent .'all be
and (2)tt makes possible accurate adjustment of coefficients
redticed by using more launches in tile detenrinalion of
by surface measurement alone to account for different
calibration coefficients. Currently the u.,,e , "'two-color'" environmental conditions (site. season, dium',d variation,etc.L(optical-ladio) ranging system is under ,.onsJderation as a
With such weighting lhnctltm constancy, a single set of
perfect cahbratlon standard m place of radiosond, With such
universal calibration coefficients is applicable througllout.
calibration _talldatd, tile e41or soulce malked RADIOSONDL
in Fig. 7 is essentially zero. This improves the current system Witil any of these optimum frequency pairs, a WVR is
only slightly (being not a major error source), wlule it
capable of inferring the tropospheric water-vapor phase delay
to <2 cm accuracy for all elevation angles >15 deg. The
3Radmsonde measurement is needed m the determtnatton of calibra- accuracy can be further improved by using better calibration
non coefficients through least-squares fit, since accurate measurement standard in place of radiosonde launches, e.g., an optical -
of atmospheric absorption coefficients is not available radio ranging system.
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Tabl_ 1. Calibration coefficients determined from 25 radiosonde
launches at Point Magu, California
Frequency pair bo b I b 2
22.235/18.5 GHz 0.814 O.184 -0.265 0.98
20.3/31.4 GHz -1.13 0.419 -0.175 0.82
20.0/26.5 GHz -0.945 0.432 -0.246 1.35
24.5/31.4 GHz -0.455 0.289 -0.176 0.97
b 0 is in (lO-5)K2/(g/m3)/(GHz)2
b I and b 2 are in (lO-5)K/(g/m3)/(GHz)2
: (b2I + b])ll2/w" is In cm/K# 2 m
TMMe 2. Error in calculated _o, assuming IXWfeCt mdioeonde and Ta Mlummmlnt; calibration coefflciems
detennkmafromPointMuguOeta
Point Mugu (25 launches) Edwards AFB (21 launches)
Frequency pair 7:90" _: 10" ")'=90" _'=10"
22.235/18.5 GHz 0.79 cm 4.39 cm 1.27 cm 6.90 cm
20.3/31.4 GHz 0.13 0.84 0.28 I _5
20.0/26.5 GHz 0.14 0.83 0.28 1.38
24.5/31.4 GHz 0.14 0.88 0.30 1.76
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Appendix
.
Error Component Calculations
A. Nonconatant Weighting Functionl and where N's are the radiometer digital "counts."
Impecfect Effective Temperatures:
300- TR
The errors calculated in the last two columns of Table 2 (at 3' ' T,_t - T;3 - l-.g-0--Edwards AFB) using coefficients derived at Pt. Mugu are ...............
adopted with the assumption that they i':crease hnearly w£th OTtI \ T/t- TM / _ /
air masses between 1 and 6.
( tOr i _ T,,.,- T,, 450 TBB. Radi,y'onde: 0TM 1 + -Assume: I cm random error in each launch (along zemth), Tit - T*1 150
increases with air masses (m).
The hot load long-term uncertainty is correlated to ambient
Number of launches = n t = 21 load long-term uncertainty by using tipping curve so that (cf.
Fig. A-I ).
Number of coefficients = nc = 3
TIt- 2.(1
eradiosonde = 1.0 m/(nt/nc)t/2 OIl OAf T/_ - 2.9 1.5
= 0.378m (cm)
Oil = 1.5ow=0.75K
C. Elevation Angle (Antenna Pointing):
Assume: Error in elevation angle e,,t = 0.1°. Zenith phase The error in T_ due to. these correlated uncertainties is
delay A+o: = 7 cm (mean value of 46 soundings in Table 2).
ar_ +OT_%++--
Eelevati°n : _'}' _sin "y/ e,
1-(300- T_) 450- T_ I
=t] (0.75) + 150 (0.5)
= (7 cos 7/sin 2 ',1)(0.1 n/180) 150
= n.0122m(m" - 1) t/2 ,m= l/sin7 = 0.25 T_/150
D. BrigMnus Temperature I_asumment O'B): The error in T_ due to the uncorrelated jitter 4 in TH and in
Assume: Hot load has a nominal temperature Tit = 450 K TM is
with a long-term absolute uncertainty of +1 K and a short term
jitter of +0.2 K Ambient load has a nominal temperature r( _T_ 2) (aT_) I I/2
I'M = 300 K with a long-term absolute uncertainty of +0.5 K
andash rt-termjitterofx'-O.l K. eu= L_arit o. 2 + _ 3TM 0.1 2
Calibration line equation"
r.- rM
7"; = 7"M+ (N M - NB ) 4 To reduce the effect of receiver,in drift it is ncce,aiT to repeat the
Nit - NM "internal calibration" by looking at Tit and rv.once in, while.
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Mission Applications of the Dual Spacecraft ;.
i Tracking Technique
C. C. Chac ..J J. P. McDanell _,
: Navigation Systems Section
p..,
This article discusses the p_,tt'ntic' application of the dual spacecraft tracking :"
technique to the Voyager mission, b_nt, the concept and technology status :'s reviewed
briefly. Then results pertaining to, the JSX-Uranus option Saturn encounter, where
potential navigation benefits are greatest, are presented. Results for a Jupiter encounter
demonstration also are given and. finally, software m_uJ,fications and tracking require-
.Z| ments are discussed.
!_l I. The Concept easily restored by including a suitable amount of conventional
range and/or doppler, deweighted to avoid reintroducing the
",] When two interplanetary spacecraft lie along similar geocen- error sensitivities.
tric lines-of-sight, significant navigation advantages may some-
times be achieved by differencing data acquir:d simultan- l
eoualy from the two spacec fit and, in effect, determining the II. Technology Status l
o,bit ,ff the second encountering spacecraft relative to the first Irather than treating them independently. The potential bene- Extensive studies of dual spacecraft tracking have been
fits result from reduced sensitivity to at leas_ three of .he ix.rformed (Refs. I-3) including analytic inve._tigation of the i
- major error sources affecting orbit determination with radio- infmmation content of dual spacecraft data types and two L
metric data. First, and probably most important, is reduced flight demonstrations with the Viking spacecraft, one during II
_l sensitivity to target ephemeris errors. After encounter, the early cruise and the other during the approach phase of Viking
trajectory of the first ipacecraft is known preci_ly rr'ative to 2. Results indicate that dual spacecraft data types may
the planet. Thus, the second spacecraft may be accurately tied improve navagation accuracy by a factor of 2 to 10 unde, the .,,
"_. to the planet through the first. Second, the effect of platform conditi ns of small angular separation of the two spacecraft
parameter errors is reduced. When 'he two spacecraft are and well determined trajectory of the reference spacecraft.
It tracked simultaneously from nearby ground stations, errors
common to both stations cancel when the data are differ- The most recent demonstration ,:onducted with the two [
m enced. The ,,.ducedsensitivity to station location errors that Viking :pacecraft during the approa_ h pha_e is worth special ' I
results should also make the low decfination problem of orbit attention. With only 8 days of dual ¢?acecraft tracking, the
determination somewhat less severe. Fi'la:'.. when the angular actual B-plane error of the trailinig sp_cecraf: was determined
separation between the twJ lines-of.sight is re,3' small, most of to better than 200 km compared with I000 km for the same i
the transmission media ,-ffects should also cancel. The geocen- data arc u._ng Conventio_l radiometric data. The IOOOkm
tric information that it lost by differencing the data mey be error using conventional data is believed to be due to I_.rge
Ill
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i plasma nol:;e (SEP _ ] ) ,Je_,).low dechnation (/5"( 5 deg) and same stattt,n complex. Dual spacecraft two-stauon differenced
station location errors. Reduced sensltwlt) to planet range Is constructed in the same manner, but can be obtained
ephemeris errors was also verified in this demonstration by only at the Goldstone complex where two range machines are
introducing an intentional 2000kin error in tile Mars available. In this analysis two-station differenced doppler Is
ephemeris. Dual spacecraft tracking gave a factor of l0 weighted at 15mHz(l mm/sJ at 60-s integration time, andthe
improvement over conventional data m the presence of tills conventional doppler, if included, Is loosely weighted at
large ephemeris error. Although the Viking orbiter/approach 150 mHz to retain the geocentric range rate reformation
configuration _:"_
..... rs substantially from ..2 Voyager dual without degrading the planet relative information. The two-
fl)by, the Viking demo has verified feasibility of the concept station differenced range is weighted at 20 m. and the
and gives confidence that the potential benefits for Voyager conventional range (near-simultaneous) is loosely weighted at
can, in fact, be realized. 1 km. Based on various combinations of these data types and
different strategies of estimation, a series of B-plane solutions
III. Application to the Uranus Option were obtained. These solutions may be grouped into twokinds: (l) estimating the state of the second spacecraft and
Ssturl_ $;_nter considering the state of the first one, (2) estimating the state
Tile Urant,. option in; , ,t is well ;uited for a dual of both spacecraft. Both (l) and (2) are considering station
spacecraft strategy for the following reasons: locations and range biases as error sources that are not
estimated. The results are given in Fig. 1.(1) The Ur,,.,as option for the second spacecraft will not
be exercised unless a successful Saturn encounter is
The improvements in navigation accuracy of the second
achleveu by the l_ad spacecraft. Thus, t,e assumption
that the first spacecraft will be : ailable as a reference spacecraft using two spacecraft tracking depend heavily on
how well the first spacecraft is tied to the planet during thelor the Uranus-targeted spacecraft is valid.
approach of the second one. A post flyby long arc solution
(2) The Uranus option traiectory design on certain launch (radio only) of the first spacecraft was tried, and it yielded a
days stretches propellant reserves nearly to the hmit position error of about 250 km relative to Saturn at the epoch
(Ref. 4). A precise Saturn encounter by the second of the trajectory of the trailing spacecraft. Later this is used as
spacecraft will reduce the magnitude of the post-Saturn the a priori covariance for the state of the first spac2craft
maneuver and increase the probability of having suffi- whether it is considered or estima,ed.
cient propellant for a successful Uranus encounter. In
fact, if a large injection error or other propellant- B-plane solutions of the first kind, where the first space-
wasting event should occur, the dual spacecraft strategy craft state is considered, show significant tmprovements from
might be a means of preserving the Uranus option the results of conventional radiometric data types beginning
without relying entirely upon optical navigation, about 11 days before encounter. These solutions, which give a
A series of simulated analyses of dual spacecraft tracking time history of Saturn B-plane statistics as shown by the
for the JSX-Uranus option at Saturn have been carefully uppermcst broken line in Fig. 1, are based on dual spacecraft
performed. The data distribution and arc length of the two-station doppler combined with loosely weighted conven-
tional range (no conventional doppler) with nongravitationalconventional data types for the second spacecraft are the same
as used for the baseline analysis reported in Section 2 of accelerations of both _pacecraft estimated stochastically. The
Ref. 5. (Note that "conventional" data in this context include rapid increase in B-plane accuracy during the last 10 days of
._ual station doppler a,ad near-simultaneous range.) For the Saturn approach would offer substantial benefit to the mission
if the final approach maneuver cauld be delayed to, say, E-7dual spacecr:ft tracking simulation, the approach tracking
pattern for the second spacecraft was duplicated during the days. Delivery and knowledge accuracy would be improved by
same time interval for the first spacecraft, which at this point 35% a.,M60%, respectively, in :his case. The local maximum at
has already flown by Saturn and is nine months ahead of the E-18 days is believed to be due to the fact that the sensitivity
to the reference spacecraft is magnified by the zero declination
second. The encounter analysis was done using both two-
of the second spa_craft which occurs at E-22 days, This
station and four.station dual spacecraft data types. The data
types will be described as the results for each are presented, sensitivity becomes even greater when the dual spacecraft
two-station range is included. These large sensitivities suggest
that the state of the first spacecraft should be estimated as
A. Results Using Dual Spacecraft Two-Station Dm well
Dual _pacecraft two-station differenced doppler is formed
by differencing conventional two-way doppler received simul- When the states of both spacecraft are estimated, improve-
taneousiy from the two spacecraft by two stations within the ments in B-plane accuracy occur much e_rlier u may be seen
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4from the appropriate curves in Fi_. 1. Tile data set u_ed in same estimation strategy (estimating the state of the secopd l_
/
generating these orbit determination (OD) solutions is the spacecraft and the constant part ot nongravitational accelera- 1.__
; same as for the first cases except that dual spacecraft tions and considering the state of the first spacecraft and
" two-statio_l range is also included. Tile upper curve of the two station locations) with different data weights. The upper curve
•t where both spacecraft states are cstilnated represents the case has the four-station doppler weighted at the standard 1 mm/s
where stochastic nongravitational accelerations from both with conventional range loosely weighted; the lower one has [i
spacecraft are estimated sequentially with a two-day batch size the weight of the four-station doppler reduced to 0.5 mm/s to
_ and a one-day correlation time. The B-plane accuracy improve- account for the expected improvement in data quality after
,t
ment after E-8 days is fairly coosistent with the first case, double differencing. It is clear that the improvement in
"1
i where the state of the first spacecraft is not e_timated, but tile navigation depends strongly on the quality of this new data
i performance prior to E-8 days is dramatically improved, type which has not yet been demonstrated•: Because the improvement occurs earlier in this case, it would
57 not be necessary to delay the final approach maneuver from its ._dthough a 40% improvement in delivery may be possible
_-! nominal thne at E-10 days in order to realize the potential with the four-station doppler and conventional range, the
benefits of this strategy, improvement at the knowledge point is not as good as that of
•_ dual spacecraft two-station data. This is because the inforrna-
, _ If the stochastic unmodelled accelerations from both tion contained in the four-station doppler observables consists
"P_ spa_.ecraft are assumed to be negligible during the Saturn only of the differential angles between the two spacecraft,
_I approach, sequential estimation of these parameters becomes which are less effective in determining the bending of the
unnecessary, and further improvement in B-plane accvracy trajectory caused by the planet than the differential range and
may be expected as shown by the lower curve in Fig. 1. A range rate information in the two-station data types. The range
:_ factor of 4 improvement in both delivery and knowledge may rate information may be provided by including loosely
_ be possible provided that the above optimistic assumption is weighted conventional doppler• The results for this case are I,_
valid, given by the remaining two dashed curves in Fig. 2, which
show substantial improvement after E-5 days, where planetary 1
B. Results Using Dual Spacecraft bending begins to occur. _.
Four-Station Doppler
The two-station and four.station dual spacecraft data types i';The sensitivity to nongravitational accelerations indicated
were analyzed separately to determine the characteristics and I._
by the difference between the two lower curves in Fig. 1 and accuracy potential of each. The four-station doppler is 1_
the sensitivity to the state of the reference spacecraft indicated "cleaner" and less vulnerable to unmodelled accelerations, but
by the upper curve provide the motivation for considering the its information content is less, and it can only be obtained
use of dual spacecraft four-station doppler data. If the same during view period overlaps between stations. It may be
spacecraft is simultaneously tracked from two widely sepa- possible to gain the advantages of both by combining them in
rated tracking stations such as Goldstone and Australia,
.tifferencing of the corresponding doppler data from the two a single solution. However, the strategy for doing this (relativedata weights, choice of estimated parameters, etc.) must be
stations provides differenced doppler that is unaffected by
geocentric range rate changes and hence relatively uncorrupted carefully investigated as new error sensitivities may be intro-
by ur_modclled spacecraft accelerations. With dual spacecraft duced by the combined data set which will offset the potential
tracking the differenced doppler data from both spacecraft advantages.
will again be differenced. This twice differenced new data type
requires sirr.ultaneous tracking by four stations, and thus is
called dualspacecraft four-station doppler. IV. Demonstration Opportunity at Jupiter
This new data type is insensitive to nearly all the error Although the Viking demonstrations were successful, fur-
sources usuMlyassociated u,!-:: :adiometric data, and therefore ther verification of dual spacecraft tracking for the Voyager
the OD capabilities depend hea_/on the quality and quantity application is needed for the following reasons:
of such data within a given _rc of the trajectory. In this
analysis, during :he three station overlaps of each tracking (1) Four-station dual spacecraft data was not available
during the Viking demonstrations; therefort,, its quality t
cycle (as defined in Section 2...2 of Ref. 5) a total of 8 to 10 is uncertain and its utility has not been verified. Ihours of dual spacecraft fotr-station doppler was generated.
Four different OD solutions were tried using this data, and the (2) Angular separation of the Viking spacecraft at t
resulting B-planehistories are shovTnin Fig. 2. The two curves encounter was extremely small (0.15 deg). Voyager l
shown
with nonuniform da,q,ed lines are the results of the separation will be 5 to 6 deg at Jupiter, 9 deg at Saturn. [
14
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(3) In tile V&mg encounte_ demonstwation the reference observed m tile Saturn enct.,tmter analysis, ttowever, since tile i._
spacecraft was an orbiter. Voyager is a dual tlyby with conventional data performance is better at .I,,pl',.... tile ,_
relatively large time separation between encounters, tbur-station, doppler (with its limited information content)
does not show substantial improvement over the baseline _,
(4) The information content of the differenced data is a restdts until fairly close to encountel, near tile knowledge
function of local accelerations, which will be quite epoch. This is true even though the four-stanon doppler was _'
different for the massive outer planets than for Mars. assumed to be of high quality in this analysis (0.5 ram/s).
The Voyager dual flyby at Jupiter provides a good "
opporttmlty to demonstrate this technique *.'orapplication at V. Tracking and Data Processing
Saturn. Furthermore, if the test can be conducted in near-real Requirements
time, the results may be of direct benefit for navigation of the [.
trailing spacecraft at Jupiter. To determine the potential Dual spacecraft tracking, by definition, requires the acquisi-
navigation enhancement at Jupiter, analysis was performed tion of radiometric data simultaneously from two spacecraft.
using the JSX-CBIO encounter. This trajectory was selected This means, of course, that the first spacecraft must be given
because it is the more difficult of the two JSX Jupiter relatively dense tracking coverage during the approach phase
encounters considered in the baseline analysis. The Jupiter of the second, which would normally be a quiescent period tor
relative and Callisto relative B-plane time histories for dual the first. However, the Viking demonstrations and covariance
spacecraft tracking are compared with the corresponcaing analyses have shown that relatively short arcs of dual
baseline results in Figs. 3 and 4, respectively, spacecraft data are e_'fective (a characteristic that is shared
_ with differential VLBI, which is very similar to dual spacecraft
Figure 4 shows that dual spacecraft two-station data are trackingin principle). Therefore, tracking requirements are not
capable of reducing Callisto relative errors to the level of the excessive. In fact, one of the potential benefits of dual
satellite ephemeris error (300 kin) at the delivery epoch spacecraft tracking is an overall reduction of tracking time.
(E-13.5 days) and gives a factor of 3 improvement over
conventional data at the knowledge epoch (E-3.5 days). The Dual spacecraft tracking requires no hardware changes and I
Jupiter relative improvement shown in Fig. 3 is more dramatic, only minor modificatioo_ ',c navigation software. For the _.
since it results from the combination of a direct effect Viking demonstrations a special version of the program ODE .._
(reducing Jupiter relative errors which exist prior to the was created to maintain simultaneity of dual ,pacecraft /
Callisto flyby) and an indirect effect (reducing the magnitude doppler after editing and compression. Another ' .'cial pro- t,;b_
of the Callisto perturbation uncertainty by reducing Callisto gram was developed to difference the two-statio'_ and four- [_
relative errors), station data types. The differenced data can be processed by
the Voyager ODP with no additional modifications. The
The relative pc formance of the two-station and four- demonstration _ott,,,'are is available and can serve as a ,.
station dual spacer,aft data types at Jupiter is similar to that prototype software.
N
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Preliminary Design Work on a DSN VLBI Correlator
W. A. LushbaughandJ. W. Layiand
Commumcat_ons Systems Research Sectton I
v
Ttw DSN is in the proc ess of /ielding high-densit), digital instnlmentation recorders for I
support of the Pioneer Venus 19 78 Entry b_:rperimentattd other related tasks. It has hmg
been obvious that these recorders would also serve well as the recording medium for
_ZBI experiments with relatively weak radio sources, provided that a suitable correlation _.
:i_t processor for these tape recordings could be established. This article describes the overall _
design attd curret:t status of a VLBI correlator designed to mate with these tape recorders'. _"
I. Introduction natural radio source, occurs in the Tracking Stations shown at'=:"]
°_i1 The DSN is in the process of fielding high-density digital the left of Fig. 1. Data from the two widely separated data i
" acquisition sites are brought together at the correlation ?.
instrumentation recorders for support of the Pioneer Venus processor by shipment of the tape recordings, which can _-
Entry Experiment (Ref. 1) and other related tasks. It has long contain in excess of 10t o bits each.
il been obvious that these recorderswould also serve well as the
recording medium for VLBI experiments with relatively weak There is a relative delay d between the arrival of the noise
radio sources, provided only that a suitable correlation signal at the two tracking stations that depends upon the !!
processor for these tape recordings could be established. This observing geometry: the relative position of tne two _,tahons
article describes the overall design and current status of a
on the Earth, the position of the radio source, and the position _°
VLB! correlator which we had planned to mate with these of the Earth at the instant of arrival. At each tracking station, t'
tape recorders. This design work began in mid 1976 and is the signal is fdtered, translated in frequency by a local
terminating as of EO FY'77 with the transfer of Design oscillator, sampled and quantized to one-bit (sign only) for p
Responsibility for the VLB! Correlator to DSN recording. The principal function of the correlation processor
Implementation. is to perform cross.correlation detection of these sampled
signals to estimate a_ precisely as possible the delay d, and the
II. Overview of a VLBICorrelation amplitude of the radio-source noise signal. The delay d must
Processor be known well enough a priori to be compensated for in the
alignment of the recorded bit streams and in the doppler
The role of the VLB! correlation processor can best be reference signal _own in Fig. 1. This can be accomplished
understood by reference to Fig. I, which shows the entirety of either by providing precise polynomial predicts for each
the VLBI instrumentation, exclusive of calibration tools, observation, or by allowing the correlation processor to
Acquisition of the VLBI data, a broadband noise signal from a compute from the observing geometry, in either case, the
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predicted delay nlust be con_puted to an accma,.y winch i._ [lie tape recorders shown m F_g 7?:_re tile high density
compatible with tile intended final system precision, and much mstrumentatmn recorders described by Kimball (Ref. 11. Tile
more accurately than is needed to stmply perfom, the tape control umt must adj,lSt the relative position of the tapes |
cc_rrelation detection. Inaccuracies m the models used to during playback so that the data streams are approximately m
predict d can be mostly eliminated by computing for tile time correspondence. The final alignment of data streams is
output interface the total estimated delay, instead of the done in the variable delay buffer between the tape recorders It
offset from the model, inaccuracxes in computing tile modeled and tile correlator proper. This buffer must be large enough to ]
delays directly become inaccuracies in results, adapt the changes m delay needed to retain the proper t!
alignment of data streams at the correlator to the dynamical i
Tile st,mined bit-wise cross-products of the sampled data capabilities of tile tape recorders. The design-wise simplest !
streams are an Intermediate output l¥om the correlatmn system has the tapes completely aligned in rune with all t
processor as shown. They are also a feasible interface that is adjustments for observing geometry made in the variable delay
comparable in complexity to the use of polynomials to predict buffers. In this case, however, the buffers are large, containing
the a priori delay. The signal detection operation is completed enough data to shift the delay by an Earth-radius or about
by estimating cross-correlatmn amplitude, delay, delay late. 1.6 X 10 6 bits if tapes are played at 64 Mb.
phase and phase rate from tile summed cross-products.
The stream partitioning is a parallel-to-serial conversion into
In designing any high precision, wide bandwidth VLBI the 4-Mb channel bit streams from the parallel word of the
System, it is often tacitly assumed that the wide bandwidth is tape recorder. It appears after the variable del:_yto allow the
achieved through the bandwidth synthesis technique (Ref, 2). delay buffer to be a single entity. The variable delay could
Thus, a significant consideration in our cotrelator design was follow the stream partitioning, resulting in a more modular
that it be capable of bandwtdth synthesis operation with the 4 structure to the correlation processor, but at the cost of having
Mb sample rate of the Mark I! recorders (Ref. 3). The DSN eight identical variable delay buffers responding in concert to
Instrumentation recorders could be easily partitioned into six the delay adjustment commands.
such channels. If additional tracks are implemented, then eight
4-Mb channels can be extracted through relatively simple The actual cross.corre.lation of the two data streams takes
stream-partitioning electronics. We believe that the incre- place in the correlation pre-scaler module. There, the bit
mental cost of these additional tracks is low enough that they stream from one channel on one tape is multiplied by
should be implemented when the tape recordersare configured quadrature "sine waves" from the phase reference generator,
for VLBI use. Our basic correlator design include._eight 8-Mb and by eigi_t adjacent delayed copies of the bit stream from
correlator channels, which would typically be run at the 4.Mb the corresponding channel on the other tape. The phase
rates in bandwidth synthesis operation. Each correlator reference generator provides doppler compensation. The entre-
channel computes bit,wise cross products for an adjacent eight lation prescaler also multiplies each of the data streams
complex "lags." The channels can be concatenated to form a individually by quadrature "sine wa':es" to coherently detect
single 64.lag correlator for searching through a range of delays the tones of the phase calibrator, which is necessary for
when the delay is only poorly known a priori. The channels accurate bandwidth synthesis VLBI. "l'_,e low-order counter
can also be connected in tandem to provide a wideband single bits for the summation of cross-products are the "pre.scaler"
channel correlator, part of correlation prescaler. Overflows from these .short
counters are transferred to the master accumulator. One
correlation prescaler, and one phase reference generator share _,_
IlL Ovorvlew of Corruhdor HIirdwgm a physical module associated with one data channel, g.:++
Figure 2 is a functional block diagram of the correlation The master accumulator is one physical module, wh_.chadds
processor hardware. Fundamental structure and parameter the overflows from up to eight p:escaler units into a random !
values in this design are based largely upon the recently access memory. Correlations are summed into 'rely one half of i
completed Mark-II correlator at C.I.T. So-he changes from the this memory at a time, while completed sums can be !
CITdesign, such as including delay rate and phase acceleration transferredat leisure into the controlling computer. [
terms, and extending the length of the accumulator and
phase.reference registers, hay-. been made to elimLnateminor The master timer contains a microprocessor which com. _
deficiencies seen in the earlier design (Ref. 4). We have also putes the phase and phase.rate data values for each of the
provided the capability to read the contents of the phase- phase reference pnerators from the phase, plume rate. and
referencegeneratorresistersinto the computer to verify its phaseaccelerationdata providedby the controllin8computer.
operation, and enhance the accountability of its plume, it computes the delay, as z function of time, for the variable
Ijl
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del:_y buffer from the delay :rod delay rate data provided h_, clock pulse later I,, tm,du,-e a new _h,pe fu, '.he phase
the controlhng computer. It contains tile logical liming chains infi)rmation. This second mode requires the second hold
needed to relate "data time." as counted from the clock pulses register. When the B register Js loaded wlth the phase shff,
from the tape recorders, to tire event tnning within the phase value and tire A reg,s:er has the new AO- a command can he
reference generators, and master accumulator, given to cl(,ck tile B register into the .10 reg,ster and the A
register int'. the B. One ,:lock pulse later, the B regis*or_sagain
Tile :omputer interface umt provides the controlling transferred mto tire AO register to establish the new phase
computer the capablhty to control the master tnncr and read rAe.
the accumulated correlations. We also intend it to provide the
capability to read the phase reference generator registers for The A register is divided into 4 eight-bit byte sect.. ,.
diagnostic purposes. In addmon, pathways wt,uld be provided first of these four sections i.sconnected to a data b, :at will
to supply a data stream from tile controlling computer Into be driven by the output of a microprocessor. _,,_:n an A
each of the correlation prescalers. This would provide a tool register clock is supplied from signals dehvered by tile
for test and diagnosis of the system operation. In ad&tion, tius microprocessor, the 8 bits from tire data bus are clocked m tile
path would allow real dat,_ recorded on computer-compatible first section of the A register and each of the other tibet
tapes to be processed by this correlation processor, or perhaps sect: ms receives the 8 bits from the section to its left in shift
on a subset machine that contained only one phase reference/ register f:l_hi,_n Af!er ,_ hy,°_ _..... *,_- , ....,_., :-. -,
correlation prescaler module, register, a command may be sent to the lobe rotator by the
JIi microprocessor, to parallel transfer all 32 bits into the BTlre following sections present details of the VLB! corre- register, in preparation for the transfer into the O register as
*'_ lator hardware, described above.
, The adder used in the lobe rotator is of an unusual design
,, IV. Lobe P.otator
,_, necessitated by the requirement that the 32.bit sum be
_i The phase-reference generator, or the lobe rotator, is a accomplished in 120 ns. Figure 5 shows a block diagram of thedevice that supplies doppler sine and cosine information to the adder. For clarity, me inputs from the two registers are not
!,_ correlator. The sine-cosine outputs are two bit approximations shown. The technique ur,ed in the adder is to break the sum
to a sine wave. One of these two bits is used to control into four groups of 8 bits each. The carry into the least
whether the signal from Station A is to be compared to the significant group of bits is known to be zero, and so a regular
signal f_om Station B or to its complement. The second bit adder can be used. Each of the groups containing more
controls whether the correlated waveforms are to be counted significant bits are added twice, once with the carry set to zero
or not. Figure 3 shows the composite waveforms of the sine a d once with it set to one. The actual car is c mputed in
- and cosine, parallel and used to select the correct sum via a multiplexer.
Adding each group of four bits twice does not ir_erease the
The !obe rotator consists of four 32 bit registers, a 32 bit hardware chip "ount; since the carry output of an adderwith a
adder, a 32 X 8 ROM for converting the sine and cosine, and zero carry input is a term usually called Generate (G) in carry
control circuitry. A block diagram is shown in Fig. 4. The four look-ahead schemes, while the output of an adder with the
registers are called the A, B, A0, and 0 registers, with the carry input set to one is a term usually called Propagate (P).
adderconnecting the A0 and O registers. Generate means that the group being added will generate a
carry by itselF, while Propagate means that the group being
The 0 registerholds the value of the present phase, and is added will propagate an input carry to the next group above.
updated each clock pulse by the amount in the A0 registervia The carry look-ahead equation is
a 32 bit adder to be described in detail below. The 5 most
significant bits of the O register are used as the addressof a 32 Ca = Gn-t +Pn-t G.-2 +Pn-2 Pn-,tG.-3 +''"
word ROM which contains the two-hit approximations to the
sine and cmlve, where the subscripts n woula refer to a group oFeight bits.
Figure 5 shows two SN74S64 used to compute the actual
The A and B registersare hold rqgistersfor the _ register. (inverted) carries Ct s and C'I_'which, in tun,, are used to
Two hold registers were needed to handle the two different select the correct sum via the SN74LSI57 multiplexer. The
modes of controlling the O relgister.The tint of these modes 32-bit sum through the adder, the carry computation and
simply changes _, which will result in a new rate of chenje select tal_,s 66-ns worst case, which allows ample time for
for the contents of the 0 rebater. The second mode introduces nqgisteroutput delays and input setup tings in the ! 20 ns time
a phase shift into the output phase and then chanIes AO one allotted.
N
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V. Correlation Prescaler p,,.t.,., ,,i _i__,,,,_, ;.,g,, ,,,,,_ ,,l,._,l.,m ,h.,, :. r '.l"-I'``
II the tlppm ``lull zeglxtet In ¢:u.h cl_al_l+CI+¢xccpt the fir``t)p,
the ba'_,c corr¢lator ,..[e'.,lgninclude,, elgllt s-Mb correlator ``lgllaled to load. the lllput to each regl``te! ',,,111r.: L(, - l). l e
challlle]',, each t,J _,+,lllcll +.+Olllptites blt-',._.l,,0 ClO",` p`rt_,+Juct` f`ur the olntput of the pr,:ccdmg ,.'harlr+¢l If the h+v,er nhlft regl``tel
eight adlacent COlllple\ "lag', '" hI addltlOn, each channel n,, ,,till It+ the ``lull lllode, tql`` ,u._.tmtpln``he, the &sHed
colnptlteS 7 tither StlltlS thal are tl``ed t+_ calibrate the ``',',tell+
Jrr,lltgelllellt.
and in the con+putatitm tlt the final re``ult``. The``c signal`` are
( I ) Total clock pulses l]llrItl',, tape bad ``Ignal,, One other nlt_,.le tlt the .'; I. ``ngll,lJ',l', ,.or,, tl``eftll %,l,hen the
t_p two units shift (1¢. input I3(,)and B(,+]))and the
(") l't+tal ,.'lock pulse.,,r'mtJ`` tape I',ad or .',me= 0 I',ottoln tw,i load. (input B(n+l) and B(,) re+..pccthd.X). Ik
(3) Total chick pulse+, m,ntls _ape l',ad or cos ++:0 correlatltm can be a double sldeband operation, i.e.. v.ht+,re Ip
adlacent tracks till the tape are real anti llllaglllar% COlllponellts /
(4) Sin Ref C) Aln) hut I1,;l t:lpe had of the signal. In this +..as,,:.onl> 4 lags per channel are obtained.
(5) Sin Ret" C) B(n)but not tape bad This same inode of operatltm v,,al``o useful x+hen the adjacent
tracks on the tape are eve. and odd ,,atnples of tile s:ln+e data,
((+) ('os Ref <_) AIn) hut not tape bad I e. the data is coining Ill tV+'lCeas fast as u,;t,al. In the mode
17l ('os Ref _ Bill) but not tape bad de.,,crlbed. It mill be Iloticed that bin) (tile even b"s of tile
sample) will be copied twice, once unto the top register on tile
I-.ach channel was built with these 23 correlation counters left and once Into the lower 4-bit register on the right. A
and one spare to make 24 per channel and IO6 total in tile Slmdar Mtllatlon extxts for the odd nulnbered ,,igr,al bit.,. Tile
system. Tile correlatxon prescaler COtllltS tile agreements AIN) signals, not hhown till tile dlagra n fur clarity, a,e also
between signal 4(n). {tile ,th dlannel from tape recorder A assumed Io be e+,en and odd nunlbereu hit ,,tream from tile
and tile signal BOP). It i.-,assulned that each "'channel" of ihe other recorder. Thus, tile even bits of B are correlated with tile
lape recorder also supplies a bad tape signal wluch ts used to even bits of A on tile top 4 bits at the left. tile even bits of B
inhibit tile correlation counter when the signal IS known to be correlated with tile odd bits of A on tile lower left. etc. Tile
bad. Each counter In the prescaler consists of 8 bits, out of a net result ns to have X lags for hall" as Inany tile original
total of 31 bits in tile correlatton accumulator, channels. Also. the correlation sum is broken into two parts
The mo it significant bit from each of tile 24 counter forms and will have to be added together by tile master computer.
the output of the pre._aler. The_ most signilicant bits from
each ct;unter are sampled every 15 tas and stored in a shift
register. Between tile 15 +as salnpling times, this 24-bit shift VI. Ma',iter Accumulator
register shifts the nlost significant bit of each counter to the
master accumulator It) be further processed. The master acctunulator takes tile eight streams of most
significant bits from each correlator pre_'al¢r and uses this l_,.=
The correlation prescaler also provides tile gating for Information to form tile 23 most significant bits of the _%_:
rearranging tile available storage registers (lag-registers) in correlation sum.
ii
various ways. Figure I+shows a bl,._:k diagram of the eight bits
of storage on two adjacent ,:hannels, channel n and cha:.mel The master accumulator is divided into three se_:tions, an
n+ I where n is assumed to be even. Each of the four boxes input section, an intermediate summing section and the final
shown in Fig. 6 is an SN74LS163 (a four bit shift register) output accumulator stage. Each section has a major timing
which also can be parallel loaded depending upon the status of cycle of 15.5/8/Js during which the 24 parallel computations
the S/L signal. The chip is wired so that the lower three bits arc made. The 15.5/8/as majo, cycle time is di_,ded from the
act as a shift register for either state of s/i-. This means that 8-MHz clock rate at which the data enters the correlator
S/l- actually only controls which of two inputs to the shift preg:aler. At this rate, the most significant bit of any prescaler t
register shall enter. The shifting input is shown vertically while counter can change only every 16/as. The 15.5/8/as cycle time i
the loading input is shown horizontally, contains 24 minor timing cycles of 5/8 Vs each for pr_etsin$
the information from the 24 pre_aler counters and one extra !_
Under regular correlation conditions, all four shift registers cycle to allow one memory access for output.
i
are given the shift command and the input signal Bin) is
delayed eight units of time necessary for the correlation. Tim input section to the master accumulator contains a 24
word by 8 bit memory. Each word of this memory holds a
Another desired configuration is to concatenate all the lags copy of the MSB from the presealer counter for each of the
together. This mode is useful in initialization when the channels. One word of the memory is used for each of the 24
II1
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counters on the prescaler. The nrput for the master accumu- compared to straight bll|ary counters, makes It worth x+llile :,
lator is tile present value of this MSBwhich together with the Tile master acct,nulator replaces 10(_counters ,,_ 23 bit,, ca,.h, I: '"previous value carl be used to determme if an overflo of one which If bu'ilt with 4 bll binary cOU,llers would use I ,I 7,
of the counters occurred in tire last major cycle. The output of chips, not mcltidmg an', claps R_r output The present ma,',ter i_
this first section of tire master acct,mulator is 8 bits each accumulator uses 95 chips mchJdmg ttmnlg and t_utput plus 3 _ ,
rumor cycle, with a logic I for an overflow in each of the u extra chips on each prescaler t,_r a total of 119 chips m an _ l
ix_slttons. Tl'ese overflow bits feed the mtermedlate summing channel systenr.
section, which consists of eight 48 word by 4 bit memories.
one for each of the eight ,:hannels. On each minor cycle of 5/8 i
/as, a word is accessed from each memory, loaded into a 4 bit *'
counter, and incremented ff the overflow b,t from the ir_put
t section is set, and returned to memory. Only half of tile 48 VII. Master Timer _"
words are used d,mng any major cycle, the other half holding The master timer i_ tire unit that controls the overall signal :
t the results from the previous' cotlelation interval. This inter- flow in the correlator. Tlus umt ts responsible for supplymg ;.mediate smnmation is done to further reduce the overflow rate
the At" nformation to all eight lobe rotators as well as
from any counter. The prescaler had to be sampled every I¢_,us calculating these values from tire ..XAOreformation determmedbut an overflow from one of those counters could only occur
, . by the geometry of the VLBI observation and supplied b_ the _,
every 32 `us.1he overflows from this intermediate counter t .n controlling computer. At least part of the master timer will t_
occur at a maximum rate of 1 every 512/as and so the most utilize a flexible high-speed microprocessor, such as the ZgO _:_
significant bit of this stage must be sampled more frequently The master tim,.r will also have timing chains running at _ ii.
'_ than once every 256 ,us.Actually. these bits are sampled every MHz. These 'lmers will be controlled by the microprocessor ,I '
125-130/as deper:ding .,_ponhow many cycles are stolen for and are necessary to control transfers to the lobe rotators wl:h IT.
output. The eight most significant bits of each countel on the an 8 MHz precision. The tmcroproces,;or in the master timer '"_
intermediate stage are sampled every eight or nine microsec- would do the 48.bit additions necessary to calculate the new t _ .
onds, and stored i,1 an 8 bet shift register to be sl-ifted to the AO from the AAO's. The proc- .r would also b" responsible 111
output accumulator. The sampling is done in an 8-8-q /as for :.ontrolling the time at whic. all 8 lobe rotators simultan-
pattern to get all 24 positions of the 8 channels from the eously receive the updated aOs as directed by the cont. I [" "
intermediate stage sampled in 125 ,us. This time will be computer. The microl_.",cessor would also be rest',onsible for
increa_d bY 5/8 Us f°r each cycle st°len t° °utput data fr°m clearing the O and &ta registers °f all I°be r°tat°rs at the start li
the previous correlation interv',d. Since one of these output of a correlation interval. Starting the correlation after this
cycles is constrained to occur only once every,major cycle ( 15 would then be similar to changing AO.
m) only g minor cycles or 5 ,us at most will be added to the
125 ,us figure above, to transfer all the overflows from the
intermediate stag, to the output accumulator. As the co, relation process continues, one data stream slips i'
with respect to the other due to the rotation of the Earth. If
The output accumulator stage of the master accumulator no correction were made. the best lag at the highest
consists of two 196 word by 20 bit memories. The two correlation counter would drift out of the range of the 8 lags
memories have their outputs on a common bussand as before, provided. For this reason, one dat._ stream is moved periodi-
one section holds the data from the pre_ious correlation cally by one bit with respect to the ot'.:er. Witi_a sampling rate
interval, while the olher half of the memory is used for the of 8 MHz, lags are separated in time by 120 ns. which
present accumdation. Duringeach minor cycle, the 20 bits are correspondsroughly to a distance of 40 m at the speed of light.
loaded into an up counter and incremented if the overflow bit When the two statioLasmove differenth'ely, so that one is
from the intermediate sta$,_ is a one. An all-ones detector is about 40 m further from the star, a sigral is given to the
included in the counter Lt,.ztinhibits further co,rating if the hardwareto change the lag by one. A rough_.alculation of the
value is at a maximum. The 20 bits from the output stage and minimum time for two stations on earth to move apart froma
3 bits from the intermediate stage are supplied at inputs to a star by 40 m gives about 100 ms. The master timer would ._
2._-bit reg;ster that holds these bits for output. This output handle the details of the timing shift. If ,_ingle side band
relgisteris sent througha multiplexer to the host computer as samplingis used, there is an approximate 90 deg shift in the 0
threecomecutive bytes, accompanying such a change of lag. In this case, the ,
microprocessor would load both registers of the lobe rotator )
and give a command to change the phase followed by a change
Althoulh the design of the minter accumulator may seem in ,._0. In double tide band sampling there is n,_90 deg phase _j
ovedy complex, the hardware savings due to this design, as shift when the lags are changed, j_
IhN
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)a_.
VIII. Tape Recorder Interface IX. Summary and Status
The tal:e recorder interface has t_o main sections tile tape Ttus article descnbes the mitlal design work on a lugh-speed
control unit and the buffer nlemor.v and Its controls. "[he tape digital VLBI correlator that could mate with the high-density
: control umt supplies signals to tile tape recorder to act as a &gihal mstrumentation recorders. This correlator has 8 tom-
vernier on its speed. Tlus correctu)n is needed to estabhsh time plex channels with 8 lags in each.
correspondence between data samples on the two tape3
: recorders. These channels are capable of being rearranged into either
The tape control unit also must read and interpret the time 4, ? or r channels _ith a corresponding number of lags equal
information on the tapes so as to be able to approximately to lo, 32, or 64, respectively. Each of the 8 channels has a
align the tapes before the run starts, lobe rotator or pha_e reference generator to control the sine
and cosine correlations. These lobe rotators have 32-bit
The buffer memory is needed to provide a variable delay arithmetic units to compute the phase from the phase rate
between the tape recorders and the correlator accumulators, information. The most significant 5 9its of the, pha_ are used
The buffer must be largeenough to accommodate the doppler to compute the 3 level sine and cu.,ne aoproximation_ from a
sluft of the data streams over, for example, a 20-rain run, ROM. Each accumulator on each of the 196 lags in the
which is 12,090 bits per channel at a doppler slippage rate of correlator has 31 bits. The most significant 23 bits of these
10bits/s. registers are double buffered to allow their transfer to _he
The conceptually simplest mterface between the tape controlling computer.
recorder and the correlator is to have a bulfer large enough to
accommodate 25 ms tvorth of data, which corresponds to the
maximum signal path delay between any two stations. This At this time, the lobe rotator and correlation prescaler units
buffer would be about 1.6 × 10 6 bits if the tapes are played at have been designed, built, and debugged. It has been con-
64 Mb. This ma_, turn out to be the best solution, however, firmed that the 32-bit arithmetic unit works at its 8-Mhz
since only 100 of the recently introduced 16K bit memory design limit. The master accumulator has been deslg,ned and is
integrated circuits would be needed. If such a large memory under construction. Both of these units have been configured
were used, it would be necessary to switch its input between on a DSN standard integrated circuit packaging panel. The
the two tape recorders as either recorder may lead or lag the lobe rotator-prescaler module occupies one panel while the
other as various signal sources are scanned. _ _ter accumulator is slightly less.
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Three-Channel Integrating Analog-to-Digital Converter
G, L. Stevens
Commumcataons Systems Research SectJon
A three.channel integrating analog-to-digital converter has been added to the complex
mixer system. It accepts the baseband, complex ._,walsgenerated by the complex mixers
and outputs binary data to the digital demodulator for further processing and recording.
It was first used for processing muitistation data in radar experiments in the spring of
1977.
I. Introduction The analog signals processed by the IADC are generated by
the complex mixers. Real and imaginary baseband signals areA three-channel integrating analog-to-digital converter
(IADC) has been added to the Complex Mixer System (Ref. 1) produced in each complex mixer module by splitting the IF
in the pedestal room at DSS 14. "Ihe IADC performs the signal into two paths and mixing with local oscillator signals
that are in phase quadrature. The resulting real and imaginary
integrate and dump function, accepting the real and imaginary baseband signals are then bandlimited to 2 MHz by low-passbaseband signals generated by the complex mixers, and supply-
ing six-bit binary integral values to the digital demodulator filters and amplified to a nominal output level of 2 Vp_p.
(DDM) for further processing and recording. Each of the three complex channels within the IADC
This unit was designedto be operatedwith the modified receivesaseparateclocksignalgeneratedwithin the DDM. The =
complexmixer modules(Ref. 2). Signalsfrom one, two, or positive.goingtransitionof eachclockpulseinitiatesa timing
threecomplexmixermodulescanbeprocessedsimultaneously sequen,e within eachchannel.Timing signalsaregeneratedto
by the IADC, with each channel receiving its own timing operate the sampling and conversion processes as well as con.
trolling the digital dump, front panel indicators and output
reference signal from the DDM. Integration times of 1.3, 5, 15. data registers.
or 45 .s can be accommodated by the unit.
Each signal path within this equipment employs a digital
II. EquipmentDescription dump which calculatesan approximationto the desiredinte-gralvalues.This techniqueis describedindetail in Ref. 3. Each
A block diagramshowingonechannelof the threechannel analoginputsignalis firstpassedthroughasimpleRC low.pass
IADC is shown in Fig. 1. Three identical but independent filter which actsasan imperfectintegrator.The filteredsignal
complexchannelsexist within the unit. Eachchannelis corn- is then amplified, sampled,and A-D converted.The digital
prisedof two identical signalpathswhosesampling,conver- samplevaluesare then fed to data registerscontainedwithin
sion,and digital functionsare synchronouslycontrolledby a the digital dump logic. One registerholdsthe currentsample
sharedtiminggenerator, value,while a secondregisterholdsthe previous amplevalue.
OlD
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,i l"rom these two values, the digital dump calculate_ a,l X4: In this mode, the ,4gn hit and the five least slgmhcant
" matlon to tile required integral 2ff:"from bits (4 through 8) of the computed integral value are _;'"
selected. Rollovers are detected, corrected and d_s- )
3 E played.
'_" = En - 4 n- I b"
_,When operating in the X2 or X4 gain modes, internal
where E n is the present voltage sample, and En_l is the overflows can occur. These overflows are detected, and the
previous voltage sample, output data lines are forced to the appropriate saturation '_
code. In addition, the occurrence of an overflow in one of the
The low-pass filter time constant r is determined by the channels triggers a one-shot multivibrator and driver which _-
word size in the dump logic and the integration time T. The momentarily turns on a front pane' LED indicator, yielding a 7'
ratio T/r is chosen to minimize errors introduced by this visual indication that the data saturation has occurred. Each of _.¢
technique. For this equipment _he six signal channels has two assooated LEDs, one for :
positive and one for negative data saturations. Occasional :,
T__ 0.288 flashing of these indicators indicates that the full dynamic _.
r range of the IADC i_ being exercised. Continuous illumination
of any LED indicates improper signal level adjustment or
with a corresponding degradation of less than 0.1 dB when hardware failure.
compared to a perfect integrate and dump. This unit has been l
operated at various sampling rates from 1.3 to 45 lasby select- The analog signals supplied to the IADC should have a level _'
ing appropriate filter time constants and associated gain con- of approximately 0.33 V_ms. At this level, 3 o noise peaks of :
trol elements. 2 Vp_p will be passed without clipping. Six input signal level v
The internal sample values and the computed integral values monitors continuously check the input signal levels and drive _:
are bipolar 8-bit numbers. The word size of the output data is front panel meters. These monitors are not intended for use in l:
&bits, with negative values represented in two's complement, making precise measurements, as these simple uxtcalibrated
meters are used only to confirm proper input signal levels. A
Front panel data/d-_ switches allow the selection of positive-
true or one's-complemented output data. A front panel gain red line on each meter face"indicates the nominal reading.
control switch associated with each complex channel allows
the user to select the desired binary scaling of the 6-bit data III. PetlMrmlmoe
word.
The IADC is designed to process the baseband output
Three positions are available: signals generated by the complex mixers and supply output
data to the DDM. Input and output characteristics were there-
XI: In this mode, the sign bit (bit 1) and the five adjacent fore determined by these systems. Table I summarizes the
bits (2 through 6) of the 8-bit integral value are IADC's specifications.
selected as the output data word. No overflows can }-
occur in this mode. Rounding is provided in this gain
position. IV. Packaging
The three-channel IADC is a self-contained rack.mounted |-_
X2: In this mode, the sign bit plus the five intermediate
unit that occupies 17.8 cm (7 in.) of rack space. Four wire
bits (3 through 7) of the 8-bit integral value are wrap boards hold the digital logic and A-D converter modules.
selected. In this mode, the full.s_ale integral values These four logic boards plus power supplies are mounted
that can be represented in the 6.bit data word is within the logic cage pictured in Fig. 2. Figure 3 shows the
reduced to one-half of that that could be represented component side of one of the logic boards.
in the XI gain mode. Simultaneously, the resolution is
increased by a factor of two by using these lower
order bits. Should a rollover occur into the unused _. SumMIII_
bit 2, the condition is detected, and .the appropriate
positive or negative full-scale code is forced onto the A three-channel lADe has been added to the complex
output data lines. A front panel light-emitting diode mixer system. Installed in the pedestal room at DSS 14 in
(LED) indicator is simultaneously pulsed on, indicat- March of 1977, this unit was used to process planetary radar
ing that the saturation has occurred. Rounding is pro- signals received at DSS 12, DSS 13 and DSS 14 in March and
vlded in this gain position. April.
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Table 1. Thnm.-channel IADC ipe_iorm ,
'l .................
Parameter Value Comment
.............................. +!
F Sampling period 1.3,5,15 or 45/zs
Input umpedance 50 fl Each of 6 analog inputs _
Input signal level 0.33 Vrm s Nominal output level of corn- |
plex mixers f
1 +
Input sngnal bandwidth DC to 2 MHZ Nominal bandwidth of corn- k
plex mixers
Output word size 6 bits
Output coding 2's complement Negative values are represented
in 2's complement ._
Output polarity Positive-true or Controlled by front panel !_'.:i'_,one's complemented DATA/DATA switches
LI-+
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The Role of Interest and Inflation Rates In i
Life-Cycle Cost Analysis i
I. Eisenberger and D. S. Remer
Commumcat_ons Systems ResearchSection
G. Lorden
Cahfornm Inshtute of Technology
The el]'ect o]"projected Olterest and hzflaiion rates or, "j. ::vole cost calculathms is
disct,ssed attd a method is proposed fi_r makhtg such _t,ub .ms which replaces these
rates by a single parameter. Besides simpliJ_vingthe a" " method clarifies the roles
of these rates. An analysis of historical interest attd htflatum rates from 1950 to 1976
shows that the proposed method can bc erpected ,o yield very good pro/ecthms of
life-cycle cost even if the rates themselves fluctuate considerably.
I. Introduction cost and, say, another project with lo_ initial cost but
In life-cycle cost (LCC) studies it is common practice to comparatively high recurring costs can vary drastically.
estimate future costs in constant dollars and to use an assumed
Ibis report proposes a simplified method of LCC calct,la-inflation rate to transform these estimates to actual dollars.
tion using a single parameter Y that combines the effects ofThe choice of an inflation rate for such projections can
inflation and discounting, taking advantage of the fact that.
strongly affect the computed LCC.Table 1 shows the effect of
to a large extent, they cancel each other out. Historical data
the inflation rate on the lO-year I.Cf of a project whose
on interest rates and inflation rates from 195f, to 1976 areyearly cost it $1 in constant dollars (reflecting prices and
wages at the start of the project), analyzed to determine how stable the parameter V is and toindicate a reasonable value for this parameter and the
Frequently LCC studies take into account the "time accuracy one can expect from its use in LCC projections.
value of money" by discounting future expenditures using
an assumed discount rate (interest rate). The effect of II. Combining Discount lind Ildlation Rateldiscounting on LCC (arauming no inflation) is illustrated by
Table2. Wheneverthe "time valueof money" is considered,the
life-cycle cost is the sum of all costs in the life-cycle
Thesetablesshowhow stronglyLCC computationsreflect discounted at an interestrate i to some time point to. One
the choiceof rates.Evenwhenbothinflationanddiscounting mightchooseto to be the beginningof the operationalphase =
are considered, if a wide rangeof possible choices for the rates or, perhaps, the time of first expenditure not yet committed. |'
m pernitted, then the comparison of a project with high initial Furthermore, it is common practice to pick a time point t t at !
lOS
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which wages and prices are knmvn and then to estmlate :ill of that permd, assummgcostsofonedollarper.',earexpressed (.
costs In "'I I doll,trs ""Actual d:Jllar expenditures arc eMl- Ill current dollars at tile start el tae project. The l.('(" for. say. ;.,
,i mated by transforming from t I dollars, using an assumed a IO.year project sVmmg m year rn is then obta,ned from the
mtlatum rate/. (For sm_pl,clty, we ignore the straightforward formulas
refinement where different/'s are apphed to different types of
) costs st,oh as labor costs ,ar material costs.) t_, = interest rate in, _ar k t :.,,t /
There to choose anti to co,no,de. The = inflatum rate in k
IS good reason to t I L ye.'r q
!, LCC then depends only on ! +& ]
), I +/ Vk =
[
, = I +i k
.: I +i
t.cc = v +(v v,,)+...+,v,._ v,,,., ... )',,._)This is because an expenditure at time t of an amount C m ,.n
';:._ t I - dollars unplies a ,',,st m actual dollars of
The results of these computatmns are d,splayed in Fig. 3.
: The conch)_ion indicated by these results is clearly that L('Cs
, C(I +l ) t-tl , based on actual rates are quite stable historically. Over this
27-year period the variations of LCCs are a relatively, small
I and the discounted value of this at time to is percentage of the LCCs themselves. If this stability continues
:i (and recall that the actual yearly rate fluctuations in Fig. I are
t-t I -(t-t O) considerable). It should be possible to choose a value of V thatI C(I +/') (I -i) .
i will project future experience with a reasonable degree of
accuracy and confidence. Standardizing the to be used in
which, if to = t I , is equal to CV t- to . Thus, one can compute LCCcalculations for the DSN has ,.,,: advantages of simplicuy
the LCC by specifying only the assumed V rather than both i and uniformity.
and ;. Specifically. tf C l ..... Cn are the estimated yearly costs
in current dollars, then the LCC (evaluated at the present) is What is a good choice of V for the DSN? The value of Vg;venby that yields a lO-year LC(' matching the averageof the IO-year
LCCs in Fig. 3 is 0.983, and choosing V = 0.98 (for simplicity)
LCC = Ck i,_ seems reasonable to us.
k= t This choice agreesvery wel_ .viththe data for 5, 10, 15, and
20 years. A good case can be made for setting V = 1 therebyThere are obvious advantages to dealing with only one
"arbi,rary" parameter. For example, one can bracket the LCC letting
interes: and inflation cancel comp]ete]y and simplifying
by computing it using "high" and "low" choices of V. A more LCC calculations. How much difference does it make in the
important benefit from considering V is to reduce substan. LCC when one makes small changes in V? Rouqne computa-
tially the seeming unpredictability of future interest and tion shows that for V between 0.9 and 1 each decrease of
0.01 in V yields about the same percentage dec:ease in LCC,inflation rates. Historically, interest rates tend to exceed
the amount of this decreas, depending on the length of the lifeinflation rates by about 2.3%. Figure 1 shows this tendency
over the years 1950 to 1976, using for illustration the cycle. Table 3 illustrates the outcomes tot n = 5, 10, 15, and
20 years with g,_ 0,97 and 0.98. Note that for a 10-yearlong-term Treasury bond yield (Refs. 1 and 2) m,.._the index
project the LCCwith V= 1 is 10 and drops to about 9.5, 9.0,
of consumer prices by the Bureau of LaborStat:s:i ._¢Ref. 3). 8.S as V goes through 0.99, 0.98, 0.97.Furthermore, V is essentially a function of the dff¢ercnce of
mtcs, i -/,M Fig. 2 reveals. (in fac', the approxmation V = i - f
Whatever value of V is settled upon, this approach to
(i-/5/(1 +/) _ 1- (1-/)is good enough for mint purpose, inflation and discounting seems to us a valid and simple
It is natural, then, to ask how stable is V:dstorically or, more alternative to the conventional numbers game of trying to
important, how much do LCC'svary when computed using the predict future interest and inflation rates.actua/ imerest and inflation rates over different historical
periods?
lU.
A study wasmade usingthe inflatk,a and interest rate data
for 1950. 1976 to determine what actual LCCswould have As pointed out in the intro6uction, the choice of inflation
for Inojects spanningall $, 10, I5, or 20-yeu subRttervals and discount rates can havea powerful effect on the results of
1978016244-112
r_ r,
I,CC cai,:ulatlons. Inflating-usls without discounting(or the small, discount rates generally being shghtly higher than
reverse) can easdy lead t_ making the wrong chOlt'e between mt'iatlon rates. Furtl_ennore, fluctuations m the rates tend it,
competing projects, liven v, hen both rates are used, ,tdql:ary cancel out over project hfetml-.s. As a consequence, a single
choices can lead to a wide range of possible rosults, parameter 1"can be chosen to ,-stmlate the net effect of future
dtscount and inflation :ales wtth a reasonable degree of
confidence. ]'he value I'= 0.98, reflecting discoum rates about
Our analysis shows that inflation and discounting largely 2'5 lugher than inflatton rates, _ recommended for DSN use,
cancel each other and _t is essentially onl} the dlllerence based on a good fit to actual rates over the period
between them timt affects LCC This difference ts relattvely 1950--1976.
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Table 1. Effect of'lrdlatlon fllte on LCC ;
t
'1
"_ Inflation rate, % increase over
_ %/yr LCC 7_ro inflation i
0 10.0 - t"
1 2 11.17 11.7
:: 4 12.49 24.9
6 13.97 39.7
8 15.65 56.5
10 17.53 75.3 !
_- 15 23.35 133.5
t
q Table 2. Effect of discount me on LCC l
Discount rate, LCC %decrease over
%/yr zero discounting i
0 10.00 - t
2 8.98 10.2 [
4 8.11 18.9
6 7.36 26.4
8 6.71 32.9
10 6.14 38.6
15 5.02 49.8 [
I
!
!
I
Table& _ of • proJwt ooeUnll$1pw ywr
No. years V = 0.97 V = 0S8 %increase
5 457 4.71 3.1
10 8.49 8.96 5.6
15 11.86 12.81 8.0
20 14.75 16.29 10.4
1N
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il Deep Space Telecommunications and the Soiar r
Cycle: A appraisal
A. L. Berman
TDA EngineeringOffice
_" Observations of density enhancement in the near corona (r (. 5ro) at solar cycle
: l (sunspotj maximum have rather uncritically been interpreted to apply equally well to the
"'" extended corona (r _ 5ro), thus generating concern about the quality of outer planet
a navigational data at solar cycle maximum. Spacecraft have been deployed almost
continuously during ihe recently completed solar cycle 20, providing two powerful new
- coronal investiEatory data sources: (I)in-situ spacecraft plasma measurements at
approximately 1 A U, and (2) plasma effects on monochromatic spacecraft signals at all
-_ signal closest approach points.
A comprehensive review of these (solar cycle 20) data leads to the somewha:
._ surprising conclusion that for the region of interest of navigational data (r _ 30r d, the
highest levels of charged-particle corruption of navigational data can be expected to occur
i
. at solar cycle minimum, rather than solar cycle ma.rimum, as previously believed.
I. Introduction cycle maximum and minimum. At about the same time, Saito
A modern view of electron density in the near corona (here (see Billings, Ref. 3), also working to obtain coronal electron
to be de£med as r_ 5re, where r is the solar radial distance aensity, deduced a similar value of approximately 2.0 for the
and re is the solar radius) begins with the careful eclipse white sola," cycle ratio (subsequently in this report, the term "solar
light photometry analysis of van de Hulst in the late 1940s cycle ratio" will be defined for a given parameter as the
(Refs. 1 and 2). The white light corona is composed of two parameter (average) value at solar cycle maximum divided by
primary components, the K corona, resulting from Thompson the parameter (average) value at solar cycle minimum).
scattering by free electrons, and the F corona (zodiacal light),
resulting from scattering by interplanetary dust. Van de Hulst
made various assumptions which allowed him to separate out Since that time, a number of coronal investigators, perform-
the F corona, and hence obtain the K corona, or the desired ing eclipse photometry analysis, have obtained similar near
near corona electron density. As part of this exercise, van de corona equatorial electron density solar cycle ratios. For
: • Hulst adopted a value of 1.8 for the ratio of solar (sunspot) instance, the composite eclipse photometry analysisby Black-
cycle maximum equatorial electron density to solar (sunspot) well, et al. (Ref. 4) produced a solar cycle ratio of 1.9 (2¢). A
cycle minimum equatorial electron density, based on coronal consensus of eclipse photometry, radio interferometry, and
bri$htness comparisons (eclipse photometry) between solar radio scattering experiments into the mid-1960s (Newkirk,
110
-,mum
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Ref. 5) produccd a solar cycle ratio for near colona electron For radio metric (navigational) data quality, the 10r to 1 AU
density of approximately 2.0. More recently, Hansen et al. results are the most important, zmd indicate Itf solar cycle 21
(Ref. 6), using a K coronameter to investigate the near corona proves s.milar to solar cycle 20j:
region under 2re, on a daily basis during the ascendant portion
of solar cyzle 20 (1964 to 1967}, convincingly confirmed the (1) Electron density (and density flactuatlons) between
near corona solar cycle ratio of approximately 2.0. lOre., and 1 AU can be expected to stay roughly the
same (10r_) or decrease (I AU) bctween now and
approximately 1981.The observed density enhancement of the near corona at
solar cycle maximum has (not surprisingly!) come to be (2) The extensive doppler phase fluctuation work done
applied to the extended corona (here defined as r_5ro) as during tile 1975 to 1976 solar cycle 20 minimum
well, to the point where it is now considered axiomatic that (Refs. 8-18), should provide an upper bound for the
the highest electron densities (and density fluctuations) in the expected radio metric data plasma corruption over the
extended corona occur at solar cycle maximum. This assump- next solar cycle,
tion has resulted in an elevated level of anxiety about
navigational data (doppler and range) qua.lity_ during the The following sections will describe the solar cycle variations
upcoming (1979-1981) solar cycle 21 maximum. There exists Im both mean value and fluctuation) of electron density (at
particular con_,em about radiometric data quality during the 10ro and 1 AU), solar wind velocity at 1 AU, particle flux at
pre-Satum encounter periods for both Pioneer 11 and 1 AU, and the columnar density fluctuation spectralindex.
Voyager.
Prior to the start of solar cycle 20 (1964), the main tools II. Solar Wind Variations With Solar
available for coronal electron density investigation were white Cyck_ at 1 AUlight eclipse photometry, K coronameter,and natural radio
source scattering (principally of the Crab Nebula). However, As mentioned in Section I, many deep space probes have
the advent of solar cycle 20 marked the near continuous been deployed since the beginning of solar cycle 20 (1964),
deployment of deep space probes (both Earth orbiters beyond particularly Earth orbiters (beyond the magnetosphere) at
the magnetosphere and planetary probes), offering two new approximately I AU. The major obstacle in utilizing the
incredibly powerful coronal investigatory tools: resultant in-situ plasma measurements is that each spacecraft
has separate systematic errors (bias and linear) in each of the(I) ln-situ plasma measurements at approximately 1 AU par:'metc, measured (density, wind velocity, etc.), hence it
(2) Columnar measurements over all signal closest would be of dubious value to compare the "unnormalized"
approach points of the plasma effects on a mono- plasma measurements from the 10 plus slracecraft needed to
chromatic spacecraft signal span the solar cycle 20 time frame. Fortunately, the problem
of spacecraft intercalibration has been addressed by Diodato,
A comprehensive review of both types of spacecraft et al. (ref. 19) who have intercalibrated in-situ plasma
measurements made during the full e:ctent of solar cycle 2C measurements for a number of Earth orbiters during the
reveals startling results which strongly contradict the "conven. period 1965 to 1971. The process of intercalibrating space-
tional wisdom" concerning enhanced density in the extended craft is in itself subject to error, as is discussed by
corona during solar cycle maximum, these results being: 2 M. Neugebauer (Ref. 20); however, the Diodato data are the
best available and are expected to provide a reasonably valid
Density r_on (equatorial) .Solarcycle ratio picture. The Diodato data will be utilized to examine the
variation of density and particle flux with the solar cycle. ForNear corona (r _ 5r®) "2.0
solar wind velocJty variations with solar cycle, the recent and
Extended corona (r _ 5to) significantly more encompassing work of Gosling, et al. (Ref.
r = lot® "-1.0 21), will be utilized. 3
r ffi1 AU "-0.65 The basic format of the data will be presentations in bar
graph form of various parameter yearly averages,as compared
i A detailedderivationanddescriptionof the;effectof freeelectronson to the observed sunspot number during the same time frame.
dopplerandrangecanbefoundin MacDotan,Ref. 7.
2Note that theseresultsarein noway contradictory.For instance,if
the particleflux wereassumedconstantwithsolarcycle, all thatis 3lnterctlibratlonof spacecraftsolarwind velocity measurementsis a
requiredis t changein the radialsolarwindvelocitystlputturewith considerablylesssevereproblemthanfordensitymeasurements(on a
solarcycle,asis sketchedin FiB.1. perventalpebash).
111
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:J' Although electron densll', I_ tile parameter of interest m 1973/1<)74 average e =0.4b;
• }i' regard to navigational data quaht 3. the apprt,\mlate equal'ty" between solar wind electrons and protons allows tile t,_age of Finally, Fig. 5 (fi.ml Neugebauer, Ref. 23L which presents
•:]; proton denslt,, for the same purpose. The shght difference long-term averages of fractl<mal time density > 10 cm-3. and
between the two occurs because of tile- presence Of a slnall encompasses a greater number of spacecraft and a longer tunc
anlount of hehunl nl the ,;olar wind; Ogilvle, et al. (Ref 22) frame (than the Diodato data), corroborates and strengthens
shows tile hehunl preseno:, although correlated with solar density fluctuation data presented m Fig. Figure is a
tile 3. 5
cycle, t,_ be only about 4"; +-0.5',_ (of hydrogen) over tile solar most dramatic ;']ew of tile pronounced ant,correlation of
_: cycle, and hence not particularly slgmlqcant to lhc ovt'r'jll denslt,, and density fluctuation with solar cycle at I AU, antl
denslb picture. Tile densit,_, parameters flolll Diodato. v. lth indicates that the corruption of navigational data (at least m
the exception of Fig. 5 wh, ch is from M. Neugebauer (Ref. tnc genelal vicinity of 1 AU) will be highest at solar cycle
23). arc: minimum, and lowest at solar c3,cle nlaximum, both in regard
to range errors (densltyl and doppler 'errors (densit',
Figure 2. Proton density yearly average at 1 AU, fluctuation).
1o65 1o71
Figure 3. Proton fluctuation density yearly average at B. Proton Flux
1 AU, IOO5-1071 The proton (particle) flux data from Diodato is presentecl as
Figure4. Proton fluctuation to density ratio, yearly follows:
average from lgO5-1971,at I AU Figure 6. Proton flux yearly average at 1 AU, 1965 to
Figure 5. l_',mg.:zm: averages of fractional time density 1971
> 10cm-3at l AU, from 1962 1972 Figure 7. Praton fluctuation flu,,, yearly averageat I AU,
1c)65 to 1971
Examination of Fig. 2 clearly indicates a pronounced (."nti)
correlation of density with solar cycle. Tile data in Fig. 2 Figure 8. Proton flux fluctuation to flux ratio, yearly
ind_.:ate a solar cycle ratio of approximately 0.65• Fe'dman, et average from 1965 to 1971, at 1 AU
al. (Ref. 24) gtve more recent density information from the
Imp spacecraft as follows: These proton flux data very much pattern the behavior of the
equivalent proton density parameters, which is mostly a
1972/1973average(Imp 7):N = 9.0cm -3 reflection that the solar wind velocity is far more stable
1973/1974 average (Imp 8): Nt, = i 1.3 cm -3 (percentage wise) with the solar cycle than is density. The solar
cycle ratio of proton flux is 0.7, while for flux fluctuation it is
0.65. The average ratio of flux fluctuation to flux is approxi-
Even allowing for a possible 10 to 2@% calibration difference, m'aiely 0.52, or slightly lower than the equivalent density ratio.
these numbers clcdrly continue the strong trend of Fig. 2.
C. Solar Wind Radial VelocityFigure 3 shows tile same solar cycle anticorrelation for the
average yearly density fluctuation (standard deviation); the Solar wind radial velocity from Gosling, et al. is presented as
solar cycle ratio is again approximately 0,65. The Feldman, et follows:
al. Imp 7 and 8 density fluctuation numbers are: Figure 9. Solar wind radial velocity yearly average at
1 AU, 1964 to 1974
1972/1973 average: o(Np)=4.3 cn| -3 Figare 10. Solar wind fluctuation radial velocity yearly
1973/1974 average: e(Nt,) = 5.4 cm -3 average at 1 AU, 1964 to 1974
Figure 11. Solar wind velocity fluctuation to velocity
continuing the same pronounced trend in the density fluctua- ratio, yearly average from 1964 It, 1974, at
lion as in the (mean) density itself. 1 AU
The ratio of density fluctuation to (mean) density as seen in In sharp contrast to the density and flux at I AU, it is difficult
Fig. 4 does not show a clear trend with solar cycle; the average to discern a clear variation of solar wind velocity with _,olar
value for this parameter over the seven year period 0.56. The cycle; of the three years of significantly enhanced velocity
corresponding Feidman et al. numbers are: ( 1968, 1973, 1974), one occurs at solar cycle maximum an:.l
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itwo occur during tile declining portmu of the cycle, near to signals pas',ed through a wide v:matum of s,gnal closest,_O[dl ,.._dC illUllllltlnl. If one is l\_rced to make a doclSlOll, Olle approach point,,. The measurements yield total colulmlar
would have It} decide in favor of anttcorrelatmn with the solar denslt.v, whfch ts then mapped back to a radl::lly dependent
cycle, albeit much less pronounced than Ihat displayed by density model after making suitable assumptions. Table l
density and flux. Gosling et at. were much more firm in this presents these models as evaluated at • = 10r, : the .vmle data
convictmn (I.e., of definite anticorrelattonl based on theil appear in Fig. 12. Examination of Fig. 12 indicates no
data.4 At any rate, the solar cycle ratm for the radial velocity significant correlation with solar cycle. Although the data
would seem to be at least 0.8. Somewhat strangely, the radial appear sparse at first glal:ce, it ts important to bear m mind
velocity .fluctuation data seen m Fig. 10 demonstrate a mr,oh that in most cases each point represents the &stillation of
more pronounced anticorrelation with solar cycle: the solar copiot,s amotmts of data taken over weeks or months: still, a
cycle ratio for radml velocity fluctuation is 0.7. Finally. the better determination of the solal cycle vartatmn of density at r
ratio of velocity fluctuation to (meanl velocity averages about = IOr. wdl have to await the expected high quality dual
0.17, or only about 30";,,of the equivalent density parameter, frequency range resuhs of the Viking and Voyager spacecraft.
III. Electron Density Variation With Solar
Cycle at r = 1Oro IV. Variation of the Columnar Fluctuation
Even as solar cycle 20 was beginning it, the mid-lqbOs, there Spectral Index With the Solar Cycle
was information available which suggested that the near corona The columnar fluctuation spectral index is based on the
density enhancement observed at sola, cycle maximum did not commonly accepted assumption for a power law form of the
necessarily apply to the extended corona. The eclipse photom- colunmar (two-dimensional) fluctuation spectrum:
etry of Blackwell is summarized by Anderson {Ref. 291 as
follows: P(v) = K t v -Ko
Solar cycle maximum: where
,.6, × IOs 2.07 X 10 6 P = cohmmar fluctuation spectrum
+ , cm-3
N(r) = r 6 r2.33
v = fluctuation frequency
Solar cycle minimum: K0 = spectral index
1.01 X lOs 2.01 X 10 6 The significance of the spe,'tral index is that, given the same
N(r) - rO + r 2"33 , cm-3 level of low frequency (long time scale) fluctuation, a largerspectral index yields a smaller amount of high frequency
(short time scale) fluctuation (i.e., the fluctuations "fall off"
Although the near corona solar cycle ratio is approximately more rapidly with increasing frequency). Experiments have !
2.6, the values of the Blackwell models at r = IOr_ are: been performed to measure the in situ (one dimensional)
density fluctuation spectrum as well as the columnar fluctua-
Solar cycle maximum: Ne(lOr _) = 9940cm -3 tion spectrum; the two spectral indices are related (Cronyn,
Solar cycle minimum: Ne(I0r o) = 9500 cm-3 Ref. a4) via the relationship:
or virtually no variation with solarcycle at r = l(k e. Since the (Ko)columnar : (Ko)in site + l
mid.1960s, a mtmber of experiments have been conducted to
(indirectly) measure and subsequently model electron density
in the extended corona. These expcriments have utilized either Table 2 and Fig. 13 present the columnar fluctuation spectral
spacecraft signals or natural sources (primarily pulsars) as these indices as well as in situ "equivalents"; examination of Fig. 13
reveals no clear or significant variation with solar cycle. The
data (points) are quite sparse, but again, each point represents
4An additionalpiece of data not shownin Fig.9 is a (high) yearly a large amount of processed data, spanning time periods of
averageradialvelocityof 489 km/s for 1962, whichis a near solar several days to several months, if pressed, one would have to
cycleminimumyear. Withthisadditionaldata,the casefor significant say that the spectral index looks to be slightly larger (steeper)
anttcorrelatlonisstrengthened, at solar cycle maximum, indicating a more rapid falloff of
113
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lugh lrequency tluctuatlons during c,,cle lnaxununl, and thus apphcable. The 1 ALl experience during solar cycle marimum
in consotlallce with the low frequency fluctu:tltt+n data of which is most Inlporlatit It+nayl_atlollal data IS
t:,gs.3 and 5. "
l)enslty Strong nunuuunl ;
Berman has reported (Ref. 15) a new technique aitd I)SN Density fluctuation Strong minlnlutn
capabihty which allows spectral index tnfomlatlon t(_be easily
extracted from routine doppler noise. If proven out, this new Fractional time
technique should allow voluminous amounts of spectral index Density > 10 cm-3 Strong nmumum i
data to be acquired during solar cycle 21, and analyzed for ]
solar cycle variation. Velocity fluctuation Moderate minmmm ].
I
Spectral index No change or weak maxmtum t
a
V. Summary and Conclusions
Based on the above, solar cycle mmrimum would appear ,o i ,
Table 3 summarizes tile relationship to solar cycle of tile yield the lowest level of charged-particle corruption of t
various parameters described in this report. For navigational navigational data, and hence the placement of the Pioneer 1I I "
usage of radiometric data, the most important region is and Voyager Saturn encounters {near solar cycle 21 maxi- [
r_ 30r_._,or a Sun-Earth-probe angle >_8 degrees. For this mum) may m fact prove close to optimum, rather than
region, tile experience at r = 1 AU (215rl should be the most decidedly inopportune, as is currently considered.
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TaMe 1. Electron DensityModelEvlll:mtiomlat r = lOrQ
, Time (center) Iqu_torial
Source Reference of observations density, cm-3 Type of experiment
Bermanet al. 12 9-76 8610 VK doppler no,s¢
Berman et al. 12 6-76 8190 PN, HEdoppler noise
Edenhofer et al. 25 4 -76 6340 HF, S-band range
Berman et al. 8,14 6-75 7080 PN, HE doppler noise
Welsberg et al. 26 6-73 8000a Pulsar time delay
Anderson et al. 27 9-72 7500 MA9 S-band range
Coun_lman et al. 28 6-71 8400 b Pulsar time delay
Blackwell et al. 29 7-63 7440 Echpse photometry
nOne of severalsolutions. This solution in best agreement with average m situ density values at I AU.
bOne of several solutions. This solution included heliographic latitude.
i Tid)le 2. Columnar (two-di_ fluctuat_ spectral Index
Time (center)Source Reference of observations Index Type of experiment
Berman 11,15 10- 76 2.41 VK doppler noise
Berman 11,15 5 -76 2.43 HE doppler noise
Woo¢t al. 30 5-74 2.55 MVMS-X doppler
Unti et al. 31 3-68 2.55a OGO 5 in site density
Goldstein et al. 32 9-67 2.3a MA 5 in site density
intriligator et al. 33 1-66 2.3a PN 6 in site density
aln situ "equiva_.ent";converted via the rela.ionship columnar index -z in site index + 1.
Telma. Summ_ o_;wemeWmnw_kmwm_m_r _
Parameter Correlationappearance Solar cycle ratio Solax cycle phase
Density
Nearcorona (e g 5ro) Strong -2.0 Podtive
• = 10% None - -
•" ! AU Strong -0.65 Negative
Density fluctuation I AU Strong -0.6.5 Negative
Fluctuation/density ratio 1AU Weak - -
Flux 1AU Strong -0.70 Nesati,v¢
Flux flu,_tuation i AU Strong -0.65 Negative
Fluctuation/fluxratio I AU Moderate -0.75 Negative
Radialvelocity1AU Weak >0.8 Negative
Velocity fluctuation I AU Moderate -0.70 Negative
Fluctuation/velocity ratio I AU Moderate -0.75 Nesattve
Fluctuation spectral index Weak/none - -
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Ground Tracking System Phase
Fluctuation Spectra
A. L. Berman _,
TDA Engmeenng Office
r.
Spectral analysis of solar wind plasma .fluctuation requires kno_ ledge of the average
ground tracking system phase fluctuation spectrum. This article pr 'sents typical ground
tracking system phase fluctuation spectra as deduced from two-wa) S-band doppler noise
measured at large Sun-Earth-Probe angles.
I. Introduction i1. Measured GroundTrackingSystem
An extremely important tool in solar wind investigations is Average Phase FluctuationSpectra
the spectral analysis of either single-frequency (S) or dual- In Reference 2 it was found that the relationship between
frequency (S-X) doppler phase fluctuations. As a part of this doppler noise produced by the Network Operations Control
analysis, one needs to know something about the spectral Center (NOCC) tracking validation software doppler noise
characteristics of phase fluctuations induced in the ground algorithm t and RMS phase (_)was:
tracking system, so that this effect may be separated out or at
least known to be L,asignificant when compared to the 5
particular solar-wind-induced phase fluctuations being ana- ¢(r) =-5 r" noise (r) 1_
lyzed. In Reference I, test results are documented of measured _"
two-way S-Band doppler (phase) noise for the Pioneer 10, r = doppler sample interval, s
Pioneer 11, Helios 1, and Helios 2 spacecraft when they were
at large Sun-Earth-Probe (SEP) angles, so that the solar wind Reference 2 further assumed that the relationship between
contribution (to the doppler noise) was minimized. The doppler sample interval and phase fluctuation frequency (v)
doppler noise was computed for sample intervals between 1 was"
and 60 seconds, with the numlmr of doppler samples fixed at
15 in all cases, hence resulting in an observational time scale v _ (30r)-t
proportional to sample interval. Reference2 presents a
method whereby sample interval dependent doppler noise is
easily converted to the equivalent fluctuation spectrum; it will
thus be the purpose of this article to translate the average _A"running"standarddeviationcomputedfroma least squareslinear
doppler phase fluctuation (noise) data from Reference I into curve fit to 15 samplesof actual minus predicted(average)doppler
equivalent phase fluctuation spectra, frequency.
m
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so that the noise equivalent phase fluctuation spectrmn (P(v)) 10 1t7 > u > 10 s tlz
was
v,lulc 1 igure 1 l)reacnta the tcaulta m gJdplut, al form.
_,,,(,,)=-a { 2
: dv [ 0 (v) } t Although tile ground tracking system is believed to be tile
major contributor (in combinauon with tile particular round-
trip-hght-tlme for each spacecraft} to these fluctuation spectra,
Using this technique, the doppler noise data from Reference 1 there are also spacecraft and Solar Wind components. As an
' translates to the following (ground tracking system) spectra: example, the ttehos 2 spectra for the frequency region.
Pioneer 10 • P(v)= I.I1X 10-j _, t.z rad2/Hz
v_<lO 3Hz
Pioneer I1 ' Pc(u)= 1.08× 10-I u -1'2 rad2/ltz
would appear to be almost solely due to solar wind plasma
• i Helios 1 " P(u) = 5.00 X 10-2 u -n .4 rad2/Hz fluctuation, and not the ground tracking system. The most
1 important contributor to the tracking system stability is the
I! Helios " ' P.(u) = ( 1.25 X 10-2 u 1.4 + 4.70 × Deer) Space Station (DSS) frequency standard, which in theseI g •
" _ 10-7 u-3)rad 2/Hz cases was a rubidium standard. For the DSS which have (or
l will have) a hydrogen maser frequency standard, the corre-
]1111-_ Fable 1 hsts the decade spaced spectral density values for each sponding ground tracking system phase fluctuation spectra can
-,':-t spacecraft for the phase fluctuation frequency range: be expected to be substantially decreased.
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Table 1. Average phase fluctuation spectral density versus
fluctuation hlKluenoy
F
I luctuation Average phase fluctuation spectra, rad2/ltz
frequency. Hz Pioneer 10 Pioneer 11 Hellos 1 Hellos 2
101 7.0× 10 -3 1.2× 10 -2 2.0× 10 -3 5.0× I0 -4
10 0 1.1 × 10 -! 2.0x 10-I 5.0× 10 -2 1.3 × 10 -2
10 -I 1.8× 10 0 3.1 × 10° 1.3 x 10° 3.1 × 10 -I
10 -2 2.8 × 101 5.0 x 10 t 3.2 × 101 7.9 x 10 °
!0 "3 4.4 x 10 2 7.9 × 10 2 7.9 x 10 2 6.7 x 10 2
10 -4 7.0 x 10 a 1.2 × 104 2.0 X 104 4.8 X 10 5
-- lO -5 1.1 x 10 5 2.0 x lO 5 5.0 X 10 s 4.7 x I0 8
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System Performance Testing of the DSN Radio
Science System, Mark 111-78 i
A. L Berman ir
TDAEngmeenncjOffice
J. S. Mehta
DeepSpaceNetworkOperaUonsSection
Syslem Performance Tests are required to evaluate system performance following I
ininal system implementation and subsequent modification, and to validate system
performance prior to actual operational usage. This article describes non-real-time
end-to-end Radio Science system performance tests that are based on the comparison of
open-loop radio science data to equivalent closed-loop radio metric data. as well as an
abbreviated Radio Science real-time system performance test that validates critical Radio
Science System elements at the Deep Space Station prior to actual operational usage.
L Introductlofl (1) In-depth evaluation of system capabilities and perfor.
mance following initial system implement_. "on and
Radio Science data generated by the DSN Radio Scienc.;
significant system modification. Successful completion
System are conveniently categorized as follow.,.: of SITs allows system transfer to DSN operations for
(I) Closed-loop radio metric data generated via the DSS project usage.
TrackingSubsystem. (2) Routine validation of system performance prior to I
actual operational usage. ,,
(2) Open-loop radio science data generated via the DSS
Radio Science Sulnystem (64.m subnet only). To satisfy the above functions, two con.ceptually distinct
SPTs will be developed, amfollows:
System performance tests already exist for the closed.loop
radiometric clamgeneration system, so that the primary thrust (1) An end-to.ond Radio Science aPT which includes
of Radio Science system performance tests (SPT=) will be the elements located v,ithin the Deep Space Stations
verification and evaluation of the open-loop data generation (DS&=), the Ground Control Facility (GC,:), and the
patha. SPTs can be conddered to have two primaryfunctions, Network Operations Control Center (NOCC). This test
es follows: will be performed in non-real.time.
_M
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(21 An abbrevtated Radio Science Sift wtuch will include (I) Narrowband Open-Lot,p Receiver (OLR) t
; only the critical elemepts at the DSS. and wtll be I:pertormed m real-ttme pxit,l t_, actual radio scxence (?_ Programmed Oscdlator Control Assembly(POCA) _ ,
' operations. 'tl(3) Programmed Oscillator (PO)
These tests wdl be detailed m Sections II and II! to follow. I
(41 Occultation Data Assembly (ODA) [7
t
!
II. End-to-EndRadio Science System (5) POEAS Software Program
Perforl_ar_ Testa (6) PREDIK Software Program
i Open-loop radio science data is generated via two inde-
pendent paths identified as follows: (7) tligh Speed Data transmission ([ISD)
i (1) Real-time bandwidth reduction. (8) Data Records Subsystem (GDP.)
d
(2) Wideband recording, in generatmn of a wideband radio scsence IDR they are:
..... (I) Wideband Open-loop Receiver (OLR)
t'qglthou_,lt th_ two pro;esses ,itil ?e very different equipment
and techniques, both have similar inputs and outputs: (2) Digital Recording Assembly (DRA)
(I) Input - Spacecraft signal acq,,,red by an open-loop
receiver. (3) PREDIK Software Program
(2) Output - A digitized recording of a narrow frequency (4) CTA 21 Radio Science Subsystem (CRS)
bandwidth which contains the actual spacecraft fre-
quency mixed with the predicted spacecraft frequency. (5) High Speed Data Transmission _HSD).
and a numerical representation of the predicted space-
craft frequency. Figure 1 provides the functional block diagram for the
real-time bandwidth reduction SPT, while Fig. 2 provides the
it is thus apparent that to thoroughly perform an end-to- functional block diagram for the wideband recording SPT.
Z_] end test of the Radio Science System, two separate tests will
' be required. The tests will be conceptually similar; however, Radio Science System performance evaluation and accep-
_ the assemblies and subsystems that actually compose the two ,once criteria in conjunctio,a with these tests will be based on:
separate data acquisition paths will be quite dissimilar.
(i) Absolute differences in 1 second averaged frequencies.
The basic approach utilized to implement a Radio Science
System end-to-end SIT is rather novel - the £mal(open-loop_ (2) RMS differences over various time scales of ! second
radio science deliverable to the project (bandwidth reduced averaged frequenctes.
frequency d"ta) will be compar-d to the equivalent (closed-
- loop) radio metric deliverable to the project (doppler data).
This test will be quite flexible in that it can be performed IlL Abbreviated Radio Science System
routinely when tracking any spacecraft, and further allows any _ Test
desired downlink frequency signature to be approximated via
the use of uplink ramping (one round-trip-light-timeearlier). The critical elements which requirecheckout prior to actual
operational usage of the real-time bandwidth reduction capa- I
The inputs to the system performance test software that bility are:
wall perform the radio scie.qce data-radio metric data compari. [
r:,a are :he radio science data (real.time bandwidth ,eduction) (1) Open-loop receiver (OLR) !
Intermediate Data Record (IDR), the wideband radio science !
data (wideband recording) IDR. and the radio metric IDR. The (2) ProgrammedOscillator Control Assembly (POCA)
• DaN elements exercised in the pneration of a radio science
data IDR are: (3) ProgrammedOscillator (IK)) ,
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14) Spectral Signal Indicator (SSI) (2) DngztalRecording Assembly (DRA) |
I_) Occultatt_n Data Asscmbl_,(ODA). (3) ('TA 21 Radio Scnencef_Jbsystem (CR3) ]
1
Figure 3 illustrates a very simple configuration that will function independently ,:f each other, and hence exmstmg t
adequately vahdate real-time bandwndth reductnon capzbllity individual a_embly and subsystem level tests _hould suffice
(in concert with the available Occultation Data Assembly
internal software tests). Esscnttaily, the mntia_frequency t:f a
tnven predict set provides tee POCA.PO dri,,er: at the same IV. System Pertormance Test Development
time, the corresponding S- and X-Band frequencies from the SI_hItduJQ
test translator are mput to the narrowband OLR. The OLR
output is recorded by the ODA and _lisplayed on the SSI; "_ae planned schedule for availability of the various Radio
acceptance criteria are simply that the ODA recorded sngnals Science SPTs is as f,,liows:
be centered m the SSI (displayed) bandpass. Additionally. the
ODA recorded signals will be included in the IDR delivered to (1) End-to-end wideband recording SPT April I, 1978.
the project and may find use as a system calibration.
(2) End-to-end real-throe bandwndth reduction SPT
A corresponding abbreviated SPT for wideband recording July 1. 1978.
capability is not required, as the three critical elements:
(3) Abbreviated real-time l.andwidth reduction SP"i--
,'1) Open.loop receiver (OLR) July i, 1978.
I
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A Fast DFT AlgorithmUsingComplex
Integer Transforms
'-1 I.S. Reed
Umvers,ty of Southern Cahfornia
Department of Electrical Engoneer0ng
T. K. Truong
Tracking and Data Acquisition Engineering SecBon
:! In this article Winograd's algorithm for computing the discrete Fourier transform
_| (DFT) is extended considerably for certain large transform lengths. This is accomplished i
by performing ,he cyclic convolution, required by Wbzograd's method, by a fast 1
"_,] transform over certain complex integer fields developed previously by the authors. This
_t new algorithm requires fewer multiplications than either the standard fast Fourier
transform (FFT) or Winograd's more conventional algorithm.
I. Introduction The advantage of this transform over others is that it can be
accomplished simply by circular shifts instead of by multipli-
Several authors (Refs. !-12) have shown that tran_.orms cations (Ref. 11).
over finite fields or rings can be used to compute circular
convolutions without round-off error. Recently, Winograd in this paper, it is shown that Winograd's algorithm can be
(Ref. 13) developed a new class of algorithms that depend combined with the above-mentioned Fourier-like transform
heavily on the computation of a cyclic convolution for
over GF(q 2) to yield a new hybrid algorithm for computing
computing the conventional discrete Fourier transform (DFT). the discrete Fourier transform (DFT). By this means a fast
Th,s new algorithm, for a few hundred transform points, method for accurately computing the DFT of a sequence of
requires substantially fewer multiplications than the conven- complex numbers of very long transform lengths is obtained.tional fast Fourier transform (FFT) algorithm.
The authors (Ref. 5) defined a special classof finite II. Cyclic ConvolutionFourier.like transformsover GF(q 2) where q = 2p - 1 is a
Merseneprime for p = 2,3,5,7,13,17,19,31,61 .... These The following algorithmfor the cyclicconvolutionof two
transformshave a transformlength of d points,wheredlSp. sequencesis basedon ideasdueto Winograd(Ref. 13). Let the
l field of rationals be R. AL,o let X(u)= x o +xnu 2
+'''+ XnUn-I, Y(U) = Yo+YlU+Y2 u2 +'" "+ yn un-I be
1Thiswork was supportedin part by the U.S. AirForce Office of two polynomials over R. The product T(u) = X(u) • Y(u) can
ScientificResearch. be computed by
1=14
............. nlZ, ......
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J2,, 2 2,3,4,5 ,lilt.! (, t'RHIllS 1,'-, 2,4,5,10 and _ mul[Iphc;.dlOll_;,
Tlu) : A(u) • )tu) rood ..H (u ctt) ( 1) respectively,. !,; c_'mpulc the cy_.hc conw4utmn of 1,,vohmgel
t 0 ",Ctltlellcex of comple\ llltegers, :.1 d-point transtorln over
: (;F(q 2) where dlSp is utdl/ed here Since the latter lranstornl
whele can be evaluted without mult@lcatmns IRef. I I). it can be
used with considerable advantage to _.ompute a cychc Collvolu-
O_I f R tlOll without roundoff error of two d-point complex number
sequences, ttence, for tile transform over GF(q 2), the number
it is silown Ill (Ref. 131 that a mmmmm of 2n - I mu'.tq_lica- of imeger complex multiphcatmns needed to perform a
tlons are needed to compute I'q. ( 1). clrcl,lar convolution is precisely d.
!
It is readily shown that the cyclic co,wolution of _'(u) and III. The DFT When Transform Length Is a
Y(ul is the set of coefficients of tile polynomial Prirfl@ d -- q'
The DFT is defined byT'(u) = X(u) • )'(u)inod (It n - 1)
Let the polynolnial un - 1 be factored into irreducible a-i
relatively prime factors, i.e., At = E aiwt/
i:0
.,.ll K
un - 1 = H gt(u) where w isa dth root of unity. Let
i=l
d-I
where A0 = E a (2a)
i-O
(gi(tt),gl(u)) = 1 for i :/:/
and
Then T'(u) rood gi(U) for i = 1,2..... k can be computed,
using Eq. (1). Finally, the Chinese Remainder Theorem is used Ai = ao +B. for / = !,2 ..... d - 1to evaluate T(u) from these residues. The above summarizes t
Winograd's method for performing a cyclic convolution, where
The following theorem is due to Winograd (Ref. 14). a-t
lit'= E a,wit
Theorem !. Let a and b be relatively prime positive integers t=t
and A be the cyclic ab X ab matrix, given by
l'hat is, let
A(x,y) = f(x +y mod a" b), 0 _x,), <ab B = [Ca (2b)
If rr is a permutation of the set of integers {0, 1.... ,ab - 1 },
let where 14,'is the (d - 1) X (d - l) matrix (wtl) and a, B are the
column matrices (al) and (Bk), respectively. If d=q' is a
prime, then, by Ref. 12 one can find an element 0t in GF(q')
B(x,y) = A(_(x), nO')) that generates its cyclic multiplicative subgroup of q'- 1
elements. Using the element _, a cyclic permutation of the
Then there exists a permutation n such that, ifB is partitioned elements of GF(q') can be defined by
into b X b submatrices, each submatrix is cyclic and the
submatrices form an a X a cyclic matrices.
(1, 2 q'-2, q'- l).....
it was shown by Winograd (Ref. 14) that the number of 0_= (2c)
multiplications needed to perform a circular convolution of or,a 2, , ¢q'-2, otq'-t
1311
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_'tlh thin pCIIHIl[dlltHl, odC udll pu'TIHtllc lhu' IIIdlucn _fl /_, a, I1' IH|flllphL_tIltH|'n HeCded 1o pClltHl|l thl,, cIHp, tlhI|I_HI I'_ _ • /)
delllled nl l'q (_b) _o thai lhe lll,lflI\ I_, '_ _');_ (tyn(/)} i,_ tt_.Huu- itH d plnllt.' q lhc lotal lluinl')c! (AI IIItll|lplludlltql',.
t 1,1'0"
• cvchc Dun Is nccdcd to pcil,_im a 1)1 l ,,I d = t,' _,,,t,t,lu'\ IllIlllbu'l pOlllls I.s
t _,llo',',n II1 1able I. To l[]tlMlalC the ,3bt)xt plocedulu' COllMdel
." , the lc)lhn,vHte example.
q I •
Bo(I) = E ao(Ow°(')°(/) Example. f'on._ldel the I)l:l" hn d = 7 polllts lot the IllptltI I
t I+IIIICIIOll be dcllned t)y
t q' 1
= E aoO)w"H_/) n
= 0+_'0 2 -g-, _4o
,i a
e, for
....' B_ I'q (_a") ), thl',, transfoim is ,,,,
._ / = 1,2 ..... q I (3)
_i ('i
' _' Tht,s. Bo(/) is a cychc convolutu)q o1"a,,(,) and w"(') for/= Ao = E a, = _ +_0 (3at :-
..)
g, I ....... q' I. t o ,.
'4t-
" Let q' - 1 = pl • P2 ' " "Pr be the factorl/allon of q' 1 and !_
- rote prime integers. If one letsa t =Pl "P2 " "'P_ t and b I =
"_ A = ao +b/ tor I = I • ,() (3b)" ) Pr' by Theorem I the cyclic matrix can be partilloned into / ......
", 2
't"J b_ = p,. matrices ofslzea I X a:. Next leta I =a 2 X b2, where
• _ a2 = Pl " " "Dr- 2 and h 2 = Pr- I" Ira2 is not a prime, then each where
.'.n a I X a I cychc matrix can be partitioned into b_ matr:ces of
"'" _ size a2 X a2 . In general, a, = ai+ i " hi+ i • where l)t, _ is a prtme. ('
,,,'_.-{ If a,, _ :/: I, then each a, X a_ cychc matrix can be partitioned b/ = E aiwU" w = d 2'r/7
•:_,'_ into 3,2+i matrices of size ai+ I X ai+ 1. Otherwi'.', the proce- t t
dure terminates. |f the number of multiplications used to
, :-", compute the cyclic convolution of p_ points is m i for i = For d = 7. the pern_utatlon o is given by
{_ 1,2 ..... r, then the number of multiplications for conlputing a
_,i_ii a"p°intDFTisequalt°N-m''m2""m" ()1.2.3.4.5.6For most applications the two Mersenne primes -,3t _ I o =" 3,2,0,4,5, I
_ and 261 - I will provide enough bit accuracy and dynamic
"°_,._" range fur computing the DFT. For these primes, we choose the
_ prime q' to have the form Applying the above permutation to kq. (3b). one obtains
= l_a'as
q = I+a.. -p
where 22.p1(2 p- 1)2-1 for p = 31 or 61 and a = 3 or 5. /b 3 /,,,2 ,,,6 w 4 ,,., ,,,, ,,.a ,as/ ,
Such values for the prime q' are 373. 733. 1861. and 2441. If l /
d = q' is the transform length of the DFT. then. by Theorem 1, 12 [ w6 w4 ws wt ws w2 a2 _
there exists a permutation of rows and colunms so that the r i|
cyclic matrix W can be partitioned into blocks of (22 • p) X b6 [ w4 ws u'l w3 W2 W6 a6 .!1
(22 "p) cyclic matrices, such that the blocks !k)rln an a X a = t/ _..
cyclic matrix. A cyclic convolution of a = 3 or 5 complex b4 ws wl w3 W2 w6 w4 a4 t: i
number points can be accomplished by Winograd's algorithm.
As it was mentioned in the last section, the transform of bs WI W3 W2 w6 W4 W$ as
length2' .poverGF(q2) anbeusedtocomputethecyclic I _ tconvolution of 22 . p complex n mber points. The umber of b= _ W 3 W 2 W 6 W 4 ½'$ W I lal / ..
1=111
.1, T ,i 1, _lf "0'_ ,, M m =
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B\ llwowm I, lhcle 0\IsIs a t_¢llllutallol/ 7, ol lo',t,n ,llld B_', (l{cl 0), lhc ncqticHc¢ ol d n In _.,HIVt?IICt.l Ii1'-,I |o 3
k._,lltllllll,, _.o lhLII INL' ,tl'_o\C L\ulic Illdlll\ k.',lll bC [_.llllllOtl0d %_.'tlilu'llC¢ '.._I IIIIL'_L'I", V,_ 11) lh¢ d',natlllC I'dll_t' .i - _ ._ll/Cd _ In
Illlo 2 \ 2 block IlldlllX ol _ "k ,_. cvch¢ block.', a', lollox_', :t 3 Id IoIH tit tlllll_' lhc tlJlt',ltHIll o'.,'eI (;1,( 7 ? )t+l "¢, l,s
* = _n/, l + _2/_ tor k 0,1,2
.k'_. "c • = - _ =
"s / _1 w4 w: #' w" w_ 0 ,, o
t t, w4 w' w nw3 u'_ w° 0 Thu',X o _l).\l = _ X, = I
, h 4 w s w _' w 3 w 2 w I w 4 0 Sllllllarly, the I)FT ot .,,cquencc .1'n |':,
/,.. w° w3 w5 w' w4 w2 / / , , ,lb,] w",,"w6w4w2,," _0 )', = E-",, "2''_=1"22_
II 0
Tills matrix cquati,,m has thc blnck t'ornl_, for
I
t :B2 D Zz That t.',,Yo = I, YI = 2. Y2 = 4 Bt,t /",_ = Yk " )',_" re..E0 = O. I:'_ = O,/"2 = 4. Thesearetheonly integer muhlphca-lions neededto perform this DFT. The inversetransform of
= " J [ (C+D)(Zt +Z2)+(C-D)(ZI -Z2) / /:'j, t_
\ (C+D)(Z 1 +Zz)-(C-D)(Z I -Z2) ] 3 I
'_ ek = 3- I E Ek "2-nk for k = 0,1,2
I = 2-t 141
• F °reo=l,et=-l,e2=O.i
m In a similar fashion matrix F, given in Lq. (4) can also be
Since C and D are 3 X 3 cyclic matrices, it is evident that the obtained as fo -.,,-t_ft = _ .O, f2 = -t_' Thus, by Eq. (4), one
matricesC+DandC-Darealso3 X 3cyclicmatrices. hl(4), obtainsbj = I/2_b2 =- l/2i.b_=(l-_/2, ba=(l +'D/2, b_
/','is = - I/2. be = - i/2. Hence, finaily A o = 2+_,A t = I + 1/2_
A...,- 1/_ + _. A3 - 1/_(3- i_,A 4 - I/_(3 +_.A s - I/. +_,
At, = I- I/ft. For this example, the dynatmc range of GF(7)
i approxinlatmn of the roots of tinily. Evidently, the DFT in
this example has an accuracy of precisely 2 binary digits,
E = = i.247,-1.802,-0.445 I including the sign bit. This example, though only illustrative,
-1.802, -0.445, 1"247 0 suggests that the large finite fields given above have more than
adequate dynamic range to compute the DFT with small
truncation error.(5)
IV. Transforms of Very Long Sequences
where approximately l/2Re(w _ + ws) = -0.445, I/2Re(w _ +
w6) = 1.247, etc, Let ao = - 1.802, a t = -0.445, a_ = 1.247 In order to compute the DFT of much longer sequences
and.v o = O, yt = I, y_ = 0. Then the matrix defined in Eq. (4) than considered in the last section, let d =dt • d_... dr,
can be obtained by computing the convolution of the two where (di, di)= ! for i'#j. By using the Chinese Remainder
sequences an and bn. To do this use a transform GF(ql ) where Theorem (Ref. 15), it is shown by Winograd in (Ref. 13) that
q = 2a - 1. the DFT matrix I¢ can be transformed into the direct product
137
. . llll -- _ I _
. .... •
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el ll' I . IV,. . . W,.. ',,.hew h'. l,. file mattl.\ el a d-F, oun I)l l I,,q]_,..'z,.,..'quctlc¢,,,.q o.'qlq_h.'\ tlull)b,.u,, ,..'all bc obtalttC,J b\
A".:..IlIIIC the IILlll)b0I el llltlltl]'_ll_,.,Ittoll.',, used |o t_el]ollll |hu' IIS.lll_ l'ablc I abo_,e and labl¢ I Ill Re]. 13 life,..' llllll)l'eI"..llC
dFpolnt 1)11 lut t = i.2, . . r v, m_ ltlcu, tll_.' uumbcl el given m Iable 2 file ple,,cnt ,algorithm. and com, renltonal I I I
IllLlJll['_h_'.l|lOllS D,_I _._,_tllt_k|ltlt F ,t t]-i'_,;illl 1)1'1 :,, '_ :ll_tOlltJllll IRef IO) ale u'OllltlalC_.[ Ill Table ? b\ gluing tile
IPI I • Ill 2 . Ill r ]'o lill.lMl,lte lhl._., _.Ct? the C\.lllltlIc IOl COlll- lllAIllbel o| Ic.II Illl.lltlphc_l[IOll_ needed to petlollll the,,|" al_o- I_
t_utmg a 12-pcunt 1)1 I gl'_,enm Rot 14 Ib, the ',ame F,w,.:e lnlmv,,. Th,,"mnnhel ,,>1leal tnulttphcatturLs m'edcd to P,..'Ihnm
dLlr¢ Llsod Ill the C,_l|l_lL, ld|lOll _.1l till", C\,llllpl...', |he IlIllll_]cl J.q j tldll_,|'OlIll t_" [I to_.k lhoLl'.4111d l'_Olll|", Is _l_.Cll lit I ,tl'p_e ] ot
mte+_er lllllhlpllCallOll,n needed to |'_ClfOllll |he tl.lll'ntOlllls Ot Rel 13.
+o
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Table I. Complexity of complex number DFT of
prime number length
_o. ol Inlc£cr
d p p I ('mnplc\
%hillipll_ ,illOfl_
C ' 373 _2 . 3 • 31 4t)6
733 ,2 . 3 • 61 476
IX31 _ • 3 • 5 • 61 4880
1861 _2 . _.. 5 • 31 4t)bll
, 2441 ,3 . 5 • 61 4_()
, ]!
Table 2. Complexity of new algorithm for OFT
Ne_ Mgurstlun Radt\-2 I,I F
No integer Nt). reald I actor_
multiphcation_ multiplications
compl¢\ data 2dlog 2d
41)96 212 98.31)4
4476 373 X 4 X 3 23.904
8192 "_13 21"_ "_. .,99.
8796 733 X 4 x 3 46.944
16384 214 458.752
20888 373 X 8 X 7 143.424
32768 215 983.040
411)48 733 X 8× 7 281,664
62664 373 X 8 _ 7 X 3 430,272
_t61 65536 _lt, 2,U4 ,_ i"
123144 733 x 8 x 7 x 3 844.'492 -,
131 t)72 2 i 7 4.456.44,q f
262144 218 9,437.184
268560 373 X 16 X 9 X 5 2,796,768
524288 219 19.922.944
527760 733 X 16 X 9 X 5 5,492.448
b
t
v
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Transform Decoding of Reed-Solomon Codes Over GF(2 2n)
I Using the Techniques of Winograd*
I I.S. Reed
University of Southern Cahformd
T. K. Truong and B. Benjauthnt
TDA Engineering Office
A new algorithm ]i,r computing a F_)urier-fike trans]i,rm over (;F{22"). where H =
1.2,3.4.5, is deveh_ped to encode and decode Reed-Soh_mon (RS) codes of length 2:"
Such art RS decoder is consMerably faster than a decoder that uses the conventional fast
transfi)rm over G k72 e" ).
I. Introduction
Fast real-v_lued transforms over the gro,]p (Z2)n were developed first by Green
(Ref. !) to decode the (32,6) Reed-Muller code (Ref. 2) used by JPL in the Mariner and
Viking space probes. Recently Gore (Ref. 3) extended Mandelbaum's methotls (Ref. 4)
for decoding Reed-Solomon codes. He proposed to decode RS codes with a finite field
transform (;ver GF(2n), where : t_ an integer. Michelson .(Ref. 5) has implemented
Mandelbaum's algorithm and showed that the decoder, using the transform over GF(2 n1,
requires substantially fewer multiplications than a more standard decoder (Refs. 6, 7).
The disadvantage of his transform method over GFI2 n) is that the t-ansform length is :m
odd number, so that the most efficient FFT algorithm cannot be used.
For a space communication link, it was shown in (Ref. 8) that the concatenated
16-error-correcting, 255.symbol RS code, each symbol with 8 bits, and a k = 7, rate = i/2
or 1/3, Viterbi decoded convolutional code, can be used to reduce the value t)f Eb/N o
required to meet a specified bit-error rate Pb" Here E b is the received energy fl)r each bit,
and NO is ,he noise power spectral density at the receiver input. Such a conc,atenated
RS - convolutionai code is being considered currently by JPL for the Voyager missions.
°
*This work _as ,mpported m part by the U.S. Air I orce Office of Sctentit'ic Relean h under Grant
Number AIOSR 75-2798.
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Ill'..' \*_\a_et R5 ,.:,,de.LHih/e', _ v,.iH}'.q,, hq Illl,,Im.tlhql .Hid Ctl*,T,_,qltr,q ,,Ill ,q ._
• p*,',',0q,.'2q, ',\ mh,,l', _T the ."<,_,R.", ',',mt_,,l,, ,mh 22_ ,He a,.luall', u,,,.'d,p, I[Ih,lT/htll,ql
.: _%lll['_O]_, Ihe lCtlhllllllY2' _'_ x_,TUb,,l', ,lie p,llli\ v!)C,, k ',\lllt'q'l _, It [., I',,,.Ihl., IIv:,HI', '[_,ll th,.'
_'5r,-,,v,!',l',,dRNc,_de t,,,_qh.,Hel/.ite,.l,,_,Hh,lk .t.,c I 2,. I _,..ip,,,ItLth,n,d,_,,.le
I,,
hi flu'. pal',el. ,I n,,.'v, alg_,rlllml l',.p,ed ,ql the nl,,.'limd., _I ltm,L_r.ld I R_.'t,.,<l It)) r, i
deveh,pvd to ,..'t+lllptll¢ ,I lrdll',h+tlll o\,,.'[ (;I t 2 '_ I ,,T ,tP,,I,,.'+'c.,.'r.dl> ,,\,.'r (,tI 2-'" t h. t'.
tl:- I ......" ( lhl., tl;.lll',dotlll .tl,Uolllhtn. ,,'.el (;l'I '''')+- h. n- 1.2,'IA rv,.ttlIP.,., l,..'.a,c[
qltllllpIicallOll,, Ill,Ill Ill,.' Ill,fie C_qP,ellllollal l.l',t Ilall.,hqlll al_.llhni ,.IL'.,,..Tli_edt_'.,(,Cllll','-
man IRcI Ill lh, .d,-'t+rlflml p, pl,,.'..etHedm &'tad m tilt,, p,q',er t,nl\ h,z the c.r,c', /
n = 2,3 11n. ,d_,rsthtn t_,l _qhvr \aluc_ _,t n and h_r Kg code,, _,\el (;I (2m) ',_,hev,"Ill '2'" t
Call b,,.' treated Ill ,I ,,Itllll,tl IlhllllICl flL,,Lzghperh,q'_,, lIOl ,D, Nltll[q\
ii
II. A New Algorithm for Computbng a Transform over GF(2 2n )
, . of 2 _-lPointsforn=l 2, ,5
1 _ " ° "
1el (;l(2-'") hc the timte fieid c,f "n element,, AI,,,,', let N t',ea,I integer thal dp,,'ide.,
I_ "" I. Next. let ttl+ element "tc(;Fl2znl _,.'w..'ratetile c_,ch,: suh_,roup {,1 N element,,. ',
" i t:;N - 'I. ?z., .)N : I , m lhe multsph,,.'attve ,.'re,up c,l (;t11_"). 1he tr.llv.,forl'l ,.)',,er
tlu_ subgroup G n can he defined by
N-I ij o
Aj = E ai' _"i=0 t
g'
lor
05j_<N-I
=] where
_i" a t c GF(2 2n)
Rewrite tills II1lnatrl_ |'ornl a,_
i
_,'hcre
I
w'- (wt,])
i
and ,_
' t
wi,] . iJ i
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J., M,._,let
, i
• AO= E ai=0 i
arid
A. = AO + B.J J
for
j = 1,2 ..... N-I
N-1
Bj = E al riji=I
That is, let
where W is the iN - l) X iN - 1) matrix ('yU)ij *0 and a, B .',rethe column matrices Ca,)
and (Bit), respectively.
F(,r n = 1,2..... 5, the order of a multiplicative group of GF(2 2n) can be t'actoted
into Fermat prime factors, i.e.,
n-1
22n-i " H (221 + I)
1-0
If N is a Fe:mat primep, one can find an element o c GF(P) which generates the cyclic
subgroup of p- 1 elements. Hence a permutation or substitution o can be defined by
0 a 2(1: , ...t (I m ].
wnereall the elementsof thissubstitutionaretakenmodulop.
Usingthe abovepermutation, by IRef. 12). one can permute the indices of [3.a. W
de£medin (2) sothat the matrixW = ('f°(i)o(J)Ji.j,.O iscyclic.Tha' is. l_i
I:14L'_
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t,-I (i) (j)
, b (j)= _ a (i) ,
• ,. i=l
"i
_,- 1 i+j
K"
• = Z_., a _3al(i)i=l
1)-- 1
= _ " (i)°'('+i)i=l
5_
j = i, 2, .... p-l.
Tills Is ree_prcs,_cd m ll]alrl\ forlYi _D,
where
_ = (B (j)) _ = (yo(i+]i)' _,j#o
and
= (ao(i))
By 13a) Bo(j) Is a cyclic convNqtion oI' ao(,) and 7 °(') forj = 1,2.- - - ,p - 1. But also (3a)
is tile set of coel,4clents of
/
T (u) = a u
.= (p-i)
t---1
Since p is a Fermat prime, t:" I _ I -- (t, + l)p-I rood 2 so that one cannot factor
u0-' - 1 over GF{2) into irreducble relatively prime factors. Hence, Winograd's method
(Refs. 9, IO) for using tile Chinese remainder theorem to evaluate T(u)with the residues
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uf the,,e fdcl',)I',, calln_.d b¢ tl.',,cd duo:tl', ] hu_,, _,pe,..'naltechnnque_, air.' developed m tile
:" t,.,llm,',nig .,ccmm,, to calculate tile p-point tranM',._rm over (Jl'{ "2" L where p i,, a Ferlnat ii t
.,_J r,iitn<., i L
let ,,I"
!I+
n ,,-+(+) +N = 22 - I = H 22 + i = NIN2"''Nk ' I
i=O i
where
I
i
(Ni, Nj) = i I
for i #: .1. Using the Chinese remainder theorem {Ref. 13L it is shown by Winograd m l
(Ret_ q. I0) lhat tile tran,fform matrix W' defined in (1) can be transformed into the ,-'
' ' w' wI t
direct product of W t, W2 ..... k' where is the matrix of an N,-point discrete i
Fourmr-hke transform. Assume the number of rnultiplications needed to perform an I_
N,-point transform over GF(22n ) for i = 1,2 ..... k Is mi. Then, the number of mulnphca- I
tions for computing an N-point transform £sm I m 2 ... m k. i
t
i.
III. Transform Over GF(2 4) of 15 Points :.
Consider the finite field GF(24 ). Since N = 24 - I = 3 X 5, the algorithm descr!hed in
the previous section can be used to calculate the transform of 15 points over GF(24 ). To i
do tlus the N,-point transforms over GF(22n) are first developed individually for N i = 35. I
Let 7 be a 3rd root of unity in GF(22n) for n = I ,2 ..... 5.
For N i = 3, the transform over GF(2 an) for n = 1,2 ..... 5 is exp:+ssible as
°
A0 Y ,
A2 \Y , 0)()Y , Y a01 2y , y aI (4)2 IY , Y a2 _,]i"
• !ilet
0
= 5" (ao + al + a2)m0
1
m1 = (a 1 + a 2) • y
m2 = (y2 _ yi) . ai = Y 0 al
(s)
m3 = (y2 _ y1) , a2 = y 0 a2
145
14'
A,, = m() i
tJ i"
AI = mo+ niI + m9 (61 _ll
IA2 = m0 + mI + m3
I,
In what tolh)ws, a nmliiphcalion by the elcnleni 3,0 will need to be coi>idered
_l St)l_lt211lnes ;is :.i lllUlllpllcalil}il. Hence by {5), if tllle lilchtdc,s illtllllphcalitln,_ bv the Ullll
,_ 3<0 = I, the lolal nunlber of iliUlllphcalions needed to perforin lhe above llailslt)Nll 1_4.
i
_t No\! collalder the case N, = 5 [_el ")' be a 5th reel of Ullily 111 GF{2I"i for
' n = 2 I ,5. The 5-point transforlll is equivalent to
f
,, / /Oooooll
1 AO Y Y Y Y a01 2 3 4 lI "Y 7 '¢ "i'
• 0 2 4 1 3
A2 = y ¥ _( y Y a2 (7)
A3 .(0 y3 ,fl y4 2 a3
1
Thus.
_ A0 = y (a o + a 1 + a2 + a 3 + a 4 + a 5)
and
a 1
rt'?
2 4 i 3 _"t,
: (Bt) = B2 = -y ¥ "y y a 2 "'_-
B3 .,,,3 rl ¥4 y2 a3
4 3 2 1
= Wa = (wij) (a i)I
p_
146 _-
i
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|
;- Icl
0 = | : nlod %
._ _2 2 3 2 4 2 4
(B (i)) = (wo(i) ' ,_(.;_) a+(i)
OI
/ B9 w2,'2 w2,, w J w9 11 a.)
B4 w4 ., w I w I w/ a4
B' ,_ _,4 _,3 '4,1: = (8)
B_, w3,'2 w3,4 w.3,3 W3,l a3
_ B I Wl, 2 wl, 4 Wl,3 Wl,l '11
4 3 1 2
_ Y "_ a 2
3 l 2 4
"," y "_ y a 4
: I 2 4 3 : W a
Y _( _, Y a3
2 4 3 1
y "_ y Y a I
Thistsoffi_rm
where
(.,) (.3)YI " ' Y2 " 'B4 BI
147
I_I I I!II IIII I!]!I ! _I II I IIIII
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X 1 = , X,d = ,
a 4 a 2
A = , B =
• 3 1 '2 4
_, -y y Y
Th u.',
"f "_ = =
"':_,, Y2 B X1 + A X2 (X 1 + X2) + (B A) X1
.. :" D+F
..-,,
where
_"f7 '
:'',_ D = A (XI + X2), E = (B - A) X2,
._ F = (B - A) XI
D = = A (XI + X2)
d 2
OIUGIN_pAGB[b(4 1Y a2 + a 3 OF _= 3 i al
_J _ a4
(a 1 + a2 + a3 + a4 ) + ( 4 + y3) (a 2 + a3 )
3 + a4 ) + (y1 + 53) (a 4 + al)](al + a2 + a 3
1978018244-154
(3 '_ 1 4- 'r , - _ " 1
4 0 )
( 1 + _ ) (a 1 + a3 ) + ) al
4 0( 1 + ) +" + ) +_ ,1
• a2 a4 3
Smula,h
0 ) :
( 1 + ,T4) (a 9_ + a,)g + _r a 4
F =
:, 0
(yt + _ ) (a, + a,) + _ a,,
T[III.,
t
B, 1 (,l I + ,l, + ,I + a ) + C_ + '*'J " (,_, + I 4) + (T + 1'*'_ _t 1 ,v il_ + 0
I 4\ 1 _+) t1 + Ill iB, , (.t I + .1_. + ,i  ,i,._+ (_ + ' ° ('_1  ,t,.)+ (} + _ ,,a 1 + i .i;
B I i (a I + ,l_. + .t + ,i,'},_ + '+) t,t, + ,l_) + I_ + 1+) (,J,  .i,)..+ t) a,,, .
+ a, + ,t + ,l / + I,_, I * _)B] _ (I I - _ (,I I  ,I,+)+ (v + y;_ (,I, + ,1_  0
ttence
0 0 3
A1 = _r aO + B1 = ) aO + ) (al + a,, + d 3 + a 4)
+ ( I + .¢3)(aI + a4) + (_ + 4) (,12+ a4)
0
+ "r a2
0
= Y (ao + al + a2 + "_3 + a4) + (,0 + )3) (aI + a2 + a3 + a4 )
+ ( 1 + y3) (a I + a4 ) + (._ + .y4) (a 2 + a4 )
0
+ ¥ a 2
o _)A2 = _ (a0 + al + a2 + a3 + a4) + ( 0 + _ (a2 + a3 + a4 + al)
_i + ( 3 + ¥4) (a 2 + a3 ) + (_ + x4) (a 3 + at )
0
+ Y aI
149
_1,_ e d nl=,iilnl ==
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, + t _+ -) (,_ + 41_ + (, + 4) (,_ + a,)
0
+ d 4
0
A4 = _ (a 0 + a I + a,__ + a_ + a4) + ( 0 _ v_) (,,, + a_ + '_4 + al
+ (_ I + _ ))
I
(al + a4) + (_ + "Y'_) ('_I + a_) + _(I ,l_
/
t
Now let
0
+ m0 = y (a0 + aI + a2 + a3 + a4)
3)
ml = (.0 + _ . (a 1 + a2 + a3 + a4 )
m2 = (.3 + y4) . (a 2 + a3 )
m3 = (.1 + #) . (a I + a4 )
ra4 = (¥ + y4) . (a 1 + a3 )
m5 = (y + +4) . (a 2 + a4 ) (9)
0
m6 = _ •
0
m7 = y a 3
0
m8 = _ • a4
0
m9 = 5" " a 2
SI = m0 + mI + m2
S2 = m0 + m1 + m3
Then
A0 = m0
A1 = S2 + m5 + m9
A2 = Sl + m4 + m6 (10)
A3 = S1 + m5 + m8
A4 = S2 + m4 + m7
l llli_-- + '_ +',"-_':'_e' +'+,',.,_'+ -r_'+"_ 'm_"_- _ "
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_x
4
._,
;_ Ita,,'_Hn one mcludc_mulIqqlcall_m_b\ lhe utul)0. ilh,llo_._llom theal_,olithmm I
I_._ (0) thalII,¢lltllllbCl ol IIIIQ4¢I lllbXllphLdllOl]_ needed h) pclh_llll d 5-pl_lll! ll,lllslOllll Is 4"h
_,_ I0. II muhlph_.at,m,, b\ .)o ..re e,,cluded, e,,id,:nll\ onb, 5 muhlphe', are aclu'dlv needed ?
!,.
Nov, c,_.q,,lder Ilk" c.e,e N : 15 = NIN-, : ._ • q lel integer 0 <>-IQ 15 be repre.,ellled _{= , . }
by a p.,, (11. l.) = {t rood 3, imod 5). Since (3,5) = I. by the ('hme._e r,.'mamdci theorem. 't"
e_
I..'l Y l and "Y2 be 31d and 5th tools of ulllty In (,|:(24 ). respechvely. The 15-point
lranxfortu over (;F(2 4 )IniI and _2 '-_
15
ij
A. = Z ai] i=O
or
A(jl,J2) = Y] " Y2 Y
il=O Li2=o a(11,i2) I
(_2) [
2 il. Jl
= Z a. (j2) Y1
ii=0 ii
where
5-1 _
ai (J2) -" E a Y2i2 " J2
1 i2"=0 (il'i2) '
Jl = 0,1,2, and
J2 = 0,i,..., 4
'_ or in matrix notation,
-- (all (J2)) = _'2' all
151
am
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_ hel c
() () 0 t) () a
0 1 2 ] 4 a . l.)Y2 Y 2 -' 2 Y2 _'2 ( 11 '
o 2 4 1 3 a
Wq' Y2 Y2 Y2 Y2 Y') , a. = (il,2)
• - - 1[
0 3 1 4 2 a(il,3)Y2 r'2 Y2 _'2 Y2
",i 0 4 3 2 1 a ,4)
Y2 Y2 Y2 "_2 Y2 (i]
Thus ( 12 ) becomes
-- _ tl Jl ' - (t3)
A. = Y1 V2 a£ 1Jl -0
I
i
:_ for
•:'l Jl = 0,1,2
:'4
• ;q
, --I or
Xo\ ' ' ' /
_." "A1 = W2 W2YI l,'yi ;1
_! ' ' 2
i{J A2 W2 W2YI W2YI / [2
4!
_, Now by ( I I ), one obtains 'go in terms of A k:
J
a(0,0)1 %1
A(0,1) A6
A0 = A(0,2) = AI2
- A(0,3) A3
- A(0'4) J i A9 I
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l"
- !
!
A A L [
!
A8k 3 i
,_ A I i
and !
aO / alO a5
• a 1 all'1h
a0 = at2 , a I = a7 , a2 = a2
a 3 a13 _ a8
a 9 a 4 \ a14 :
I
't ' I
Using the 3-point transform m (4) and making tile corrcspondances, 7°_'W2. t
'7I*"W'a"tt, y :'*"W'=3'], one obtains [
i
•i la0 + alO + a5
a 6 + a 1 + all
!! I --
MO = W2 • (a 0 + a I + a 2) = W2 a12 + a 7 + a 2 (14)
a 3 + a13 + a8
a9 + a4 + a14/ '
¥i (alO + as)
YI (al + all)
t !
M1 = W2 YI (al + a2) -- W2 YI (a7 + a2)
YI (a13 + a8)
_i (a4 + a14)
!M. = W2 a 1 '
l
! __
M 3 = W2 • a2
J
[-quaUon 1141 reqmres 4 matrix multlphes. Thus, I
t
A0 = H0'
115; t
AI = M0 * M1 + M2 ' i"
and
A3 = M0 + MI + M3 I
Observe that all four matrix multiphes m (14)are 5-point transforms of exactly tire
same form as (7). Thus one may compute Mj for j = 0.1,2.3 in (14) with a procedure [
J
similar to that used to compute the matrix defined in (7). _[
The number of multiplications for computing an mj for j = 0.1.2.3 in (14) Is 5 I:
excluding multiplication by "r°. Thus. the total number of multiplications needed is
4X5=20. _"
I
IV. Transform Over GF(2 °) of 255 Points
Since N = 255 = 3 • 5 • 17 = N I • N 2 • N 3. by Winograd's algorichm, one needs to
compute an N,-point transform over GF(2 s) for N i =3.5.17. An Ni-transform over
GF(2 a) for N i = 3 or 5 was computed in the last section. For N, = 17. the permutation o
is given bt
,_ = [ 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16 /
/5, 8, 6, t3, 1/4, 2, 10, 16, 12, 9, 1l, 4, 3, 15, 7, 1
Applying the above permutation to (2), one obtains a 16 X 16 cyclic matrix. By
theorem 1 in Appendix A, the cyclic matrix can be partitioned into blocks of 4 X 4
matrices so that the blocks form a 4 X 4 cyclic matrix. This has the form
A B C D' /$2tT2
T4 B C D A S 4
- (16)
1 T 3 C D A B S 3
T 1 D A B C IS1/
I
II_Ii' # + ' +'- _ -_Dk-_ " ' mllll_ _ """i" +_" m, P_ m,.m_,+_+_ .... -.-'--.+_+.++.....-+_ '-
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)_ wh_[c •
b5 \ "14 ]
b8 b2 ,_.
s
T2 = T4 =
b 6 b
_o t
b13 j , b16 , J.
Ibl2 I b3
b9 b5
T3 = . TI =
DII b7
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Now l!"one mak :s the correspondences. A ',-..),4. B.)3. C -- '_. D --" ./2. and Io = A + B
+ (" + D."-_, + _,2 + )3 + ._4 = I m (g), then by a procedure smular to timt used to
compute th," matrix defined II1 18) Olle obtains r"
N1 = B • (S 1 + S 2 + S 3 + S 4)
N2 = (A + B) • (S 2 + S 3)
N3 _ (c + _) • (s 1 + s4)
N4 = (C + A) • (S3 + SI)
N5 = (C+ A) • (S2 + Sa)
"- N6 = I0 " SI ,.
N7 . i0 • $3 i)
N8 " I0 " S4 'ii
N9 " I 0 • S 2 _°
IM
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t%
++. atld
VI Nt + N2
V2 = N 1 + N3
I'quatmn (17) requlr,:,, 9 (4 ,-'I 41 tn,,trl\ multlphe,,. lhen
T2 = V1 + N4 + N_.
T4 = V2 + N6 + R7
• (181
T3 = V1 + N5 + m8
T1 --- V2 + N5 + N9
To fred Nl .... N9, one need_ to multiply matrices of fi.mn '?, + B). 4("+ B). etc.. by
•'ectors (S, + S,). S,. etc. For e- 'lmple. consider N 2 = (A + B) • (h, + $3).
8 9 6+ 10 13+r l" 14+,12 t
1-0 , +,', I , +, ,, a 5 + a12
fl ¢6+110 13+,116 14+ 12 9 9, I , I I , r _+, ;-18 + at)
N2 = =
I f2 13+¢16"114+y12' " 9"yI0+III
, ,_+, a6 + all
I ,¢2+, , ,i a13 + a4 [19)f3 14+¢12 9 10+ill 16+14
whereJ, K, L are 2X 2matrices. Hence
(,)N2 - . .V1 K L E1 (Eo+EI)K + (L+K)E0
uI - (Eo+EI) •K
u 2 - (J+K) • E0 (20)
U3 - (L+K) • E0
ORIGINALPAGE
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I
Ih.en I o i "*, a l _ - + .t . [ I _ I + t' No'- _hat '_(2 ' '_m.itrlxmuhlphc_,.lrenc_.ev,..\ h_
! pettunm (2[)) lhe m.ttl\ ['1 It1 (_()} P,_l, etl b\ the le]allOll:,,hll'L ,,i,
)( )i Ul ,I _+_lu, ,I +,12 'lS+a[_'+a+_+al[Ul IL,+ 12 2 9"'_ ' ' +' /\'%+'%+'_I 3+a4
i21)
t_ " k_ b • (1,1+k,.) + (b+c) 1-1 ,"
i,
l:quatmn 121 ) reqmres 3 multlphes. In a sLnular manner, the matrices t:_ and tl_ m 1201
can be obtained, using 3 multtphcatu.ms. Thus the total mmlber of nlull]ph, tlLons needed
to perform {1_1 Is q.
in a slnlilal fasluon, mat,ces N, and N, ibr ,: 3 ..... 0 gwen in (17) can also be t_"
,,t_Walned. each reqmrmg t) multiphcatmns. Hence. the number of nluhtphcations needed
tt, perform a 17-pt..,t transmrm over GF(22nt +or n =3.4,5 is t)>:5 =45, excluding k
nmlttphcatum+ by +o To include nwhlphcat,ons by 3,°. it follows trom 118) that the f
total numb "r ol nmltlphcattons needed is 9 × q + 1 = 82. r_
+
By tilt. same procedure used to compute the 15-point lransform over GF!24) 111the
last ,,eclton. flu. total number of multiplications needed to perform a 255-point transform /
over GFI28) ts 4× ,OX 45 = 1800 nmhlphes. IfN =_-''n 1 = N I • N 2 • .N k,where
N, is a prime number for i = 1.2 ..... k, then the total number of muluph,:ations needed _.
to perl+onu a 12---n I ) - point transform is t
k-2 (32* -12 iM = 11 + i) + 5 X 32n
i--O
By the prin iple of mathenlatlcal mductmn one can show tl'ax
2n+l
,;/ n 2i
. 11 m +l=m - 1
i=0 m-i
,or any integers m 2> I and n _>O. Tht, s
(32k-1 32n-1
.'_"I,_.._n M = - 1)/2 + 5x - 2
_"_*:}_it'" I,'. using a more conventional fast transform teclmique. Gemleman shu _ (Refs. 5, 111
--,:+I that an N-point transfo,'m of such an N requires N(N I + N 2 +-..'l Nk k + I)
*"_,_4_ multiplications, including multipl!,:atior, s by unity. The presen! algorithm for computing
il the (22P-I) - point Ir,',.nst'mm for n= !.2 ..... 5 and Gentleman's algorP, hm arecompared in Table I. The number of multiplications needed to perform these algorithms :_',,!
i :(r.
1,_1-
r-_. - -I..... . .."-"'IIPiim "-llil,i -' .._"--" r"+"
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,.',gp,en lo[ both ,.ase,,. I rom 1abh." 1. one ,,cc_ thai for n - I 2 :.4. file new algoNthnl tot
,.',,',n_putnlg the <.'2n I} pc,lnt tian,,l+,_rnl tequiie',, fe'..ver tnultlphcatltm,, than (_etl|le I
+,+
' t!"+ algt,.":tl!tlt Th., ,,, not trt.e to+, tl : 5, !lt)_.,.e,.'el7,
+.D
V, Transform Decoder for ,_eed-Solomom
Codes
._+_ It shown (Ref 14) that RS codes can be decoded with fast transfornl algorltlnnIS I!I a
,+ over GFIp"t anti continued fractions. There l: was ':hogan that the decudmg ol RS codes
_v+ with a finite field transform over Gglpnl where p is a pr,me and n is an integer, was
composed of tile following 4 steps.
, {a) Compute the trans.orin over GF{ pn ) of tile received N-it, pie,
! ++ kEk : E Yi (ai)k = Z Yi xi=O i=l
for k = 1.2 .... 2t
where t is the number of errors, Y, is the i-th error amphtude and X, = o_' is the
i-th error position.
(b) Define the generating function of the sequence (E kI as a formal power series. That
IS,
,. -2t
E(x) = Elx-l+E2x-24-. -t-. •.
Z Pixii=O P(x)
=
t _(X)t
x + Z (-l)k °kxt-k
k=l
Use Berlekamp's algorqhm implemented by continued fraction approximations to
determine tke error '+ocator polynomial o(x) and error evaluator polynomial P(x)
e-om the known Ej for j = 1,2 ..... 2t.
(c) Use these poly, omials to compute the remaining transform of the error vector eo,
e: , .... eN- I •
td) Invert the transform to recover the error vector and then obtain the corrected
code.
In orde, to compare the above transform decoder with the standard RS decoder, the
steps used in the standard RS decoder are stated as follows:
tlI (1) Syndrome calculation
!(2) Berleka p's a.gorithm or continued fractions to determine o(x)
PAGE(.;) Chien's algorithm for finding the error locations ORIG_Z_
(4) Compute error magnitudes. O11_+POOR QIJAIarr_
+ill
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1
()he obsetves thai .,,,lep3 m both approaehe.sate equlv:dellt. It t.,,.,,howl] ,tl (Ret. 5) thal
st,e|1 ._ ill tile tlalIM'Oll11 decode1 tetluu¢_ :.lpplo'_im:,lely the ,,a_,,..".,'.."'be ,H tlltlhlphca- ',
tlons as Met', 3 m tile standard decoder. Step I a,ld step 4 tu tile Mandatd decoder teqtme
91i IlI+,H¢ 1111il[IphcdIloll_ Ihall tho_,c It++the trallsfotlll decoder over (,1:(2 -+'") I"o ,:ee tin,,, let NGI+( +''" = 2Ibe the block length of the RS code ,n -- ). Also let d + l be the mtrmnum
distance of the code, wheue t 1+tile nt.mbel of alluwable errors. It l'oliows from (Refs. 5
_ and 15)that tile number ot multtphuattolls requited to perlbrm tile syndrome and erlor
_,'g magmtude calculations for the standard decoder is :lpproximately (N-- l)(d- I)+ t 2
;_ (Note thal the performance of the conventional decoder is dependent on the tlunlbel of
allowable errors.)
,,. For a 122n - I1- symbol. 2" s.vmbq eNo_ - correcting, RS code tbr n = 2.3. tile
number of multiplications needeJ to compute tile svndxou_e and the etlor magnitudes is
!._ given m Table 2. Tile new _,-_rlthm, (;eutleman's algo:lthm, and the sl,mdard algorithm
ale compared in Table " t terms of the rtutuber of multlplicatkms needed to cowtpute
: the s_ndronle and tile errt:r magnitudes Ibr decoding these RS codes.
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Table 1. The complexity of tmmdorm over GF(22n) for n = 1, 2..... 5
Factors No. muir. of new No. mult. of Gentleman's
algorithm algorithm
k
N = 22n - 1 NI " N2" " " Nk =H (22 + 1) (32k-I - 11/2 + 5 X 32n-1-2 for n > 1 NIN I + N 2 +... + N k - k + 1)
i=O
=_!1 22 - 1 3 1 9
222 - 1 3 x 5 4 x 5 = 20 15(3 + 5 - 1) = 105
223- 1 3x 5x 17 4× 10x45= 1800 255(3+5+17-2) =5865
224 - 1 3x 5x 17x 257 4x 10x 82x 3645= 11,955,600 6553513+5+17+257 - 3)
= 18,284,265
22s- i 3 x 5 x 17 X 257 x 65537 4 X 10 x 82 x 6562 x 23914845 (232- 1)(3 + 5 + 17 + 257 +
_ -- 514,727,818,279,200 65537 - 4) = 282,673,272, I.
520,125 !
![
J
i
T_le 2. The_ml_ex'tyofdec_llngRSof2_ - 1poin_k_rn = 3,3
Factors No. mult. of No. muit. of No. mult. of the
Gentleman _ algorithm standard algorithm
N NI,N 2 ... Nk new algorithn 2N(N i + N 2 +" • • + N k - k + 1) (N - l)(d - 1) + t 2
15 3x5 2× 20=40 2x 105=210 (14)([')+42= 128
255 3 x 5 x 17 2 x 1800 = 3600 2 x 5862 = 11724 (254)(32) + 162 = 8384
/
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Appendix A I
l
Definition." A matrix A(i,j),id e Zn is cyclic if for some function f on Zn, l
A(i,J) = f ((i+j) mod n) I
where I
Z = {l,2,..,n}
n
Theorem 1: Let n = ab. if A(i,j) is a cyclic matrix, then A(i,j) is a matrix of b X b
submatrices such that the submatrices form an a X a cyclic matrix.
Proof.' Let Aij(k,£) be (k,l_) - th element of the (i,j) - th b X b submatrix of A, where
_i i'jeZa' k'_eZb"Then
Aij (k,_,) = A(bi+k,bJ+Z)
1 = f((b(i+j)+k+E) roodab)
For ieZs, define the matrix (Gi(k,£)) by
Gi(k,Z) = f((bi+k+Z) mod ab)
for k,_eZb. Since b[(i +j) modai ---b(i + j) mod ab, we have
Aij(k'Z) = G(i+J) rood a (k,t)
Therefore, the a X a array of submatrices Aij is cyclic.
lU
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; DSNProgressReport42-43 NovemberandDecember1977
t N78-24205
- CClR Papers on Telecommunications for
i Deep Space Research
N. F. deGroot
Telecommunications Systems Section
Three JPL papers on telecommunications for deep space research have been adopted
by Study Group 2 of the International Radio Consultative Committee (CCIR). In this
article we present the paper that deals with the selection of preferred frequency bands in
the 1.20 GHz range. Topics include propagation factors, equipment considerations, and
communication link performance.
Study Group 2 of the International Radio Consultative The first of these papers was included in the September-
Committee (CCIR) is concerned with the technical aspects of October issue of the Deep Space Network Progress Report (PR
telecommunications for space research and radio astronomy. 42-42). Also in that report was a description of the role of
Three JPL papers on deep space research were submitted by CCIR papers in the establ_liment of worldwide regulations
the Un;ted States for consideration at a meeting held in that determine the use of the radio frequency spectrum.
Geneva during September, 1977. The papers were adopted and
arc:
Doc. 2/296 Telecommunication Requirements for In this article the second paper is presented. It considers th,"
Manned and Unmanned Deep Space Research selection of frequet,.,es most appropriate for meetin_ the
telecommunication requirements of deep space research.
Doc. 2/269 Preferred Frequency Bands for Deep Space
Re.tearch Using Manned and Unmanned
Spacecraft The third paper considers interference protection and band
l_c. 2/279 Protection Criteria and Sharing Considerations sharing with other users. This paper will appear in a future
Relating to Deep Space Rehash issue of the/MN Progress Report.
154
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Documents Doc. Z/269-E
C.C.I.R. Study Groups 22 September 1977
Period 1974-1978
Orisinal: Enslis]_
WORKING GROUP 2-B
Draft New REPORT*
PREFERRED FREQUENCY BANDS FOR DEEP SPACE
RESEARCH USING /MANNED AND UNMANNED SPACECRAFT
(Study Programme AQ/Z)
I. Introduction
Mission requD'ements, equipment factors and link performance define the fre-
quency bands that are preferred for deep space research using manned and unmanned
spacecraft. This report presents the preferred bands and selection considerations.
Doc. 2/296 contains a detailed discussion of the telecornmur_ications requirements for
cleep space research that were uJed in determining the preferred frequency bands.
2. Mission requirements
2. I Telecornmand and maintenance te|emeterin_
Mission safety and success require that telecommand and maintenance telemeter-
ing be accomplished regardless of weather conditions. These functions must be possible
during planned and unplanned space station attitudes that i_reclude use of the space station
high gain priroary antenna. Where link performance permits, a low gain secondary antenna
may be carried for use in such cases. This antenna is nearly isotropic and must be con-
sidered when selecting operating frequencies.
2.2 Science telemeterinL5
_ Selection of the best frequency for mission science telemetering includes consid-
_ eration of the risk of degraded link performance caused by weather conditions. For some
_- mibsions, unique data must be sent at a particular time, and reliable telemetering during
- adverse weather conditions is a necessity. For missions where unique data can be stored
for most effective playback to Earth, a frequency may be selected for maximum data rate
during clear weather. The maximum data rate objective can aloo be satisfied for those
missions where data timing is not impo,'tant or when particular data may be repeatedly
acquired, as in some planetary orbitgr missions.
2.3 Dopvler and ran£e tracking
Doppler and range tracking must be accomplished with an exactitude that satisfies
mission navigation and radio science requirements. These determine the needed ranging
accuracy and the necessary precision in the measurement of the effects of charged particles.
Charged particle calibration can be done with paired Earth-to-space and space-
' to-Earth froquencies in a single band. Increasing tracking accuracy requirements will
necessitate calibration using two or more frequency pairs in different b_nds,
2.4 RF carrier tracking
For missions where it is required to maintain communication as the ray path
passes close to the Sun, frequency selection must consider the scintillation effec_.s of
transmission through the solar plasma. These cause broadening of the RF carrier and
difficulty in maintaining coherence in a narrow band phase-locked loop. No telemetering,
Doppler measurementp, or ranging can be conducted unless the carrier can be phase-
locked.
*Proposed replacement for Draft Report ANI2, SG 2 Interim Meeting, Geneva, March 1976.
, ,, |
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2.5 Bandwidth
Telemetering and telecol-nrnand data rates tend to rise with improving technology.
Increased rates require wider bandwidth, particularly for coded transmission.
The need for increased ranging accuracy will require greater ranging bandwidths,
In some cases, _he ranging signal will determine the total bandwidth requirement, and
frequency selection for this function may be constrdined by the width of the allocated band.
Where si:._ultaneous communication is conducted with several spacecraft within a
single =ntenna beam, the total needed bandwidth is increased proportionally. A detailed
discussion of bandwidth requirements will be found in Doc. 2/Z96.
_. Equipment factors
Earth stations include large steerable parabolic antennae, high power transmitters
and sensitive receivers. All of these are very expensive and infrequently constructed.
For this reason, analysis of link performance versus frequency considers the earth sta-
tion antennae to be of fixed diameter.
Earth station equipment has been built and is operating in the 2 and 8 GHz alloca-
tions. The selection of frequency bands must consider the realities of existing equipment.
There is more freedom of choice in higher frequenc}f bands, since operational capability
has yet to be developed above I0 GHs.
The link analyses presented in the Annex are based upon a fixed diameter earth
station antenna_ and both fixed diameter and fixed beamwidth space station antennae. The
fixed diameter space station case arises when the largest possible antenna may be used,
free of pointing limitations. The fixed beamwidth case is in effect when antenna pointing
accuracy determines the minimum beamwidth, or when the antenna must give wide cover*
age to permit communication without regard to space station attitude.
Because of the practical limits of diplexers, Earth-to-space and space-to-Earth
pairs of frequency bands must be separated by at least 7°70to allow simultaneous transmit-
receive operations with a single antenna.
Standard transponder designs currently used at 2 and 8 GHz employ specific
receive/transmit frequency ratios that must be considered in determining preferred fre-
quency bands.
4. Link performance
Maximum data rate capability is obtained by using bands appropriate for weather
conditions and apace station antenna l_nitations. Tables I and U show optimum link fre-
quencies eels, _d on the basis of the analysis In the Annex.
Optimum frequencies for clear weether will tend to Increase as technology
improves. For r_,in, the optimum epace-to-_rth frequency will tend to decrease slightly
because the sky noise caused by rain will dominate system performance.
Table I. Optimum frequency bands for space-to-Earth links
Space Station Antenna Limitation Weather Condition Best Performance
Frequency Bend (GHz)
Fixes diameter Clear I0-14
Fixed die, meter RAin 4-6
Fixe_ beamwidth Clear 1-2
Fixed beamwidth Rain I-2
1978016244-172
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Table H. Optimum fTe4 uency bands for Earth-to-space links
Space Station Antenna Limitation Weather Condition Best PerformanceFrequency Band (GHz)
Fixed diameter Clear 12-20
Fixed diameter Rain 7-9
Fixed beamwidth Clear I-2
Fixed beamwidth Rain I-2
5. Preferred frequencies
For each telecommunication function, i.e., maintenance and science telemeter-
ing, telecommand, tracking and radio science, there is a frequency, band, or set of fre-
quency bands that will provide best performance. Best performance refers to error rate,
measurement accuracy, data rate, link reliability or some combination of these param-
eters. The best performance that is obtainable at • particular time with a particular sys-
tern depends upon propagation conditions. The objective of identifying preferred frequen-
cies is to provide the basis for allocations from which the designer can select operating
frequencies best suited to mission requirements.
TabLe LL[lists th_ preferred frequency bands and associated characteristics that
would provide the needed range of choices for the conduct of deep space research.
Table IV compares the preferred frequencies with current -_llocations for deep
space research. Existing earth and space stations use current allocations, even though
these are not always optimum. Allocations in the I0-20 GHs range •re needed for future
missions requiring optimum link performance for very high telemetering rates and wide-
band r•nging.
6. Conclusion
To meet the needs of the deep ,,pace research service, •t least three pairs of
Earth-to-space and space-to-Earth bands are required. The preferred frequencies for
these pairs are shown in Tables H/_nd IV.
The existing 2110-2120 MHz and 2290-2300 M.Hs allocated pair meet the require-
ment for we••her independent links using either high or low gain opacecraft antenna. The
10 M/Is •1location width imposes • limit on telemeterin 8 data rate and ranging pr,_cision,
especially when communicating with two or more spacecraft within the earth-station
antenna beam.
The existing 7145-723S MHs and 8400-8500 ]_'-Is allocated pair provides
in_reased link performance using the spacecraft hlgh gain antenna. The 8 GHs allocation
is not optimum, but provides _tccepteble performance. The I00 bills allocatlon width
allows telemeterin I and ranging that is adequate for current and near-future missions.
These bands in combination with the 2 GHz allocat:ono provide for multi-frequency charged
particle calibration.
A new pair Of bands between 10 and 20 G_Is will be needed for clear weather use
by future missions. These bends should be approximately S00 J4Ha wide to permit advanced
radio science experiments that requ/re ranjinj to centimetre accuracy, very hijh telem-
etering rates, and simultaneous operation with several spacecraft. These bande will also
provide reduced charged particle delays and scintillation and thus permit operations with
ray paths psseinj close to the Sun. In combination with the 2, ? and 8 GHs allocations,
they will allow very accurate measurement of charged particle effects.
107
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:_:l Table HI. Preferred frequencies and their uses
P_
2_ Region of Other
Preferred Use Requirements
Frequency
_/_ I-2 GHz Allweather Earth-to-space and space-to-Earth Earth-to-space andlinks using either the spacecraft high-gain, or space-to-Earth bands
the widebeam low-gain antennae. Used for separated by at leabt
telemetering, "elecommand, tracking, and as 7o/0.
part of multifrequency charged-particleI
o_-_ calibration.
4-6 GHz All weather space-to-Earth link using the Requires Earth-to- i
_ spacecraft high-gain antenna. Used for telem- space band of equal I
I etering, tracking, and as part of multifrequency width to support two '
_ charged-particle calibration, way tracking. (See 7-9
GHz preferred
' frequency. )
._ 7-9 GHz All weather Earth-to-space link using the Requires space-to-
spacecraft high gain antenna. Used for tele- Earth band of equal
'_ command, tracking, and as part of multi- width to support two-
frequency charged-particle calibration, way tracking. (See 4-6
GHz preferred
_ frequency. )
10-14 GHz Clear weather space-to-Earth link using the Requires similar Earth-
-_ spacecraft high gain antenna. Used for telem- to-space band of equal
ctering, tracking, and as part of multi- width to support two-
frequency charged-particle calibration, way tracking. (See 12-
20 GHz preferred
frequency. )
12-20 GHz Clear weather Earth-to-space link usirg the Rt _uires similar space-
spacecraft high gain antenna. Used for tele- to-Earth band of equal
command, tracking, and as p_rt of multi- width to support two-way
frequevcy charged-particle calibration, tracking. (See 10-14
GHz preferred
frequency. }
Table IV. Preferred frequencies and current allocations
Region of Preferred Frequency (GHz} Current Allocatior tC_) _
I-2 Earth-to-space _. II0-2.120 Ear _ - :t
1-2 Space-to-Earth 2. 290-2, $0_" Spac -th
7-9 Y.mrth-to-space 7. 145-7. 235 Earth-_o-.t...ce !
4-6 Space-to-Earth 8.400-8.500 Space-t ,- '
IZ-20 Earth-to- spLce None
10-14 Space-to- P._rth None
Frequencies hoar 30 GHa, and porhapa hiBher, will also be needed in the future
for s1_ace.to-space communication.
II I II
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ANNEX
FREQUENCY SELECTION CONSIDERATIONS FOR
_E_P"SPAC_ RESEARCH
1. Lntroduction
This Annex presents an analyuis that provides the basis for the selection of {re-
quencies 1or communication between deep space research earth and space stations.
The Annex considers link performance as a function of frequency by establishing
an index of perforrmavce, using propagation factors de rived from P.eports 233-._, 205-2,
564 (Rev. 76), 234-3 (P.ev. 76) and 263-3, and the privcipal elen,ents of equipment tech-
nology which affect perform-,nce. Sets of cur_es are provided to illustrate the relative
performance under various weather and antenna elevation angle conditions.
2. Calculation of link performance as a function of frequency
Telecommunication link performance includes frequency dependent parameters
_ related to propagation and equipment factors. One index of performancf- is the ratio of
received power-to-noise spectral density:
PR " No -" PT + GT " Lp- LA - LRa + GR- KT T (dB)
where
PR -- received power (dBW)
_ N O ffi noise spectral density (dBW/Hz}
PT = transmitter power (dBW)
GT = transmitting antenna gain (dBi)
Lp : pat._ ,oss between isotropic antennae (dE)
LA = transmission loss through the atmosphere including (dB)
water v,,pour
LR a : transmission loss through rain (dB)
._ GR : receiving antenna gain (dBi)
K = 1.38 x I0 "z3 /Joule/K}
TT : total noise teml_rature (K)
T T : T A+ TRa+ T G+ TR {K)
whe re
TA : noise temperature relatvd to LA (K)
Tit s : noise temperature related to LI_ (K)
Im
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TG : galactic background noise temperature, after trans- (K) • ;
mission losses through the prop•gation media
I
T R : noise temperature of receiver (K)
For an Earth-to-space link th© noise power contribution of eartL atmosphere
and raln may be neglected and:
TT = TG + T R •
The optimum frequency for • link with particular antenna and weather require-
ments may be determined by calculating the index of performance as a function of '"-*
frequency, i
3. Propa_•tion considerations i /
Communication system performance depends on propagation characterist.ics, I
and these are frequency dependent, i _
3, i Absorptio.1 attenuat:.on by atmospheric gases and precipitation " _I
_m4 Radio transmission through • clear atmosphere is subject to attenuation and re-
radiation by molecul_r oxyF, en and water vapour. The attenuation is a function of radio
VK'M_! frequency and the oxygen q'_d water vapour content along the transmission pakh. This is _
, _I discussed in detail in R_ s. .'t Z34-3 (Ray. 76).
Rain attenuation is • fu,.:tion of the radio f_-equency, rainfall rate, rain drop sise, _ ,
and drop distribution within the rain volume. This is discussed in detail in R_,port 232-3.
Figure I presents curves of attenuation between space and Earth as a function of ,
frequency and elevatios, of the earth station antenna. The figure was derived from 4ate '"
in l_eports 205-2, 233-3 (Hev. 76), 563 and 564 (Rmv. 76). The cusves labeled "cl_._r
weather" were calcuinted fo ,: one way attenuation through a moderately humid arms•- _-
pherc (7.5 gm/m 3 at the surface). The curves for rain are for • rate (32 mm/hr) _-:
excee eC 0.01% f an average year in raln climate 4, and in-.lode the attenuation of the i_
atmosphere. _
3. Z Sky noise temperature _:
The foll.lwins factors contribute to sky r,oise" atmospheric gaseL_ (principally
oxygen and water vapour), preclpitati_:n, and galactic noise and cosmic bscggroond. Sky :_
,
noise temperature caused by atmOSl_eric gases and precipitation is a functiosl of ternpara- L¢
tufa ,._d the attenuation along the transmission path, and is thus related *o frequency and I;
antenna elevation angle as discussnd in Repcrt 234-3 (Rev. 76). Report 205-2 contains
curves _f galactic and cosmic background noise. The contribution of these sources :o
total sky noise is modified by t_ _ attenuatio_ alan 8 the path.
Figure 2 presents curves of total sky-noise ternperatt, ve for the weather conditions
of Figure 1, plus the contributions of galactic and cosmic background noise, calculated
according to the preceding considerations.
3.3 Tropospheric sch4 ,llation and refraction
Reports 234-3 (Rev. 76) and 564 (Ray. 76) indicate that the propagation effects
caused by tre.'_ospheric scintillation and refraction may be negligible, if transmission fre.
quencies are uelow Z0 GHs and antenna elevstion njle8 sre ira&tar than 3°. These effects
have not been included in the analysis of preferred frequencies.
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3.4 Ionospheric scintillation
Electron-density irrp_.ularities in the ionosphere create refractive inhomogeneities
that result in signal amplitude and phase'variations. Fading of 3 to 4 dB at frequencies
in the 4 and 8 GHz rar.ge has been observed. Current information is insufficient for includ-
ing this factor in frequency selection. Scintillation effects in _he ionosphere are discussed
in Report 263-3 (Rev. 76).
3.5 Variations in propagation velocity caused by charged particles
Ix_passin_ through an ionized medium the phase velocity of a radio signal is
increased and the ,roup velocity is decreased. The effect is proportional to the integrated
elec on density ng the ray path, and inversely proportional to the square of the fre-
quen, The g_ J delay has been shown to be [Trask and Efron, 1966]:
40.3 f Nds seconds
At = cf 2 j
where
At = group delay in seconds
f = the frequency of signal transmission in Hz
N =' electron density in electrons/metre 3
s = ray path length in metres
c = speed of light in free space in metres/second i,
The effect is not a constant. Velocity scintillation phenomena are also observed.
These cause phase modulation and spectrum broadening of the signal traversing the ionized
medium. :':
An estimate of the upper limit on the propagation delay through the ionosphere
ranges from 0.25 _s at I GHz to 62 nS at 2N GHz. Further discussion will be found in
Report 263-3.
The solar plasma in interplanetary space modifies radio wave propagation velocity
in the same way as the ionosphere, Deep space tracking measurements have yielded delay
measurements from several locations in the solar system. The resulting electron density
profile which those measurements provided is the basis for an approximation formula
where
N = electron density in electrons/metre 3 I_
r = distance from Sun surface in Sun radii !_
Propagation delay can result in ranje measurement error. Consider the case of
a spacecraft at a distance of 1 AU (I. 5 x I0 ° kin). The difference between indicated and
actual range depends upon charged particle density along the path from Earth to the space-
craft, and is ,bown in Figure 3 for three different radio frequencies, as a function of the
angle between the E&rth-Sun (surface) llne and Earth-spacecraft line. The figure was
ob_ined by calculating propagation delay and then multiplying by the speed of light.
t 171
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Spacecraft tracking depends ollvery accurate knowledge of propagation velocity
to detern_ine range for use n_ orbital calculatlons and charged particle effects are there-
fore important factors in frequency selectxon. !
4. _llpn_ent c on s zde rati on s
Equipment parameters considered in link performance analysis include transmit-
tel power, antenna gain, and receiving system noise temperature. For additional discus-
ston of these paran_eters see Doe. 2/296.
4. l Transmitter power
Space station transmitter power is linlited prin_arily by the available spacecraft
s primary power so that the obtainable RF output power is approximately independent of fre-
:| quency m the l-g0 GHz range. Earth station transmitter power in the same frequency
range is limited primarily by development cost.
For link performance analysis in this Annex, transmitter power is considered to
be independent of frequency,
4.2 Antenna _lain
• i
Antenna gain is limited by size, surface precision and structural deformation, i _ [ "
For space stations, antenna size is limited by space available in the launch vehicle, by f'7 _'"
the state of development of unfurlable structures, and by the pointing capability nf the
space station.
Link anxlysis in this Annex assumes that the gain of a space station fixed diameter
antenna increases directly as the frequency squared, since the effect of imperfections is
negligible in the frequency range being considered. For the fixed beamwidth case the g_.in
is assumed to be independent of frequency.
The earth stath_n anteru:a gain for 1977 implementation is considered to follow the
curve in Figure 3 of Doc. a/a96.
4.3 R._eceiving equipment noise temperature
The space station receiving system noise temperature is dominated by the input
preamplifier, Antenns feedline losses are relatively unimportant in their noise
contribution.
At earth stations there is no iITtportant size, weight, or complexity lirr_tation,
and the most sensitive possible receiver is needed.
Link analysis in this Annex assumes that for 1977 implementation the noise tem-
peratures are as shown in Figure _, Doc. _/296.
5. _Link performance
The frequency dependence of llnk performance may be shown uy the variation in
the ratio of to'at received power to noise spectral density, PRINo. Curves of PRINo,
shown in FIg_r,_. _ through 7, were calculated by using data in Figures I and Z, equipment
characteristics d scribed in Doc. )/_76, and the foliowing assumptions:
Comraunicati_n distance 8 x 108 km
Earth ._ttion antenna 64 m
Earth ,3_tion transmitter 100 kW
in
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- Space station antenna 3. ? m "_
" Space station transmitter Z5 W :_
The important features of the performance curves are the location of maxima and : ._
m the effects of elevation angle and weather. The numerical values of PR/No depend upon , .;
the assumed link parameters. Different assumptions about ¢ommunication distance, anten- ; _
nae characteristics and transmitter power would not significantly change the shape of the _-;
CU rye s. 4"
Figures 4 through 7 show curves for clear and rainy weather, and for earth station lJ"_
antenna elevation angles of 15 ° (near horizon), 30 ° and 75 °. Figures 4(a), 5(a), 6(a) and u
7(a) reflect the implementation limitations typical of 1977 earth and deep space stations.
Gravity induced structural distortions on large earth station antennae reduce gain to an
extent dependent on elevation angle. This effect is included in the figures for 1977, and
is the cause of the crossing of several curves. h
Figures 4(b), 5(b), 6(b) and 7:b) assume the use of perfect antennae and noiseless _
receivers. These curves illustrate ultimate performance as limited by natural phenomena,
and demonstrate the effect of advancing technology.
6. Discussion
I
The performance curves were developed for clear weather and heavy rainfall con- _-
t-, ditions. The rainfall rate used in the analysis is the amount that is exceeded 0.01% of the
time in rain climate 4. This rate, 32 mm/hr, was chosen to allow frequency selection
- that will satisfy the requirement for reliable telecommunication unde* adverse conditions.
In Annex rr, Report 536 (Geneva, 1974), there are curves for the condi_9on of clouds and
4 mm/hr rain. Comparison of shape and maxima of the curves shows that selection of
preferred frequencies is not significantly altered by consideration of mole moderate
weather.
The curves for the future performance as limited only by natural phenomena, i. e
weather and cosmic noise, show the link performance that may be approached as equipm_r c
and techniques become more fully developed.
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Radio Frequency Interference Between Spacecraft 4 °
in Different Missions
N. F. deGroot
Telecornmumcat_on Syste'ns Section _°
This article presents the results of a study to determine the possibility of separately _.
receiving signals transmitted in a common f'requencv band from spacecraft in different
missions. For t/re 18 mission pairs that were examined, co-channel operation without
interf_,','enceis generally possible. For some mission pairs, co-t'hannel interference would
occur during brief post-launch periods. Problems that may arise from simultaneous
co-channel Earth-to-space transmissions from two stat;ons at a single DSN complex were
not considered, t "_
L_J
I I. Introdgotion station antenna was pointed at the more distant spacecraft, i!,
Equal radiated power from both spacecraftwasassumed.The
in a multimission environment, spacecraft in different computationwas:
m_sions may be simultaneously in view of a single deep space
Earth station. The amount of radio frequency spectrum _'_
needed to allow separate reception of signals from these 1 = (20 log R I - 20 log R2)- (G,max - Ge_ _
spacecraft is determined by the possibility of selecting each _'
signal by means of the directivity of the Earth station antenna.
When this can be done, the several spacecraft may transmit in where
a common frequency band. if the directivity of the Earth
station is insufficient, the spacecraft must use different 1 = interference levei, dB
frequencies in order to avoid interference.
R I = rapge to most distant spacecraft, any length unit
consistent _ ith R 2
||" _ R z = range to neare_ spacecraft, any length unit con. [,
Potential interference between signals from spacecraft in sistent with R I Lselected mission pairs was studied. The pairs were selected on
the basis of a previous analysis whose purposewas to identify G0 = antenna gain at Odegrees off the main beam axis
missions that would be simultaneously in view of DSN
stations. Gm.x • on-axis main beam gain
The interference calculation considered the relative signal The value used for Gmmxwas 67 dBi. assuming a M-m antenna
strength from the nearerof the two spacecraft while the Earth and 8400-MHz downlink frequency. The 8400-MHz frequency
110
,, ...... i I Iv
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wa,, ,,electe.t lt_r anal.x,,i'_ purpt_,,es ,,,race ii lb e\pecle_] l_ be Inlerlerence calculation,, h_r the other ini,,,,lun palr_, )leld I _
ID, t't] h) 111;ti1) flllllrt" _p',tt'et'r3f'l It t', R'_',_'lll,'ed fh'll _ever:tl _t the reMIIl'_ _,bOWll ITI Table 2. !
the InlV';.IOhSIncluded I11the analysis do llOl employ _pacecrafl
with the c;;[,ablllty for ¢t_llilqUllicaIloI1 Ill tl:at band.
IV. Conclusions
Trajectories were computed using geocentric conic ele- For the mission pair,, that have bcexl examined with the
ments. The resulting spacecraft range_ and angular separatio,1 method and assumptions uf thl_ study, ssgnlllcant radso
as a function of time were determined. I-]arlh staIit)ll antenna frequency interference occurs only in solne cases and only
dlrectivtty was modeled by the expressions, during the lmmetllate p_:st-launch period. For the _reater part
_t time. either of the _lgnal_ lrom co-channel sp;icecratt in the
Go =Gma.,: - {(;max - 32) " 0 dB O_<0 < I deg mission pair could be ,,elected by the l"arl]l ,4all(re. lhl',l',ntd
to say th:it there would llot be other problem_ connected with
simultaneous co-chan,M operatlc)n t)l two stat:ons at a
= 32 - 25 I_)glo 0 dB I _ 0 "( 48 deg particular deep ,,pace complex. For example, smmhaneous
transmission t)t" two different but ¢o.channel Earth-to-space
signals frum two stations at a single comple,_ might create
-- - I0 dB 0 /> 48 deg lnterstatlon interference not considered in this Sit. J}'.
In consideration of the interference calculation, it must be ('o-channel operation o|" two or more spacecraft m a single
mission is usu',dly considered not ;x)ssible. Tlus is evldcnt tbrkept in mind that equal radiated power from the two
the case of simultaneous orbiters Jround a target planet.
spacecraft has been assumed. Where this is not true, a
correction must be applied. Simt!arly, the allowable ratio of During the analysis of selected missions parrs, a quesmm was
interference power to desired signal power must be estab- raised regarding the possibility of co-channel operation o| the
Iwo Voyager spacecraft. Of partscular interest m this case tslished: the calculatio'a reported here compares the relative
the circumstance that the spacecraft trajectories are such thal
strength of the desired and interfering signals and does not
include an addi:ional margin of protection, the Voyager that was launched last will overtake the other
spacecraft and be the first to arrive at Jupiter. The perl_aps
surprising result of interference analysis for the two Voyagers
IlL Results is that either downlink signal could be individually selected
and received, with the potentially interfering signal from the
Table I lists the mission pairs that were studied. As an other spacecraft al least 30 dB weaker, throughout the
example, a plot of calculated interference for the JOP/Voyager mission. From the standpoint of downlink interference,
mission pair is sht, wn in Fig. I. For this case, the interference co-channel operation of the two spacecraft would be possible.
is always below th_: level of the desired signal. The desired i_
signal was taken to be the relatively weaker signal from the The study reported iv. th_s article assumed the use of a 34-r
more distant spacecraft. During the first 50 days of the period Earth station antenna. The 64.m antenna would provid,
following hmnch ,f Jupiter Orbiter/Probe 82, the interference additional directivity and thus extend the possibility of :_
rapidly drops from IO dB below to 30 dB below the Voyager 2 selecting individual co-channel signals. The angular wesolving
signal. During a IO-day period in July 1982 the interference to power of the deep space Earth station antennas is truly
signals from the more distance spacecraft rises to -27 dB, an impressive and is a conseq,lence of their very n=rrow beam
insignificant amount, width.
IN
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Table 1. Minion pairs e
Vvnus Orbiter Imaging Radar ,ind PI,)t . 11
(VOIR) .
Pioneer I I (PIO I I) Jupiter Orbiter/Probe 82 _,t.-
Pioneer Venus Orbiter (PVO) Jupiter Orbiter Probe 82 t
Pioneer Venus Orbiter Out-ot-F.chptJ 83 ][
Pioneer Venus Orbiter Pioneer 10
.7
Pioneer Venus Orbiter Pioneer I 1 .k'
Pioneer Venus Orbiter Venus Orbiter Imag,ng Radar a
Venus Orbiter Imaging Out.-of-l:cliptlc 83
Radar
Voyager 2 (JSX) Pioneer Venus Orbiter
Pioneer IO IPIO I0) Pioneer II
[
Voyager 2 Pioneer Venus Orbii,..
- i.I Out-of-Ecliptic 83 (OOE) Pioneer I I
Vnyager 2 Venus Orbiter Imaging Radar [.' "r_
Jupiter Orbiter/Probe 82 Venus Orbiter Imaging Radar 2
',.woe82) )
Jupiter Orbiter/Probe 82 Out-of-Ecliptic 83 +_
Voyager 2 Pioneer IO
Voyager 2 Out-of-Ecliptic 83
Voyager 2 Jupiter Orbiter/Probe 82
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Table 2. Mission pairs with intmtemnce greater than -30dB
J InterferenceDuration
Tnme Above
(month/ Maximum -10 dB
Pair year) (dB) (days) Remarks
JSX-JOP82 1/82-3_ 32 -9 1 JOP82 launch
7/82
-- PlO 1 I-JOP82 1/82 -20 JOP82 launch
JSX-PIO 10 8/77 +3 5 JSX launch
i JSX-VOIR 6/83 - 19JSX-PVO 5/78 -7 4 PVO launch
11/80 -27
10/82 -22
JSX-OOE 1/82 +13 I0 OOE launch
8/82 -24
JSX-PIO I 1 8/77 -10 1 JSX launch
VOIR-PIO 11 6/83 -18 VOIR launch
VOIR-OOE 6/83 -27 VOIR launch
PVO-PIO 10 5/78-6/78 +6 17 PVO launch
3/30 -22
6/80 -28
4/81 -26
PVO-PIO 11 5/78 -1 9 PVO launch
I
OOE-PIO 11 2/82 OOE launch
1N
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Network Operations Control Center
I Block III ModificationsE. A. Garcia
DSN Data Systems Section
This article provides infi_rmation regarding changes to the Block 11I Network
Operations Control Center hardware and software implemented to support Voyager and
Pioneer Venus Projects and the upgrading oi"the Deep Space Stations to the Mark Ill
Data Subsystems Configuration.
I. Introduction (3) Modification of the HSD and WBD block formats and
The Network Operations Control Center (NOCC) Block II1 block sizes. Block formats required to be processed
configuration is in the process of being upgraded to provide are the current 33-bit error polynomial type as well as
the capabilities required to support Voyager and Pioneer the new 22 bit error polynomial type for threedifferent data block sizes, 1200, 2400 and 4800 bits
Venu- 1978 (PV78) Project commitments as well as to support
Deep Space Station DSS changes arising from the Mark Ill per block.
DSN Data Subsystem (MDS) implementation. Figure 1 depicts (4) Addition of an interface between the Network Log
the NOCC Configuration planned to become operational by Processor (NIP) and the Ground Communications
June 1978. The dark-cornered blocks represent additions to Facility (GCF) computerized High Speed Switch
the system configuration needed to support the following Assembly (HSW). The interface to tit ttSW will
capabilities: replacethe direct high speeddata input t : .ae NIP as
the GCF systemconverts to the new 22 bit error(1) Increasedhigh speed data (HSD) rates from 4.8
kbits/secto 7.2 kbits/sec for eight full duplexand polynomialblockformat.
eight simplexHSD lines. The eight full duplexHSD (5) Modificationto the NOCCReal.TimeMonitor(RTM)
lines are for input-outputcommunicationswith the softwarepackagesto accommodatethe aboveidenti-
Deep SpaceStations,while the eight simplexHSD fled changes(Items l through4) as well as changes
linesare for monitoringHSD data transmittedto the requiredto handlethe new MDS-equippedDSSsand
DSSby other operatingcenters,suchasJPL'sMi_on their modes of operation (Command Store and
ControlandComputingCenter(MCCC). Forward;TrackingVariableData Format,DSS Monl.
torStatusto MCCC).(2) Increasedwidebanddata (WBD) ratesfrom27 and50
kbits/secto three full duplexlinesat 56, 168and230 (6) Modification to the NOCC DisplaySubsystemsoft-
kblts/sec,respectively,scheduledto supportVoyager wareto add(1) thenew HSDandWBD blockformats
andViking extendedmissions, and sizes, (2) Operat,= Control Input= (OCI) to
'IN
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c,mtrol tile new data modes of operation fl,r the (4) The addition of a second remote computer terminal
i Command (Store and Forward) and Tracking (Track- between the Network Support Controller (Sigma 5)ing '_ariabTe Data fonaat)RTMs, (3) 13 new tracking and Command Operations work stati n in the DSN
4 variable data display formats, and (4) the third Network Analysis Team (NAT) area.
telemetry RTM display formats and OCIs. (5) The addition of two NOCC Digital Television (DTV)
(7) Modification to the Data Records Processor software channels with drives and synchronization modules to
to ad: the capability of recalling and merging HSD support the Voyager Project through an interface with
a_d _, 3D from MDS-implemented stations, as well as the MCCCvideo distribution system.
tc ,',i_ the capability to generate Intermediate Data (6) The addition of peripheral equipment, such as wide-
Rt : ,,,ds (IDR) tapes from the NLP log tapes, the DSS band communications buffer assemblies and 230-kbit
Tea r,etry Processor Assembly (TPA), wideband modems required to support the above identified major
Original Data Records tapes, and DSS Communica- installations.
tion.; Formatter Assembly (CMFA), high speed dataO:iginal Data Record tapes. Included will be the (7) The addition of core memory (to 80k words) and disc
capabiltty to generate tracking data and radnoscience storage (to 50 megabytes) to the Network Supportll)R'. Sigma 5 computers required to support expanded
tracking predict generation, as well as providing capa-
_8) Mo6 ication to the NOCC Network Support Con- bflity to handle the increased volume of data required
troll, r (NSC) hardware and software to (1)add a to support Voyager, PV'78 and DSS MDS subsystems.
seeo,',d terminal to support Command Store and (8) The addition of core memory to the Video Assembly
Forward operations, (2) accommodate HSD block Processor and three DTV channels required to suppo-t
format changes, (3) provide transmission of binary radioscience high-resolution g_phical displays.
predi:'ts to the DSS Metric Data Assembly (MDA),
and Radio Science Predicts, and (4)accommodate ,,.
changes to RTM interfaces with S_bsystem Perfor- IlL Software Conflguratlon Changes
ma,ace Records and Standard Limits files. Figures 2 through 9 depict in block diagram form each of
the major NOCC subsystem software programs. As noted in
(9) tJpgrade of NOCC test and training to allow remote the software block diagrams, the dark-cornered modules '
control of the Simulation Conversion Assembly (SCA) indicate where the software underwent modifications to
:,ad new Voyager and PV'78 telemetry simulation
comply with the added set of requirements identified in
ata types. Section I herein, r_
(10) I. pgrade of the Video Assembty Processorsoftware to
provioe three chant- _s of digital television displays The following paragraphs provide a short description of the __
contai.aing high-resolution graphical presentations of program module modifications:
radio scien_cetracking data parameters.
L NMwork Log _ (NLP)
A new Star Switch Controller (SSC) handier is being
implemented to allow interfacing of the NIP to the GCF
II. Hardware Configuration Changes row. This handler is required to process the 22-bit
Tire following _tardware chang-s to the NOCC Block I!1 polynomial-type high aimed data blocks transmitted on
configuration have been made., rapport Voyager, PV'78, and 1264*bit block meuage format that includes an intracomputer
MSD-configured Deep Space Statiom: control subheaderand a messagech¢ laum word. _ !
(1) Addi:ion ofa f'_..d NLP processor to handle the added Tbe touttngand buffer pool control modules were modified _i'_?
high speed wideband and GCF high speed switch to accommodate new 4800-bit block tize (VoYallerwideband)
proces_ 'nterface data traffic, and packing of four 1200-bit or two 2400-bit blocks into a gt.x:.:
(2) Addihon of a third NCE processorto interface with the 4800.bit block tnmtm_ion to and from the NeE. In addition,
a_ ,d third b:LP. these two program modules were modified to allow packing
eight 1200-bit, four 2400.bit or two 4800-bit nuqinetictape _::i
(.', Addition t:f four mate'.tic tape transports to handle Io8 records for IoNginllu well u directly tmmfentnlg data to
the added togginl of high speed, wideband, high speed the DIEPdudnI ODR recllb from the TPA, CMF and Radio
switch data, ScienceOccultationDetaAmmbly,
1ll
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B. Network Data Processing Area Communications (4) ('ommand RTM. 7he command RTM software has
Equipment (NCE) Software (Fig. 3) been modified to include the processing of data
trans_uitted to and from DSS Command Processor
The NCE's routing buffer pool and control program Assembly (CPA) and the handling of Command Store
modules were modified to allow transmtssion and reception _)f
and Forward capability in accordance with 820-13
4800-bit blocks from the NLP, as well as to allow operation module COM-4-4.
using two active NCE's at the NOCC's NDPA area in Building
202. E. Network Support Subsystem (NSC)
Software (Fig. 6)
C. Data Display Processor (DDP) Software, (Fig. 4) The Sigma 5 operating system s_;ftware was updated to
The display software was updated to include the many include the added core and disc storage hardware expansions.
display parameter mnemon,,: name-changes brought about by In addition, smaller updates were made to the high speed I/O
the MDS system implementation of the Deep Space Stations, handlers due to the new block formats as well as the changes
as well as modifications to the buffer management program brought about by the DSS MDS upgrade, Voyager/PV'78
modules to allow processing of Voyager 4800-bit block raw support requirements and new Tracking and Radio Science
data destined for the line printer in the DSN NAT area, binary predict generation.
F. Data Records Processor (DRP) Software (Fig. 7)
D. Real-Time Monitor Program Changes (Fig. 5)
The Data Records Processor software has been updated to
Figure 5 depicts the typical NOCC Real.Time Monitor include the capability to handle 4800-bit Voyager wideband
(RTM) software block diagram, All of the RTM processors data blocks, automatic ODR recall from the DSSs TPAs and
i_I have been modified to include the processing of data trans- CMFs, and the generation of ln,ermediate Data Records (IDR)
mitted by the MDS-equipped DSSs, as well as _he processing tal_ for Tracking and Radio Science support. The IDR tapes
capability to support Voyager and Pioneer Venus 1978 can be produced from previously generated IDRs, via merging
(PV'78) as follows: DSS-logged TPA and CMF ODRs and merging NDL log tapes
and fill tapes generated via an automatic recall of missing data
(1) Monitor RTM, Addition of new DSS monitor data blocks.
block processing and transmission of selected DSS
monitor data to the Voyager Project (820 - 13 module G. Teat and Training (NTT) Subsystem (Fig. 8)
MON 5 - 8). Test and training software was updated to include 4800-bit
(2) Telemetry RTM. Addition of Voyager and PV'78 high block size data handling, the addition of DSS SimulationConversion Assembly (SCA) Control and Text Data, high
speed and wideband telemetry processing, as well as the speed data block processing, and Real-Time Monitor software
-- addition of a third telemetry stream (TLM-C). Tele- test block generation which simulates a Deep Space Station
merry C software is expected to operate in the NDPA's interface to the RTMs.
spare RTM whenever the scheduled telemetry stream
loading is greater than the 18 streams currently handled H. Video Aesembly Procesoor (VAP) Software
by TLM.A and TLM-B. (Fig. 9) "_
(3) Tracking RTM. The tracking RTM software has been The Video Assembly processor software is being updated to
updated to include the processing of data transmitted include the capability to display up to 12 high-resolution
by the DSS Metric Data Assembly (MDA) and the graphical plot presentations of Radio Science data derived
handling of the new variable tracking data high speed from the DSS tracking data stream. New OCls for the control
block format (820.13 module TRK 2.14), which and selection of the graphical data are being added, as well as
provides for an additional 13 new display formats the handlers to interface the new DTV channels and tracking
available to operations via the DTV displays in NOCC. data from the tracking RTM.
__. • •, • .. :?
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Predetection Telemetry Analog Recording and
Playback for Pioneer Venus 1978
S. S. Kent
Radio Frequency and M,crowave Subsystems Section
Equipment and techniques have been developed to assure the DSN will meet the
1.5-dB degradation commitment to the mission for data recovery during the mission
probes encounter.
I. Introduction less than 300 kHz). On playback, this signal is upconverted to
an S-band frequency and injected into a standard DSN closed-The Pioneer-Venus 1978 (PV-78) Mission has a requirement
for predetection telemetry analog recordings of the received loop receiver (CLR), and the data is then processed in the
conventional manner.
signals from each of the four probes during the active probe
mission phase (Ref. I). The DSN has committed to record and
play back these data with no more than 1.5-dB signal-to-noise Each probe has its own dedicated receiver and each receiver IF:,
ratio (SNR) degradation due to the recording and playback output has a dedicated track on the recorder. Playback can be
processes. The recordings are to be made at DSS 14 and 43 accomplished on only one probe at a time due to upconverter iit_limitations.
and the playback is to be done at Compatibility Test Area j_.
(CTA) 2 !. L
IlL SNR DegradationCausesin order to insure meeting the DSN commitment, new
equipment had to be incorporated into the stations and new Th.-re are three primary causes for SNR degradation in this
techniques and procedures had to be developed. This article basic concept:
discusses the considerations involved for assurance that the
commitment would be met. (1) Phase nonlinearities.
(2) Additive noise.
II. Basic Concept O) Analog recorder perturbations.
The basic concept of predetection recording and playback A secondary cause is signal suppression due to amplitude
is shown in the simplified diagram of Fig. !. The incoming limiting (saturation) occurring in any of the amplifiers. This
S-band telemetry signal is heterodyned to a frequency low cause is eliminated simply by controlling the total gain and tlae
enough to permit recordingon the analog recorder(for PV.78, gain distribution.
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t ,; IV. Phase Nonlinearities At a tape recorder speed of 76.20 cm/sec (30 in./sec), tile
recorder 3-dB amplitude response is from 400 Hz to 500 kHz
The degradau_,,, of SNR due to a reduction in signal power and its linear phase response is from approximately 1.0 to
caused by phase nonlinearities can be determined from the 300 kHz. The group delay variatic,, of the analog recorder is
following equations (Eqs. 0 and I 1 of Ref. 2): specified at 1.0 #sec peak over a 4C D-kHzpassband, which is
equivalent to a deviation from a linear phase response of 2 deg
,_. in 5 kHz {assuming a constant slope to the group delay va,ia-
I_f_ [a2 0 u a 2 L I tion). This also results in a SNR degradation of 0.003 dB.S =4_ _n cos n + n cos0n! (1)
n: I Since the total required bandwidth for any of the probes n :ve,
exceeds 240 kHz (Ref. I j, bandwidth limitations and p,,ase
nonlinearities problems are negligible.
p = 10 logloS (2)
where V. Additive Noise
Additive noise (for purposes of this discussion) is simply
S = signal power relative to unity noise that is added as a result of the signal processing
employed specifically for recording and playback purposes.
4 The open-loop receiver (to be described in a later DSN |_
an = 7r--n Progress Report) consists of front-end and first intermediate
frequency (IF) amplifier designs similar to those of the exist-
n = subcarrier harmonic number (for square wave ing closed-loop receivers, thus resulting in no difference ir,,
modulation, n = odd numbers) signal processing to this point. The second IF covers the
frequency range of 15. to 300kHz and presents tire first
0u,0 t = deviation of upper and lower sidebands from a additive noise problem due to "'image noise rejection" diffi- t_
linear phase relationship culties. This problem is solved through the use of a single-
sideband mixer in which the image noise is rejected by a factor
p = reduction of signal power in dB of 1000 (30 dB). Thus, the additiv* noise power due to image
noise is 0.1% relative to the desired passband noise for an SNR
degradation of 0.004 dB.
If0 u = 0t" = 0 for all n, Eq. (1) becomes
The secondadditivenoisesourceis the analogtape
recorder.The H-96recorderperformancespecificationissuch/V
8 cos.__.__#_ I thatfore 300.kHzbandwidth,theoutputSNR is)22 dB forS
n2 /_ _- an input signal level of +10 dBm (50 ohms). This additiven=l
noise (_-_0.62%)results in an SNR degradation of _-.0.027 dB.
from which The upconverter is the third additive noise source. It is
specified to operate at a signal input level of +10 dBm
o(_ _._ _1)+ (50 ohms). With an effective noise temperature of 30,000 kei.
P = 10 log t 10 logto(COS0) (3) vins, the addilive noise power is -9q dBm, resulting in
n=t n negl/gibledegradation.
The final additive noise source is the closed-loop receiver.
Thus the additional signal power reduction due to fixed For PV.78 the tape playbacks will Le done at eTA 21 where
deviation from a linear phase relationship is the system operating temperature is approximately I000 kel.
vins. In a bandwidth of 300 kHz at I000 keh'_qs, the input
P. = I0 logto(COS0), dB (4) noise level of the dosed-loop receiver is - I ;4 dBm. To limit _{
the SNR degradationto _.0.04 dB (1%), the upconverted noise
level shouldbe_94 dBm. _!
which of course translates directly into SNR degradation. To
The total noisethenat the CLR Inputbecomes
minimize this degradation, the open-loop receiver phase
response is linear to within 2 deg over the 300-kHz pamband
of the receiver, for a negligible SNR degradation of 0.003 dB. YNT • (1.00IX! .006XI.01)N t = !.017 PNI
1N
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where e_,'l = OLR effective noise input power level l'rom ad&tive noise (which is tc,tsonable, based on above), tile field
whict, tile addttwe nulse IS 0.017 N I for a degradauon of demo, ,trauon indicates that recordcJ pe_tud_atitms ctmtdbu-
0.07 ¢1B. lions u,e _bout 0.5 dB. Recent PV-78 compatibility testing
[Nov. 1_)77)conducted at CTA 21 showed total SNR degrada-
tion to average about 0.5 'IB, indicating recorder perturbations i
V[. Analog Recorder Perturbation contribution to be about '3.4 dB. Other testing conducted atCTA 21 in the past conh,ms the above findings (these tests
Velocity perturbations of the an:_log recorder can result in will be the subject of a later DSN ProgressReport). :'
SNR degradations. These perturbations are generally referred
to as flutter, /itter. and :ime base error and are defined as
follows:
VII. Gain Requirements
F_utter.' Tile instantaneous "'short term" speed deviation
fr )m the "long term" average speed of the recorder. It is Using the relationslups
usually expressed in peak-to-peak perccnlage of velocity'
deviation. Ps = Pc + PD << P_,'I
Jitter." The ma×imum peak-to-peak spacing change in time
of a series of pulses of a given nominal spacing. Varying where
frequencie: ot fl'_tter result in varying amounts of jitter.
Time Base Err_,r(TBE): The error in the spacing in time of Ps = total received signal power
any two points on the tape as compared with the actual
spacing that existed during the recording. Time-base-error is Pc = carrier power
related to flutter and can be expressed mathematically as
Po = data power
t PNt = OLR input noise level, (KTIBt)£
TBE=| A cos_tdtdo K = Boltzmann's constant, - 1")8.6dBm
T I = OLR system temperature
1A
- 21r f sin tot B t = OLR noise bandwidth
where A = peak flutter and f= flutter frequency in cycles per
second. The impact of the perturbations on SNR can only be the gain requirements can be determined once an acceptable
measured indirectly by comparing real-time SNR with that level of degradation due to additive noise is established. Select-
ing the additive noise degradation at ,_1.07 dB, the following
SNR achieved duringtape playback, equations can be written:
With the advent of the newer generation analog recorders
(ia.., Honeywell H-96, Ampex FR-2000, Ampex FR-3010) PNT = GPNt + PNA < 1.017 GPNI (5)
employing low inertia capstans and speed-lock servo loops,
analog recorderperturbations cause about 0.5 dB SNR degra-
dation (for PV.78 data rat,'s) when operated at tape speeds of PNA
38.10 cm/sec (15 in./sec) or faster. For PV.78, the Honeywell GPNt • 0.017H-96 recorders are being installed at DSS 14 and 43 for record-
ing and CTA 21 for playback. Tape speed will be 76.20 cm/sec
(30 in./sec), where
A field demonstration (Ref. 3) conducted on Pioneer I i in
June of 1975 demonstrated that degradation due to analog G ffitotal gain from OLR in to CLR in
recorder perturbations should be well below l.O dB for the
PV-78 mission, in fact, if 0.1 dB degradation is assumed for PNA = total additive noise power
lW
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From tile additive noise discussion GMAX =Pv MAX(dBm) + 198.6- 10 log T I - 10 log B I . dB
(7)
PN3 << GIG2PNI
and
G2 = 1.0
,_J GMIN = 19.7 + 10 log T 4 - 10 log T l db (8)
PN2 - 0.0062
GIPNI For recording at a 64-meter station and playing back at
CTA 21"
Now, PN MAX = -80 dBm
!
' PNI = KTmBt Tt = 25 kelvins
Bt = 300 kHz
PN,=tot,B,
T4 = 1000 kelvins
where from which
B! = B 4 (our case) Gmax = 50 dB
GMIN = 36 dB
L
0.017 _ .0062 + GT'-_ Table ! tabulates the gain limits for various recording and
playback station combinations. Examination of the table
shows that playback at _e 64-m stations at a system tempera-
GTt ture of 300 kelvins is not feasible due to noise limiting under
_ 92.6
T4 minimum gain requirements.
or Vlll. Gain Settlngs
The method of establishing the correct playback gain set.
G _ 19.7 + I0 log T4 - 10 log T t , dB (6) t!ng is to "lock" the CLR to the S-band carrier signal and
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adjust tile input level until tile automatic gain ctmtrol voltage Recurdmg
indicates the correct gain has been actueved. Tlus method _s
based on knowing what tile original inconung signal carrier 1. Ad.lu.',tOIR t_utpui level tt__ 10 dBm2. Adlusl OIR frequent" to predictslevel was during the recording period. This informatkm is
3. Record OLR t,utput at 76.2 cm/sec
available from the mission predicts or from the CLR that was
tracking in real-t,ne. Playback
I. Set UCoutput level to nlaxnnulll
2. Lock tile ('LR to the carrier signal
• IX. Summary 3. Adjust tile UC output level to wtthm the gain lmuts
Predetection telemetry recording and playback capability i_ of Table I.
being implemented in the DSN to meet PV-78 mission reqmre- 4. Lock tile SDA, SSA and TPA per convetmonal plo-
ments. Test data, along with theoretic',d considerations, gives cedures and process data.
assurance that the data deg4adation commitment of 1.5 dB
will be met, and it is anticipated that in actual performance The major technic',d problems requiring solving were the
the design goal of 1.0 dB will be met, elimination of "image noise" in the OLR and the reduction of
analug ,ecutdel instabilities. These were s_b,cd through the use
Operation of the equipments is straightforward and can be of single-sideband mLxilg techniques and the use of newer
i
summarized as lbUows: generation analog recorders.
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Table 1. _ limits
_" Record Playback T 1, T 4, GMU V. GMAX a,
_ stat, ,n station K K dB dB
- 64-m 64-m 25 25 20 25
64-m 64-m 25 300 b 31 25
64-m 64-m 300 25 9 14
64-m 64-m 300 300 b 20 14
CrA 21 CTA 21 1000 1000 20 34
64-m CTA 21 25 I000 36 50
aAt 64-m stations PTMAX = -105 dBm.
bU,lacceptable combination.
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+i NASTRANAnalysisof a Wheel-RailLoading
on Its Foundation :
M. S. Katow
1 +-+
4 One type ofa:imuth bearing for a largeground antenna (100 m) will consist of steel _i'l'
_ wheels, mounted at /our comers of the alidade, rolling on a circular flat rail which
: provMes the vertical restraints: a radial constraining bearing at the center of the alidade _,
provides the horiztmtal restraints. One important design feature is the compressive
F
stresses in the grout or concrete fimndation under the wheel-rail load.
P
This report describes a finite element analysis check of a particular design by _,
H. McGinness that consists of a steel rail resting on a concrete foundation. Svmmetry is p.
assumed as much as possible in order to minimize the models, bat meaningful element
sizes are used. Recently de,eloped isoparametric hexahedron elements available in the
NASTRAN computing program, which minimizes tlte number of elements required while
maintaining the accuracy of the computed stresses, are used with two versions of
NASTRAN. Test cases to check with the analytical solutions are made. A side loading is
also applied to calculate the increase in the concrete stresses.
I. Introduction The first model generated was a two-dimensional type m
order to simplify and ieduce the model size as much as
One design of an azimuth bearing of a ground antenna possible. First, we assumed an infinite number of wheel loads
restrains the vertical component (mostly the weight) by with a 1.02-m separation instead of the actual case of four
mounting wheels at the four comers of the alidade, which rolls wheels approximately 1.02 m apart. This enables the use of a
on a flat surf-ced circular rail. The rail, in turn, is supported model 1/2 of !.02 m length by using symmetric boundary
by a concrete foundation. Figure i shows a cro_s-sectional conditions, if the wheel width is assumed to be infinitely wide
view of this particular rail-foundation design. The wheel rolls along with the concrete foundation, the model is reduced to
a,'ound an approximate 35-m-radius circle on a hardened wear one element width (O.02m) of the cubic hexahedron ,.
strip fastened to a mild steel rail. This rail is supported by the dements.
concrete foundation with a grout material between the two. A
one-piece circular railwith welded joints will be required.
Thin the computer model shown in Fig. 2 has uniform
II. Model Dl_riptiofl stresses across the width of the rail/foundation. The smallest ,
element size of 0.02 m cube occurs for the concrete just under
The wear strip and the grout were deleted from the model the wheel loads on the steel rail where the stress is the highest.
because of their minimal effects on the design questions at The long aspect ratio elements are farthest from the concen-
hand. trated loading.
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Tile _tee] rail m Fig. 2 I_ modeled try tile hnear is,opara- [he h_a,Jnlg applied t',_ the hem>ralland tile iw¢_.
illetric hex.ahedroncubesV¢llii,>ixlayersin doT)ill,t oilnectlon,, dulleil_lt)llaJ lil_,dcl__a_c_,mpulcdb) ,,uinlng th<li lhc wheel
are llla',le between tile bolltlnl lllodes of tile rail and the it)p width was equal to the rail _,idth _)1(i olm. Then the loading
modes of tile concrete foundah,m Wll}l MP(" (inulllpoinl at the corners ol the O.02-m-wlde model', ¢qtltll',,
constraint) sets, which transfer only vertical or Z forces. Tin.`>
simulates tile two surfaces in ,,hding CollneCllt)n. transferring 0.02 I
vertical fo.cesonly. _,6_4,550 ,'V(5tR),()OOIb) X 0.61 ;" 0,- 21,42_, N
In Fig. 3, the steel rail is modeled by NASTRAN's ('BAR
beam elements, which require,> inputs of tile cros,>-.`>ectlonal Figure () shows how the loading lot tile three-dimensional
area, monleni of inertia. Yuung's and shear inoduh, and tile model {Fig. 7)was derived.
shear area factors. Two rows of ('BARS are required to replace
the one layer of hexuhedron modeled beam. Finally, a three-dunensional im>delwas generated as shown
Ul Fig. 5. Tile O.O4-m smallest cube was u:>edfor this inodel
In order to first test the accuracy of the steel rail models, since computing costs were a factor for models of this large
they were in:sdeled separatel) and NASTRAN-analyzed. ,,ize. A slip time of one hour was rl..!ulred on tile 1108
Figure4 shows the m_leling tediniques. In effect, the computer.
continuous concrete reaction points were replaced by one
reaction at the center, ,hus reducing the tnodel to a center-
loaded beam with lixed ends. In other words, the model is
3
eqmvalent to four cantilever beams of length 0._55 m, each III. Analysis Discussion
•- connected at the reflection points M. The isoparametric solid hexahedron element appeared in
level 16 of NASA NASTRAN (Ref. 1). MSC NASTRAN
_ The cantilever beam with a built-in cross section IFig. 4-111) (Ref. 2) had an earher version of this element which was
that is completely prevented from warping has an analytical recently modified to improve the deflection computation due
solution (Ref. 3). The -Z/2 deflection ¢5equals to shear stresses. Tl.e stresses and deflectums can vary through
each element so its use allows a more accurately defined
( h) structure with fewer elements. These elements take into
Pi3 ha - 0.01 account pressure loads, which are of primary interest in the
_5= 3--_" I +0.7412 problem under discussion.
The terms in the parenthesis cover the shear deflection for a
rectangular cross section beam where With no previous exper;.ences in the use of these elements, adecision was made to utilize both versions of NASTRAN, since
I "-length (0.255 m) it appeared that the finally developed elements wet.- inde-pendently generated. This analysis methtxt should provide
P = lead some checks on the veracity of our inputs and compuged
h = depth of cross section outputs.
E = Young'smodulus
To minimize the input data errors, a 1108 program was
i = moment of inertia written to generate the complete input data for the three-
(1 19_) dimensional problem shown in Fig. 7. It was only necessary toE' = E define the number of elements in the three directions and theprogressive element lengths. The two-dimensional models were
9 = Poisson's ratio = 0.3 for steel generated by editing out extraneous data and adding con-
attaints where necessary. By progressivelyincreasing the GRID
The initial models (sequence number 3 1o 5 in Table 2) numbers for the foundation portion through each cross-section
used the meshes shown in Figs. 2 and 7 where the finer to the next cross-section and adding a large number to the
divisions ire hi the left end. Because this mesh can be connecting GRID nodes to the top steel hem and repeating
improved for concentrated Ioadings at both ends, Fig. 5 shows the numbering operation for the beam itself, the NASTRAN
the _ymmetric divisions used for models of sequence num- runs were mlde with minimum spillage and acceptable run
btrs 7 and 8 of Table I. times.
Ill
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The cantilever beam deflectmn equation {Eq. I J was shows a dose match. Tile observation can he made that the ti _'derived (Ref. 3) ¢or applicatmn It) the usual fimte cross- (.'BAR elemen" of NASTRAN accurateb _.olnpute_ the ._l_eat *
sectmnal beams. By replacing E with the flexural rigidity deflectmns. The shear deflection Is almost halt of the bending
quanttty E' or E{I/I /at). the equation is apphcable to the m this model.
segment of an infin,tely wide beam, as used in Table I
(Ref. 4}. If the center axis {neutral axls)-Zdetlcctmns of the NASA
hexahedron beam is compared to t[:e cantdever beam deflec-
The mlportant compresswe stress to be resolved is m the lion, it Is stiffer by about 15 percent. If the loc.'di,,ed
concrete tbundation directly under the wheel Ioad,ng point, deformations from the concentrated loading are accounted for
The concentrated Ioadings on the raq must be dispersed as the by comparing the-Z' defledions, the standard beam Isslightly
effect of the loading progresses through the thickness of the stiffer {Table I).
rail to the bolt,am _.ontact to the concrete. The thickness as
well as the w_dth should be important to the degree that the The two-dimensional beam and concrete models described
vertical loads are dispersed, while the width will be a factor for in Table2 show much higher node 20OI IFigs. 2 and 3_
the side loading from the wheel, compressive stresses for the CBAR beam model: higher than
explainable by the almost eqtral bending stiffnesses shown m
The accuracy of this computed compressive stress will be Table I data. The slightly higher bending stiffness of the
highly dependent on accurate modehng of the steel beam-rail, hexahedro_ may account for part of the decrease in compres-
For this determination, the beam alone was modeled as shown sire stresses. Hm,ever, the localized deflections from the
in Fig. 4. Since the hexahedron model accepts pressure loads pressure loads must be responsible for a large I_ortion of the
and localized deflections occur, the total deflection number is differences of the compressive stresses, in Fig. 8, the pressure
also given for this model (Fig. 4-1) as well as the deflection of forces between the beam-rail and the concrete show large
the neutral or center axis of the beam. differences between the models.
The localized deflections from these pressure loads on the From the foregoing data, it is recommended that the results
I bottom of the steel beam seem to have a large effect on the from the hexahedron models using the 0.02 m smallest cubicgenerated compressive stresses in the concrete. Figure8 elements should be increased 10 percent to account for their
delineates the pressure forcesin the MPCconnections between stiffer bending/localized deformation characteristics. The
the beam and the concrete nodes for the two-dimensional tolerance on this percentage is approximately plus 5 and minus
model_ as output by the GRID-point-force balance table. IO. More analys_s checks on the accuracy of the hexahedron
models should be done.
Also, another 5 percent should be added for the increase in
IV. _UIIII the smallest ekment size from 0.02 n" to 0.04 m. Here again,
Comparison of the -Z deflections between the analytical more use experiences would be helpful in optimizing computer W,
cantilever beam (Fig. 4.111) and the, CBAR beam (Fig. 4-11) run time against accuracies in the computed results.
m
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Table 1. bteei beam-rail only, vertical deflecUons
Beam NASTRAN -Z dct'tection x 104. m -Z' × IO4b m
Seq type level with E with E' wtth E Remarks Progra_ "
i Cantilever - -2.47 -2.28 c -- F_g.441!
(Eq. 1) °
"?. CBAR NASA-16.1 -2.45 -2.23 -- Ftg. 4-11 ; ICTNAST
3 llexahedror. NASA-16.1 -1.98 - - -2.35 0.02 mes;t, l-lg. 5-1 FICUNAST
4 Hexahedron MSC-41 -2.11 -- - 2.51 0.02 mesh. Fig. 5-1 FGANAST
5 Hcxahedron NASA-16.1 -1.o9 -- -1.98 0.04 mesh, I-tg. 5-11 FTBN,t.ST
6 Hexahedron MSC41 -1.96 .... 2.24 0.04 mesh, Fig. 5-11 FTANAST
7 Hexahedron NASA-16.1 -2.10 .... 2.68 0.02 mesh, Fig. 5-111symmetric FIONAST
8 Hexahedron NASA-16.1 -2.02 -- -2.47 0.04 mesh. Fig. 5-IV symmetric t,9NAST
t-Z I_.fiections are the neutral axis -Z differentiah. E = Young's modulus, 2.1 × |011 n/m 2, E' = E (i/l - ,2), ffiPut_son's ratio, 0.3.
b-Z" d,'.flections measured per Fig. 4.1 (includes compressive deformations fron_ concentrated loads).
CE' used for the bending deflection portion,
Tslm:. conu_emM_ _ (redo200_),two-dlmmn_n_mme_(RgL2 mU3)
Cohere," " ,_.t_s, Y, IW 6 N/m 2 (x 10.3 ptt)
Steel NASTRAN N'_,_g20_1 Element Element Rem_ks Run no.
$¢q ra_ level comptet_ mean octshedrd
pressure shear
I C'BAR NASA-16.1 -11.$$ (-I.68) 7.03 3.811 Used E', Fill. 3 FIBNAST
2 CIIAR MSC.41 -! i.44 (-I.70) 6.97 3.60 Used E' Fig. 3 FIBNAST
3 Hexslmdton NASA-16. I -7.08 (-1.03) 4.63 2.47 Mesh - Filg. 5-1 FICNAST
4 J,lexahedtoe MSCall -7.86 (-I.14) 4.66 2.411 ld,._ • Fig. $-1 FICNAST
S liexdudmn NASA-16.1 -7.$3 '-1.O9) 4.39 2.43 Mete - Fill. 5-11 F7ANAST
OIUGINALPAog
(W POOhQUAI,rl
_ . m m • _ I
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Table 3. Concrete compressive stresses/three-dimensional model (Fig. 7) I
_ Top of concrete - compressive stress, x 10-6 N/m 2 t x 10 .3 psil aNASTRAN I"
!_ Seq level Loading ...................... [*A B C D k l, G _,
I NASA 16.1 Top2,624,450 10.22 - 9.94 -9.00 -8.08 -6 88 -5.54 -5.17 _!
2 NASA 16.1 Side 0.0 ± 0.70 ±0.77 ±0.91 ±1.04 +1.27 ±2.39 _"
868,0_/0
s [,
3 NASA 16.1 Total -10.22 -10.14 -9.77 -9.00 -7.92 -6.81 -7.56
(max) 11.48) •
4 MSC-41 Top -10.39 -10.11 -9.35 -8.27 -7.10 -5.77 -5.61
2,624,450
N
................................................... I
aA -- (; = Iocattons deslg_mted on Fig. 7 ]
I
I
I
1
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Fig. 3. Two-dimermionll CgAR-hexihedron model
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SEQ I - TABLE 2 MODEL _ CBARS/i
I ! [ ii I I IL 1r
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' _1 -_._ -3"" I
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A,nEmpiricalSpectralBandwidthModel Ifor SuperiorConjunction
i R.S. Rockwell i } i
DeepSpaceNetworkOperat,onsSection
.
Tile downlink signal from spacecraft in superior solar con/unction phases suffers a _ ;;_
great reduction in signal-:o-noise ratio, Responsible in large part fi)r this effect is the line _ :;_
br.ode:ting c,f the signal spectrum. This article presents art analytic empMcal expression
%r spectral bandwidth as a function of heliocentric distance from 1 to 20 solar radii. The
stud)' is based on spectral broadening data obtained front the superior con]unctions of
Helios t (19 75). ltelios 2 (1976) and P_oneer 6 (1968). The empirical fit is based in part
on a function desctibhtg the electron content in the solar corona.
I. Introduction II. The Data
During superior conjunctions the signal from a spacecraft The data to be used in this study are a composite collection
undergoes considerable distortion as a result of passing of bandwidth measurements= from the superior conjunctions
through the solar corona. One of the prime factors responsible of Helios 1 (1975), Helios 2 (1976) and Pioneer 6 (1968). The
for this distortion is the effect of spectral broadening and is data span the region from ! solar radius (Ro) to 20 solar radii
graphically seen in the degradation of the signal.to.noise ratio (20Ro).
(SNR).
The Woo paperdefinesthe bandwidthBW,as:
in an effort to model SNR degradationduring superior
conjunction it is necessary to know how spectral fines broaden w12
as a function of distance from the Sun. This information must f P([)df= l/2fo'P(f)d fbe obtained either from actual measurement or a theoreticalmodel.
For the purpose of this study, RichardWoo hat supplied his where P(f) is the power spectrum of the broadened spectral
theoretical work on spectral broadening (Ref. i) and • line.
graphical display of spectral broade,ning data-spectral band-
width venus heliocentric distance, t in Hzas a functionof heliocentricdistance.
al|
I l _ III _ "r r r -_l '-
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To ut]ll,'c the bandwidth data It ',va,, decided to cuI_e fit wllll
the raw data points in the least square sen_,eTile llllnledlate
I,r,;hletn w:i,; to detettnlne :t rea._o_:able ft,nctlon tt_ be "_sed m 1/3- hi2 + a) 3 Io_ lrl2)31
the fittnlg process. F(a, /31 = 1 - O.OS J-
Initially. Woo's spectral broademng paperwasconsultedm I-[fl- +a,s {a- n,'2ts -I
an effort to find a suntable "'fitting" function. Itowever, no -0.00275 L- '- Jconvenient closed-form expr ssion could be fim d m his work. A /3
straightforward polynolmal v, as cons,dered but was considered
where
to be too cumbersome a ftmctmn and not very elegant. Next.
the ISEI) function (Integrated solar electron density l from tile a = Sun-karth-pmbe :ingle I SkP), ,ad
A. Berman/J. Wackley doppler noise t\mnulatlon (Ref. 2) was
investigated. There were several good reasons for considering _ = Earth-Sun-probe angle tESP), tad
ttus function.
When modehng doppler noise, Bennan sets ISED prow_rtumal
Spectral broadening is undoubtedly m sortie way related to to tile actual noise data and simultaneously solves for A 0, A l
the free electron contenl m the solar ;:-rona. Since tile ISED and a propoJ,,mahty constant K.
function is simply a measure of the electron content along the
signal raypath, it seems reasonable to hypothesize that spectral In hiring the ISED function to the bandwidth data it wa_
broadening, whtch is expressed in terms of the spectral decided to first try using the doppler noise coefficients"
bandwidth, might be proportional to this pa_ameter. Further-
more, the ISED parameter sw'.:essfully models one st,lar A o = 1.182X IO-3
induced effect doppler noise. Perhaps it can another--spectral
broadcn!.n_.
A =4.75× 10-t°I
The function under consideration was of the form:
III. The Fitting of ISED
In its original form the ISED function is given by B|;'H, (a) = K (ISEDDN)
w re ISEDDN represents ISED with the doppler noise
._ /';,R coefficients. The form of ISED was simplified slightly by
ISED = Jo N dr _ttmg _ = 7r -- _. This is a reasonable approximation consider-" mg the fact that the data spans the region IR o t 20R o or 0.3
to 5 deg SEP.
where In performing the curve fit, the sum of the squares of the
logarithmic residuals were formed
A B el
N(r) : -- +
r6 r 23 cm' o= _,__, og,o "lCpra--_JJ
and • is the heliocentric distance in solar radii.
The integration is along the signal path and when expressed in and then minimized with respect to K:
Sun-Earth.probe angle geometry yields:
i)o
ISEI_._) = A..(si22),. ,, F(..tl) +A,
This yields K = 7.657 with a standard deviation o = !.6513 dB.
ORIGllq[, PAOliNt
t On QU,4r
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The results of this fit appear to be fairly good as the a o
-- = 0
statistics and a glance at the graphical data (Fig. 1) s ,w. To a A o
improve upon this fit the next le#cai step was to determine a
new set of coefficients, A o and A I, m addition to determining
K. It was also decided to look more closely at the electron a o _ 0
density function, Ne. a •
Most forms of t_'edensity function found in the literature yielded the best fit values ofA o and •. One final application of
can be expressed as: least squares determined the constant of proportionality K
between the bandwidth and ISED.
A B The values of the ISED parameters that provide the best fit.
r6 r2+* in the least squares sea:o, to the bandwidth data are
where • has taken on a multitude of values ranging from • = 0.77
approximately 0.0 - 0.5. In his study, Berman chose to use an
a priori value of • = 0.3. Berman independently d¢rived this A o = 0.22 X 10-3
same value • = 0.30 from his curve fitting of ISED to doppler
noise. K = 8.8521
Using the same basic idea, it was decided to reevaluatee in
addition to A o for the bandwidth data. Determining the values The corresponding statistics are
of K, A o, and e had the same effect as determining A I , A o and
e. o(dB) = 1.4347
1his fit is plotted over the Woo data in Figs. 2 and 3 and
IV. Evaluation of _ shows the scatter between the two.
To evaluate the parameters A o and ,, the ISED function
was written in the form: it is interesting to note the value of _ just detemlined. The
Berman value of e : 0.30 is about the averageof most values
determined by other investigators (Ref. 3). Althcugh the value
[ lr:_.+,] • At [_ ¢ = 0.77is somewhat higher, it should be noted that:
ISED(a, e) = A o F(ot,e)
(sin (1) e tends to take on higher values when evaluated over
regions close to the, Sun ("-10Re)
with (2) Spectral broadenhlg is probably proportional to more
than just the signal path electron content
F(a, e) - ! .... _to, for instance, obtains t value of e = 03 for the region !
t - ,, to 5 _!_ radii (R_f. 4).
. ,._ paper, Woo s.tu that the b_ad_idth is proportionalO_
/ J
to the solar wind flux. A_auming a spherically sym_aetflc
2)[.,. -_2_- corona would imply that the bandwidth falh off at an
inverse4qnare law. For completeness, a simple inverse-square
ftagtton was fit in the klst4quages some to the bandwidth
where the substitution B =Jr- a h_s been included. This it the data. This fit yielded the statistics
pmc_ure foUmvedby Bermm (Ref. 3).
o (dB) • 2.0024
._lin, theImm4qusmethodwssappliedtad the
sohttinm of the conditions: A plot of this function Isseen in Fig. 4.
1118
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V. Conclusion This expression is valid for the region IR o - 20R o
In its final form, the empirical model for the spectral This bandwidth can be expressed in different units using i
bandwidth during superior conjunction is given by the following conversion factors ]
¢
BW(a) = K(ISED) meters !5600 -- Hz
= (1.95X 10-I) (sina) 1'77 F(a) I1.95 × 102o ei/m2/Hz
+(4.2 X 10-9) [ .] , Hz The model presented give, the user a best.fit expression for the
L(si.o,)-j svectral bandwidth as a function of heliocentric distance
during superior conjunction. The ISED function appears to
with reflect the basic signature of spectral broadeningeffects in the
region IR o - 20R o.
"(1r/2)3 - (a - _r/2)3
F(c0 = 1.0 - 0.13
_r-a Although spectral broadening !_ undoubtedly a result of
more complicated processes than just the presence of electrons
_n/2 _) -(a- _r/2)s] in the signal path (or even the fluctuations in the density of0.002 • these ".lectrons), ISED, with e = 0.77, describes the radimJ"L _ _ behavior of this effect to a good first order. Perhaps this model
will be a good starting place for a more detailed description of
o ffi SEP angle, rad solarcorona spectral broadening effects.
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DSN SystemPerformanceTest Software
M. Martin
Deep Space Network Operations Sect, on
The Deep Space Network Operations Software Support Group has developed an
entireO, new, _dly autonu_ted means of testing the perfi_rmance of the Deep Space
i Station Data Subsystems. The DSN System Performance Test Software was developed forthe new SN Mark-Ill '77Data System ()lIDS).
I. Introduction routing data blocks and operator directives to those programs.
It also processes data block dump requests lront the operator.
In April of 1975 the Deep Space Network Software Sup-
port Group was given the assignment of developing System The operation of the Test Executive is governed by the SPT
Performance Test Software to run in the DSN Mark-Ill Data Standard Operating System (SPTSOS), which contains the [[i
System Modcomp-ll computers at the Deep Space Stations. handlers and common software required by the Test Executive
The original idea was to basically recode existing software for and the test programs. The SPT software package (Fig. 1) may
the Modcomp. During the first few months of the software be expanded vertically as well as horizontally as new require-
definition and design phase, new requirements were pointed ments are defined and implemented. The expansion is limited
out, structured programming concepts were stressed, and the only by the size of the disc. As new programs are developed,
capabilities of the Modcomp computer were becoming more the disc configuration may be modified, if necessary, by the
obvious. It was then decided that it would be better to develop generation of a new Operating System (SYSGEN). A SYSGEN
a totally new MDS software package. DSN management con- tailors an Operating System to the requirements of the project
curred, and the Software Support Group was given the go- and allocate, disc space as required.
ahead to start software implementation.
By January of 1976 the Software Support Group produced Ill. Sy_ Performam_ Test _t_iwe
a new, totally automated DSN System PerformanceTest Soft- The Test Executive routes all input directives, standard If
ware design for DSN management review and approval, subsystem blocks (SSB's), and high-s_:J data (HSD) and Lwideband data (WBD) blocks to the proper test programs. Itperforms preliminary checks and error dumping on incoming
II. Description data blocks. It routes HSD-WBDand SSB blocks as requestedby the test programsand transmits acknowledge responses as
The DSN System PerformanceTest (SPT) Software package requiredby the operational programs. _
is comprised of a Test Executive and several individual test
programs.The Test E;,ecutive is the main program. It controls The Test Executive procease_ all directives routed to itself
the input and output of the individual test programs by and activates such programs or routines as required. It also
la4
I r "
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handles opetat.m messages and test log and test report _.'utput verllymg doppler data format_, calculating hmg-telm drill and
funchons, phase plier, comptmng lheolellk;.l[ Jlliel. and reporting S-band
Pmgramlnc,t Oscillator Control As_cmbl._ (PO('A) ranlp delay
Probable the most itnportanI feature is the abdltv it, read and noise characteristics. It also te,,ts aiId evaluates the I)SS
test proc,'dures from disc. This capabdtty allows the opcralor Planeta_ Ranging Assembly (PRA) b_,, verifying range data
It, perform senuautomallc testing. The procedure will outpltt furmats and by determining ramle and differenced range versus
specific operator mstrucu,ms It;, tell the operatol htw¢ to integrated doppler (DRVID) characteristics. It tests the
configure the hardware, etc. In thts manner, a test may be antenna subsystem by creating and transmittmg angle predlcts.
designed and tested prior to its reqmred use. The operator
does not ]lave to s_t at tile COlisolc typewriter entering duet- The Tracking SPT S_qlwarc COliSlsl:.,Of a prmlary program
tires: the test may be performed at computer speed rather and transient test report generators. The prmrary prograln
than at operator speed. Operator input errors are virtually acceptsdlrechvesllrom the Test kxectmvel forconflguratmn
ehnllnated and the computer and conlputer software are used alld control, validates recewed data f_rmats from tracking
m a very effi,.Lcnt manner, high-speed data blocks, and _ecords doppler and ranging data
oft disc. At the conclusion of an SPT. a test repolt generator is
act;rated to evaluate system perfornlance lronl the data
IV. M¢,nitorSystemPerformanceTest recorded and produces a test report showing test configura-
Software Iron. test data. and test results. Crtterta for noise characteris-
The Mcmtor Systern Perfomlance Test Software tests the tics based on DSN system reqmrements provide a pass-fail
DSb .',.loqttor Subsystem by generating and transmitting judgmunt which Is included m the test results.
simulated lu_l-_peed dala blocks and standard subsyqcm
blocks to the Momtor Operational Software which resides in
the l)lgltal Instrumentation Subsystem (DIS). It also has the VII. Command System Performance
ability to insert errors into the blocks and to generate text and Test Program
backfeed blocks. The Monitor SPT Software also processes The Command System Performance Test Program tests the
monitor blocks received from the DIS by performing header operational integrity of the DSS Command Subsystem by
checks, verifying block timing, checking block serial number simulatil_g the functions of the Miss:on Control and Con put-
sequencing, testing for changes in selected block data fields, ing Center (MCCC) or o'.her control center. The program
and by comparing recewed data to expected data. receives operator directives and simulates high-speed data
blocks, which are routed by the Test Executive to the Com-
nrand Processor Assembly (CPA). The CPA returns standard
V. Telemetry System Performance subsystem blocks or high-speed data blocks in response to the
Test Software blocks received from the test program. The test program then
The Telemetry System Performance Test Software is a processes the incoming blocks by performing header checks
table-driven multimission program capable of processing six and verifying that the received block contains the appropriate
telemetry channels simultaneously, in addition, it is capable of response. The test program expects the CPA to transmit blocks
remotely controlling the Simulation Conversion Assembly within certain time tolerances. If a block is not received on
(SCA) by generating text and control HSD blocks and trans- time an appropriate error message is output to the operator.
mitring them to the SCA. The outputs of the Telemetry |._.
Processor Assembly (TPA) are patched and become inputs to
the Telemetry SPT Program, which accepts the inputs and VIII. Mission-Independent Original Data
performs header checks, time interval tests, and bit-word error Record (ODR) Validation Pr_ram !
rate tests and periodically reports errors and error summaries The Mission-Independent ODR Validation Progz, , pro- i
to the operator. An additional capability is also available vides a means for validating an Original Data Record. ODR)
w_ich calculates Y.factor values given system parameters and
tape generated by the Communications Mumtor and For,nat.
calibration data. ter Assembly (CMFA) during a System Performance Test. It
also has the ability to validate the Referenced Original D_.ta
Vl. Tracking System Performance Record (RODR) tape generated by the System Performance
Test Executive. Validation consists of performing simple
Tell Program header checks on the recorded blocks or by comparing two
The Tracking System Performance Test Software tests and tapes for consistency. The ODR program can also be used to
evaluates the performance of the DSS doppler system by dump the ODR tapes.
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i IX. Conclusion tern Perfornlamce Tests, Miss:on Configuration Tests (MCT's) ,
t and the 26-Meter S-X Band Conversion Pro}ect.
The System Performance Test Software is currently being )
modified to include additiunal capabihttes and exdaancements. The software Is currently being used for Mission Prepass
Additional _oftware programs are currently being developed Readiness Tests (PRT's or countdowns), but future plans
for the Command Store and Forward System and the Auto- include modnfying the software so that the command, tracking
matic Total Recall System (ATRS). Additional projects which and telemetry programs may run simultaneouslT, thereby ,
will be supported by future capabilit;es are the Network Sys- reducing required test time considerably.
!:
)
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